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ABSTRACT

This projectIbegins by examining living history; defining its scope,uses,and
i
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relationship to othjerfields. Itfurther defines and articulates asecond-person methodology
for construction o^living history educational projects,grounding it in historical,
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educational, and djramatic theory. Finally, it demonstrates this methodology by proposing

a such a program aj: the San Timoteo Schoolhouse, inRiverside County, California. This

demonstration incljudes definitions of educational objectives, historicalbackground, notes
on program presentation, and a model lesson plan including sample student materials.
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INTRODUCTION

"Into the Time-warp with History's Lunatic Fringe"
Jay Anderson

The idea for this prpiect began in the remote woods of Central Maine. I had gone

to the Washbum-Norlands Living History Center as a summer intern to study their living
history live-in programs and broaden my experience iri museum studies through hands oh

work.L In the course of my summer there, I learned a great deal about the practical and
day to day work ofa smallmuseum. This experience worked to broaden my horizons to
hew and different methods of history education.

Central to the site's activities was a program they had established over 20 years ago.

Entitled "Journey I: A Typical Day in School, 1850's," it consisted ofa living history
program based in the site's restored school house. The program attempted to re-create a
typical school day for the students through the actual teaching, work,gossip, and play that

would have been experienced by a historic student. Not only did their teacher-interpreter
bring to life Miss Eunice P. Chenery(the district's schoolrnarrn in 1853),but in addition

the life and tirhes of nineteenth-cehtury Livermore, Maine,though the yenue ofits district
number seven school.,

I was very much excited by the program idea. In the months that I was present at

Norlahds,the positive response to the program, most especially from school-age children

I
Why Norlands and their live-in program? I had read the article on the program by
Tracy LintOh Craig,"Retreat into History" Historv News.(June, 1983); and was very much

impressed by his first-person account and description ofthe background ofthe program.
My work in other historical museums had suggested the possibilities ofdoing such work,
but I wished to see a practical demonstration of it.

was striking. They were fascinated by the notion that history might include schoolchildren

like themselves, and issues and concerns similar to their own. In my teaching experience,
contemporary students seem to have great difficulty relating to history, and even less

enthusiasm for it. Any program that can focus their interest and attention on history in a
positive manner is worthy ofexamination. It seemed that the Norlands program was
history which school kids could relate to and be excited by.

Two features ofthis program specifically impressed me. First,the choice to actively
involve the students in the interpretation, not as passive observers or distant modem

participants, but rather by using them to personify and actively portray students who
attended the school, making them a part ofthe interpretive "story." This form of historical
interpretation, pioneered by the site's founder,Billie Gammon,seemed novel, distinctive,

and worthy ofemulation as an enormously powerful tool to help students identify with
and understand the reality of history. This choice to use active learning principles to teach
local and school history was all the more stunning given that none ofthe staff ofNorlands
had significant formal groundiiig in educational theory,and the rural Maine area of its

founding was not a center ofeducational innovation. Yet they had implemented this

program that fit squarely within the current direction and goals of progressive history
educators.2

Second,the attention paid to portray accurately both site and local history was truly
impressive. While I had seen many programs that interpreted historic schoolhouses, I

believed the Norlands program one ofthe definitive programs in living history and

Ibid.; Billie Gammon,Conversation, 18 January, 1994

schoolhouse interpretation.^ Norland's use ofprimary source materials to detail the

material culture ofschoolhouse,furnishings,supplies,and even area was impressive. The
inclusion oflocalfamily histories,folkways and speech patterns in the re-creation set it far
apartfrom run-of-the-mill school program. Most importantly,this program worked very
hard to provide a seamless and historically accurate picture ofthe site's schoolhouse. This

would be impressive in any historical interpretative medium,but it is doubly so for being

implemented both as a school and living history prog^m,fields too often painted as the
home of poorly researched and presented historical work.'^
Having seen the program,I cquld not help but be impressed. Having been trained
to present the program to incredibly a.ppreciative students and teachers, I could not help

but want to emulate its successes. Being a Southern California native far from my home

region,I could only wish that the folks back home might have an opportunity to be
involved with such living history and present it in such an effective manner to students of

our state. As a student whose chosen field ofstudy involves non-traditional methods of

history education, I wanted to share the methods I had seen with a broader academic and

^
In addition to the Norlands schoolhouse program mentioned,the author has seen
and examined programs at Sacramento^ Irvine,San Diego, Bakersfield, El Monte,Novato,
San Francisco, and Buena Park, California; Grand Island, Nebraska; Des Moines,Iowa;

Indianapolis, Indiana; and Sturbridge, Massachusetts. While many ofthem have elements
worth emulating,none seem as accurate,in-depth,specific, educationally useful, or
stimulating for the students as the Norlarxds program.
For some idea ofthis criticisin see: Ada Luise Huxtable,"Lively Original vs. Dead
Copy",New York Times9 November, 1965;Thomas J. Schlerth,"It Wasn't that Simple",
Museum News 33:1(|an.-Feb. 1978), p.36-38; Warren Leon and Margaret Piatt,"Living
History Museums". History Museums in the United States: A Critical Assessment. Warren

Leon and Roy Rosenzweig eds.(Urbana,IL: University of Illihbis Press, 1989)Chp.3

professional community. Clearly the stage was set to recreate and elaborate upon such an
interpretive program upon my returny as my master's project.

However,certain difficulties raised immediate concerns. While a sketchy summary of
the Norlands' program exists in their interpreter's guide®, it provides no more than an

unadorned outline ofthe program as presented. Interpreters are trained in this program
and its methods mostly through oral instruction and modeling onthe program's

presentation by others. The methods used to create and implement this program have not
been significantly documented in any public wa^y> Finally> the educational and historic
choices made in its creation, while implicit, are not well defined.
Therefore,to demonstrate this style of program,a comprehensive examination of

methods and choices would need to be undertaken. This would then need to be applied to
a local site in which this program might he replicated. Without a documented model to
compare against, care would have to be taken that the analysis and descriptions were clear
enough to help develop a program which would achieve the same high standards and
positive public response.

The choice of a historical school site and specific date to interpret are key to creating
such a program. In making this choice, it would he preferable to choose a local site that
had been preserved and restored, and whose managing agency would be open to such a

program being demonstrated in their venue. Unfortunately for this project.Southern
California is not well noted for its historic preservation activities as compared to many
other areas ofthe country. Some preservationists might in fact refer to this area as a

®

Wilrria Boothby Irish,ed."Norlands Living History Center Interperter's Guide"

(Livermore, Maine:Washbum^Norlands, 1991)

"bulldozer" culture, where yesterday's buildings make way for today's construction at a

furious pace.
While extant nineteenth-century schools are not completely unknown in Southern
Galifomia,preserved and restored schook are a scarce commodity. In fact,in the
consideration of over a score ofsites within a 100 mile radius, no site was found to be

available which precisely fit the previously mentioned needs^. Therefore I was forced to
fall back on the idea of demonstrating the program as a prospectus and paper proposal
rather than as a fully mounted and demonstrated activity.

Given these circumstances,I simply wentforward by choosing the closest extant
nineteenth-century schoolhouse where I might get moderate cooperation from its
administrators as a basis for this project. This turned out to be the schoolhouse in San
Timoteo Canyon,lying roughly 25 highway miles from California State University,San
Bernardino,and just across the county border in Riverside County.^ It is administered by

®
Sites considered include schools in San Bernardino, Riverside,San Diego, Lxjs
Angeles,Orange,and Santa Barbara Counties. The three primary reasons for rejecting
these other sites were some combination oflack ofrestoration,lack ofcooperation ofthe
owner or iadministrating agency,and/or lack of available hktorical resource material on the
site. Rarest among these in the opinion ofthis author were restored schools,closely
followed by cooperative site adminktrators.

^
A somewhat more formal description ofthe location, abstracted from the title deed
would be: lying at the south-west comer ofsection 20,Township 2South,Range 2West,
San Bernardino Baseline and Meridian. See:San Bernardino County, County Recorder,
"Register of Deeds",Book 30, p.578-79,San Bernardino County Archives

the Riverside County Department of Parks,who have as a long term goal the preservation,

restoration,and historical interpretatiotr ofthe site®.
The school, datingfrom 1883,is a wood structure ofvernacular architecture lying on

the south side ofthe upper canyon amid a small stand ofsubsequently planted pepper

trees. It appears(based upon the readings ofthe author)to be the oldest extantschool
structure in either Riverside or San Bernardino counties. It had seen continued use as

some combination ofschool,Sunday school,community meeting house,and polling place
for over lOO years until its incorporation into the Riverside County Parks system in 1985.
Since then,it has sat idle and vacant, awaiting restoration and historical interpretation.^

It is my beliefthat this project will work to satisly two different goals. First, I will
endeavor to propose a well defined living history prograrn ofinterpretation for San

Timoteo Schoolhouse's specific context, as a way ofspurring further interest and activity
involving this site. Second,by documenting the choices and methods used in creating this

program,I believelean offer insight into the methods ofcreating such programs and a
sample program for others. If my efforts can act as a model,starting point,or even

®

Unfortunately for the purpose ofthis project,the restoration is only haltingly

started, grudgingly funded,and has no firmly foreseeable completion date. The site(prior
to the start ofthis project)had little firm or accurate historical documentation beyond the

shockingly incomplete and misleading preliminary historic structure report,and no county
staff or budget to remedy this situation.While great enthusiasm for the project was shown
by the Park Department historian, Diane Seider,site administrator for this location, little
to no material help was provided beyond references. This project has primarily a labor of
love and learning on the author's part.

^

William H.Frink,"Early Days ofSan Timoteo Vallev".Redlands Facts(Calif.) Dec.

18,19,21 <Sc 22, 1936; Riverside County,Parks Department. Preliminary Historic Structure

Report:San TimoteO Canyon Schoolhouse. prepared by Milford Wayne Donaldson(1991)

cautionary tafe for those considering interpreting nineteenth-century educational sites or

spent.

BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS

"The pure and simple truth is rarely pure and never simple."
Oscar Wilde

What is Living History?

"It is the historian's business to make himself at home in

other times and places besides his own in order to bring
those times and places alive for his contemporaries."
Arnold Toynbee

Key to understanding this project is arriving atsome clear definition ofterms.
Perhaps the first unfamiliar term to an academic reader is

itself. While it is

likely that well-read persons will have heard the term used in relationship to some
museum,activity, or project, it is equally likely that they will not have a clear and

encompassing understanding of what this term means. This is not very surprising,given
the diverse nature ofthe activities that fall under the heading ofliving history.
Living history is used by some museums to describe costumed tours, or craftsmen
working in a historic fashion. Others might use it to refer to museums full ofcostumed

actors interpreting historical chatacters to the public. Social scientists regularly use the

term in describing active anthropological or ethnographic research in subjects as diverse as
stone-age living,seventeenth century foodways,or early twentieth century farmirig

Popular culture, by contrast employs the term to describe folklore gatherings,battie rer
enactments,historic market fairs, black-powder shooting,and even antique vehicle rallies.

Living history covers a wide variety of popular or "public" historyi and includes such

varied proponents and supporters as Henry Ford,Alvin Toffler,Thor Heyerdahl,John D.
Rockefeller, Larry Niven,and John Davidson. However,the field itselfis so wide(and in

some senses SG illKlefined)tHat even its many advocates and chtoniclets are often at a loss
. to.describe itd°- .. .

Typical ofthe descriptioits are Anderson's comments that,"Living history can be

defined as a.n attempt by people to simulate life in another time.

While valid, I believe

that Fortier may be more tothe point when he suggests:
"Living history is not an end to itself. It is a way to communicate."

Accepting for the momentthatliving history is a medium ofcommunication,we
may note that like all mediae its action is the transmission ofmessages. The message
content ofliving history is history, the interpretation ofthe historical record of text,
objects and folkways to an audience.

Living history is not in that sense unique; all history is itself interpretation. The
historic record is a complex tangle oftextSj artifacts, opinions,and observations; often

For a broad introduction to the field, two works are ofinterestto the reader, both
bv lav Anderson. Time Machines:The World of Living History(Nashville. Tenne.ssee:

American Association for State and Local History, 1984);and The Living History Reader
(Nashville,Tennessee: American Association for State and Local History, 1991).
lav Anderson."Living History" American Quarterly(Fall. 1982): for comparison
see also James Peetz,"The Historic House Museum:Gan It Live?" Historic Preservation

Qan-Mar, 1967); or Dawin P. Kelsey,"Historical Farms as Models ofthe Past" ALHFAM
Annual(1975)p. 33-38

John Fortier,"Thoughts on the Re-creation and Interpretation of Historical
Environments"Schedule and Papers ofthe Third International Congress of Maritime
Museums(1978)

10

both confusing and conflicting; It is the task ofthe historian to sort out this mass of
information and rnake some understandable sense of it to an audienced^

Most traditidnal academic history relies on the interpreter's use of words to

condense and symbolize the historic record. The academic communicates his knowledge
of history primarily through written or spoken language,occasionally adomed with

representational illustrations. This can be viewed as a method of presenting history
xhxon^ abstraction^
Liviiig history by contrast, uses human presence or action on the part ofthe
interpreter combined with real objects to present a material and tangible interpretation of
history,sometimes combined with speech or textual matter. Living hiistorians choose to

present or understand history through concrete physical activity, or physicalization. I
therefore suggest that living history may be defined as the interpretation ofhistory

through itsphysicalembodiinenthy the interpreter, and wiW treat it as thus defined
within this text.

In analyzing the field, those familiar with living history have proposed three broad

divisions ofthe practitioners, Quoting Anderson:

One group is primarily interested in using simulation as a mode ofinterpreting
{demonstrating/explaining]the realities oflife in the past more effectively, generally at
living museums and historic sites. These interpreters "animate" a restored fprt,farm,
or village, and iiivite the visitor to involve themselves in the daily activities ofthetime

it represents....The purpose ofthis group is essentially educational, and these
interpreters often consider themselves master teachers.

For the purpose ofthis discussion,even the act ofanalyzing the historical record
for personalsatisfaction or understanding would qualify. While some might argue
whether this is the act ofa historian or antiquarian,it still provides the essential audience,
albeit an audience ofone. (See the following discussion of"experimenters" and "buffs.")

II

A second group uses simulation as a research tool. Most ofthese are scholars,come

from archaeology and the social sciences, and they have tried to develop archaeological
and historic sites as outdoor laboratories — settings for testing ethnological theories or
generating new data about material culture. Many ofthese scientists and their projects
are well publicized — Thor Heyerdahl and his voyages on Km Tiki or Ra I and Ra II —
But there are scores ofother,lesser-known but comparable projects.

The third and most colorful group is made up of"history huffs" — people who...[use
living history]...for personal reasons,often for play and the joy ofgetting away.
Many ofthese enthusiasts identify with particular,real, or composite individuals of
the past.... Buffs[often] are sticklers for "authenticity", especially with regard to
clothing, grooming styles and idiosyncrasies ofspeech...
These three divisions within the field may be referred to loosely as living history
interpreters, experimenters^ and buffs'^'. While the activities, goals and needs ofeach of

these groups can be substantially different, this text will primarily focus on only the first of

these groups,that ofthe living history interpreter. Given the nature of this project,to
create a demonstration living history education program,our primary concern will he the
interpretive uses ofliving histor>'.

Anderson.Time Machines p.12-13

This group ofexperimenters are sometimes known collectively as the experimental
archaeologv' movement. For some idea ofthe breath and scope ofthis movement,see
Robert Ascher."Experimental Archeology".American Anthropologist 63:4(Aug. 1961)
p.793'816; Donald W.Callender Jr."Reliving the Past: Experimental Archaeology in
Pennsylvania" Archaeoloev 29:3(Tulv 1976)p.173-77:Jay Anderson,"Immaterial Culture:
The Implication of Experimental Research for Folklife Museums"in Material Culture
Studies in America Thomas T. Schlereth ed.(Nashville. Tennessee: American Association

for State and Local History, 1982)p. 306-15

16

For some idea ofthe range of buffs,see Anderson.Time Machines. Chp.8'End

12

Living History interpretation

"You arecalled upon to remake history."
Bertrand Barere

But merely noting what living history is does not sufficiently explain its use in this
project. Certain issues ofliving history interpretMon should be considered by the readers

before directly approaching the project» lest they fail to understand the methodologies
irwolved.

/V

^ ^■

First, certain si^ificant divisiohs lie within the relalm ofliving history interpretation.
One ofthe most important distinctiorts is the method ofinterpretation. The two primarily
used are referred to as first-person and third-person interpretation. This parlance derives

from the interpretive use ofthe respective first and third person pronouns,"I" and "they"
by the interpreter in speech.

A third person interpreter, while dressing and/or performing activities appropriate

to the historical period,refers to the subjects ofthe period in the third-person form. Such

an interpreter would refer to how "they" lived, or what"they" did or said. The original
form ofliving history in this country,it allows the interpreter to both blend into the site,
yet actto bridge the gap between past and present. The interpreter can be viewed as an
animated portion ofthe material culture ofthe exhibit,allowing the visitor visualize the
appearance of people in the historical environment. However,by speaking directly to the
audiencefrom a modem point ofview,the interpreter can maintain an omniscient and

dispassionate distance to consider the period interpreted,and relate it to the present.

Leon and Piatt,"Living History Museums",p. 86-91: Artderson. Time Machines.
Chp. 2-3 passim.

13

First person living history interpretation, by contrast, is a relatively newer form of
interpreting history to the museum and historical community.Its origins in this context
apparently stem from its implementation at the Plimoth Plantation historic site in the mid

IPdO's.j^® First-person interpreters phrase their utterances from the point ofview ofa
specific historical or composite role^^,thus speaking"as" a historical person,rather than a
modem one. The interpreter's actions are therefore intended to simulate the real or

composite historical subject as closely^ possible. The interpreter endeavors to present

this characterizatiorl through careful use of dramatic techniques demonstrating the results
of historical research and understanding.
In essence,they attempt to create in their actions and persona a model of historical

reality for their audience to examine,in the same way that traditional museums might
build a diorama or paint a mural to re-create a physical landscape. This presentational

method in many ways changes the role ofthe audience of history from passive acceptor of
information to interpreter ofthe "historical" acts and utterances ofthis person. Some in

18

While certain civic and corporate myths have long been dramatized,the careful

attention to historical accuracy has rarely been ofreal concern to the producers ofsuch

work. While no drfinitive study ofthe origins offirst-person interpretation is known by
this author, it has been extensively studied in relation to the Plimoth site. See:Steven

Eddy Snow,"Theater ofthe Pilj^ms: Documentation and Analysis of a'Living History'
Performance in Plymouth, Massachusetts"(Ph.D. Dissertation: New York University,
1987.) Based upon a cursory literature search.Snow suggests that this site is the originator
of the form.

1^

The use of compbsite roles to represent ordinary or nondescript characters is an

established practice within the living history community. Used in cases where specific
characterizations are lacking,these interpretations can articulate points ofview common to
their society, class, or period. Properly done,they represent a social history use ofliving
history methodology.

14

the field, noting this change, have chosen to refer to the first-person living historian as an

"informant," rather th^n "interpreter" tp note this change in relationship.^®
Each ofthese two methods have particular strengths aiid weaknesses. First person

living history, presents ah involving ahd detailed picture ofculturaland social landscapes,
and tends to make recognizahle $ense out ofvast amounts ofdisparate infortnation. It is
one ofthe most effectivetools in a historian's repertory for stimulating interest on the part
ofthe audience, and is almost universally popular. Further, it involves its audience by

allowing it t6 choose its own interaction, and create its own interpretation from the
historical material offered.^^

Hov^eyer,the limitation ofinterpreta:tion through historical persona can distort the

transmission of history. An interpreter portraying a historical character can notsay,"I
don't know"to a question their historical character would know,even if the historian does
not.^^ As well,it creates an interpretation very limited by the context ofcharacters selected

James Deetz,"The Link from Object to Person to Concept",in Museums.Adults,
and the Humanities(Washington. D.C.: American Association of Museums, 1981)p.18;
Snow,"Theater ofthe Pilgrims", p.81-87

Leon and Piatt,"Living History Museums",p.89-92

"
There are a variety of methods of dealing with this issue. Most revolve around
redirecting the conversation,and maintaining control ofthe interpretation on the part of
the interpreter, to keep within subject that the historians do understand. As well,such
interpretation should not be attempted without a sufficient knowledge base and
preplanning to have anticipated a method to deal with those questions that can be
anticipated.

15

for interpretation.^^ It is rare that historical characters understand their own cultural and
historic milieu, or have a clear grasp ofthe larger societal issues that they are involved in.
Further,there is no way they can relate the interpretation to the observer's time and
culture,forcing the historian/interpreter to abstain from any comparison or commentary
on the relationship between the modem and historic.^"^
First person programs also are difficult and expensive to set up,calling for significant

resources in both research and interpreter training,including both historical and

presentationalskills. Administration is a major undertaking,as keeping the presentation
accurate,fresh, and lively is a constant and ongoing task,25
Third person living history on the other hand, is much more useful and

time/resource efficient to convey directed, comparative, and specific abstract points of

history. It allows for both historical and cultural omniscience on the part ofthe
interpreter, and direct comparisoris between past and present. As previously noted,it does

provide some measure ofvisual integration with the historical site on the part ofthe
interpreter.

23
A general trend ofliving history criticism holds that the presentation of history is
inevitably skewed by the choice ofroles interpreted. The trend to avoid interpretation of
controversial or unpleasant material seems in the eyes ofsome critics to be a fatal flaw of
the living history movement. Others suggest that the practitioners ofliving history are no

more or less willing to take such risks than the bulk of museum organizations,and in a few
cases have proved much more so. (See: Leon and Piatt,"Living History Museums",Chp.
:3h

24

Ibid, p.89

25

ibidvp.SG'Bd h

^ ^

■ ■

16

Howeyerj it tob pft^

to little more than a quaint gimmick of putting

a tour guide in costume.In addition,the jarringdction of hearing modem words and ideas
coming from a figure portraying the past destroy much ofthe suspension ofdisbeliefon
the part ofthe audience that creates the illusion ofthe historic landscape. It acts to further
abstract the experience presented to the audience. Rather than "sejeing" the historical

landscape,the audience is siniply provided tools to"imagine" it, an action which distances
them from more direct experience. In many ways,it is merely an augmentation ofthe
traditional "lecture" method with costumes and props.^*-^

Having defined the two basic modes ofliving history interpretation,there is however
a third mode that needs be discussed. While not as formally accepted or widely known as

the preceding two modes,I believe it has great promise,and willform the basis ofthis
project.

This is a form ofliving history I refer to as "second-person" living history. Again,it
refers to the interpretive use of a common English pronoun,in this case the second person

pronoun,"you." It is an extension ofordinary first-person living history,that acts to
destroy the division between actor and audience by including the audience within the
interpretation.

In traditional types of historical interpretation,the audience oftreated by the

interpreters as unseen and passive observers,or interact with the interpreters as modem
character to historic. In second-person interpretation however,the audience is personified

and characterized within the historical milieu by the intetpreter. The audience is thus

Ibid., p.90
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assigned a "role" within the historical interpretation, and participates in the interpretive
action, as a method to legrn about the period through fc6e/r own actions.^^
I first learned about this method ofinterpretation at Norlands. A large variety of

their pro^ams use such second-person techniques ofinclusion,comprising both adult and
children's programs interpreting a wide range of historical subjects. Perhaps the only

unify^^ihg factor ofthis programming is the underlying assutnption oftheir prirnarily

educational purpose,rather than mere entertainment value. All these programs offer the
participant the chance to portray a historic character,rather than simply observe them.
This is very much in line with the site's overall goal,"To help students

with the

past."^® This,I believe is the proper goal of any historical interpretation,living history or
■ otherwise.^^'

This could be consifdered an emulation ofthe principles ofthe modem
environmental theater movement,and its dissolution ofthe "fourth wall"between actor

and audience. Snow suggests thatsuch first-person interpretation corresponds closely to

such Conceptions,and extends thein as a new form.("Theater ofthe Pilgrims" p.366-90) I
wpuld suggest rather thatwhile first-first person interpretation thins the "wall" between
audience and actor allowing some limited communication,second-person interpretation
destroys most ofthis banrier. It is perhaps the extreme butfurthest logical extension of
such techniques.

I heard this exact phrase used dozens oftimes during my summer at Norlands. It is
as well inscribed on the first page ofthe "Interpreter's Guide",and atleast a half-dozen
other places inside. The phrase,further, appears in almost every publication issued by the
site. While living history, and even second-person interpretation may have significant
potential entertainment value, it is not the primary intent ofthe Norlands programs, nor
this proposal. It is simply an added bonus.
Collingwood,in his hook The Idea of History,advances the concept that the true
job of the historian is not mere assemblage ofthese facts, but rather interpretation through
the mental "re-enactment of past experience." He holds this technique is based upon the
use of"historical imagination," a process which he describes thus:
18
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The method ofigetting the audience to "assurne the role" differs by program. For indepth and multi-day programs,the students will often he assigned roles that they research
and define with the aid ofthe program staff and packets of previously prepared primary

and secondary research materials. Shorter programs have their audience participants
initiated into the program often by nothing more than the interpreter speaking and acting

upon the assumption that this person "is" the historic character. Having been told once or

twice and being led By the interpreter's clues to the "proper" actions, it is amazing to note
that most people pickup on and participate within the historical interpretation without a

qualm,so lorlg as the person interpreting maintains and sustains the historical illusion.
Second-person interpretationbrings with it all the advantages offirst-person, as well
as a few particularly its own. It is much more active on the part ofthe audience and,

therefore, a more generally interestingform ofinterpretation. By participating within the
historical context,the audience gains a much greater identification with the material being
taught, and retains the experience both through sensory and abstract memory. Finally, it is

incredibly stimulating on the part ofthe audience, encouraging the active participation of
;all.

...To construct a picture which is partially a narrative of events, partly a

description ofsituations, exhibition of motives, analysis ofcharacters

[the

historian} aims at making his picture a coherent whole,where every character....
act[s] this way,and we can not imagine him acting otherwise. ...the history must

make sense; nothing is adrnissible...except what is necessary...
See: R.G. Collinewood,The Idea of History(London: Oxford University Press, 1956)p.
231-49,282-302
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It does cajry with it niost oftHe same

offirst-person person

interpretation,in addition to increasing the scope and necessity of program research,
material preparation,and interpreter training, as well as their corresponding costs. It takes
extensive institutional and program staffcommitment to make such an undertaking

succeed,and a vyillingness for both groups to conimit fully to the underlying methods.

Finally, it is perhaps not appropriate for audiences with very limited background in the

area ofthe historical presentation,special needs audiences who may have limits on their

abilities to participate actiyely, or areas of history too complex for unschooled participants
to involve themselves in.^°

Having defined these differences in interpretation,let me reiterate that this proposal

is to establish a second-person living history program at the San Timoteo site. It is the
consideration ofthis author that the educational reasons following will justify this
decision.
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None ofthese l^t three are absolutes, however. All museum interpretation hopes
that the audience will learn more that they knew upon arrival. The problem is to structure
the experience to the level ofstarting knowledge. Special needs may be fulfilled by special
programming,limited only by the talents and creativity ofthe program staff. Finally,
creative simplification is always the task ofthe historical interpreter;the root question of
all history is,"What are the /no5fimportant facts about this subject?"
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Living History and Education

"Experience is the best ofschoolmasters."
Thomas Carlyle
The reasons for linking living history and education are based in orthodox

educational thought. Almost all modem educational theory make the assumption that
active studerit experience,grounded in a sensory rich environment should serve as a basis

for instruction. From the writings of Pestalozzi, Dewey,and Piaget,three key educational
theorists, a Common theme of active involvement ofthe student in leaming is articulated
and developed.

Pestalozzi placed the basis oflearning in sensory impression(AnscluiMung), and
suggested its use is key in forming more universal concepts in the student's mind. Dewey

further argued for an "organic connection between education and personal experience."
He suggested an experiential modelfor education, a "leaming by doing." As well, he
argued passionately for quality in educational experiences, based upon interaction within a
corriplex and educationally rich environment.

Piaget brought such theories into the current age by showing the linkage with

sociologicaland psychological theory. While better known for his discussiohs ofthe
psychological age differentials ofleaming levels, he has as well written strongly in favor of
"active methods" which stimulate the leamer. He notes the "primacy ofspontaneous
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activity and of personal or autonomous investigation ofthe truth" arid documents this in
scientific studies ofteaching.^1

Clearly active learning tnethods are held to be superior to passive ones by accepted
educational theory. Yet most ofcurrent instruction in history still relies on readings and
lecture for the vast majority ofits iristruction, activities in which the student passively
accepts information with little to no active involvement. Even Ventures into participatory
discussions,films, or student projects rely far to much on limited sensory experience and

abstraction ofth^ subject to simply verbal cues.
Living history by contrast engages all ofthe student's senses in very complex
interactions; The student does not merely hear history propounded as aii abstract, he sees,
touches,hears, and eVen occasionally tastes it in forms designed to reconstruct the ;
underlying primary sources. Living histpry satisfies Deweyh notion of experiential

educatipri, allowing the student to forge a link between his historical knowledge and
personal sense memory.^

First-and second-perSon living history especially fits the criteria of active learning.
Certainly the taiigible muiti-serisory approach ofsuch presentations creates richer student

Gerald Lee Gutek. Pestalozzi and Education(New York: Random House. 1968)

p.88'99!lohn Dewev. Experience in Education. The Kappa Delta Pi Lecture Series(New
York: Collier Bopks, 1967)Chp. 2-4;Jean Piaget. Science of Education and the Psvcholpev
ofthe Child. Derek Coltman.trans.(New York. Orion Press. 1970)p.65-80, 151-57

Billie Gaihrhon,develpper ofthe Nprlands progratn relates the near apocryphal
storv'of the students discovering the joys[sic] ofthe school outhouse during a Maine
winter; From the sound ofthe wind whistling around it, to the feeling ofthe cold wooden
seat on one's bottom, it is an exercise in identification with the historic student

experience. lii Paiget's terms; it is a completely uPprompted and self-directing experience.
(Billie Gammon,conversation,5 September, 1992)
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experiences. The Implicitly self-actualizing^^ interpretation defined by the informantaudience relationship creates a level ofstudent activity far beyond that experienced by
mere reading or lecture. As well,such interpretation,by its very nature,both implies
significant involvement on the student's part and creates a mechanism for Piaget's
"...personal or autonomous investigation ofthe truth.

Finally, it seems to this author

that second-person methods,based upon this technique's underlying reliance upon the
student personal experience as a part ofthe interpretive act,supply the ultimate
embodiment of Piaget's suggestion when applied to history.

Looking to current trends in education,living history fits well within the ideals of

the "authentic instruction" movement. Authentic instruction is based upon the goal of
achievement and learning that is significant and meaningful to the student,versus that
which is trivial or useless. Newman and Wehlage,ofthe Center on Organization and

Restructuring Schools,suggest that education may be assessed as authentic instruction by
five primary traits:
1. Student use of higher order thinking

2. Increase in student depth ofknowledge
3. Connected to world beyond the classroom
4. Substantive conversation between teacher and student

Self-actualizing in the sense that the driving force behind the act of historical
interpretation is the personal desire ofthe student to investigate the historical construct,
rather than the goal ofeternal entities to propound specific points-of-view.

Piaget,Science of Education, p.74
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5. Social support for student achievement^'

The first criteria has been clearly satisfied by the previously discussed shifting of
interpretive activities to the student,as such interpretation is based on such higher order
thought patterns as synthesis, hypothesis,and generalization. The second standard is

fulfilled by the greater range ofinformation content on the subject presented. By
combining elements of material,social, personal, and local history across the totality ofthe

student's senses,the student is allowed the opportunity ofgaining a much deeper
appreciation ofthe subject in the equivalent instructional time.
The connection ofliving history to the world outside the classroom is both obvious

and profound. Rather than academic abstractions, living history presents the student with
tangible representations ofa specific historic environment. This representation is a reality
to the student,finite and distinctfrom the abstract classroom knowledge it represents,
limited only by the resources and research ofthe historians involved.

Finally, the last two points,substantive conversation and social support,while

implicit to some degree in the structure ofthese interpretive forms, are dependent upon
the personnel and program implementation. This however is the same for ordinary history

instruction,and thus is not a real critique ofthe living history methodologies,but rather a
more general observation on educational practice and methodologies.

"
Fred M.Newmann and Gary 0.Wehlange,"Five Standards ofAuthentic
Instruction" Educational Leadership 50:7(April, 1993)p.8-12
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The Schoolhouse Program

"The mostsignificant fact in the world today is,:that in nearly every village
under the American flag,the schoolhouse is larger than the church."
R.G.Ingersoll (1886)

We have seen some reasons for the use ofliving history, especially in its second-

person form as an educational tool. However,there still remains the questions,why use it
to interpret school and local history, and why use it at this site?

The answer to the first question lies in both in its ability to stimulate students and to
convey relevant and useful information. We have noted the current desire for instruction

grounded in the real world experience. Yet the most common experience oftypical
students is the hours they spend in school each day. Further,this student experience is
not in any means new,being just as true a statement for students who attended the

historic school in the late nineteenth century as it is for those ofthe twentieth who might
visit. In the past century, people have spent much oftheir youth involved in school,
despite the many changes that have taken place in their larger society. This makes the

historic school a particularly apt setting for living history programs, providing the backdrop
for an active investigation on the students' part, which is grounded in their own
knowledge.

A living history program at such a site provides a venue to explore the realities ofan
environment which has become more ofa civic myth or cultural icon than mere historical

fact. Current culture harks back to the one-room schoolhouse,notsimply as a method of

education rooted in an individual locale,but rather as a romanticized and nostalgic
archetype. Most students'only exposure to historical education comes by way ofsuch
nostalgic and fictionalized accounts as the works of Laura Engals Wilder and television
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programming. Allowing students(and their teachers)to examine a single schoolhouse and

its cultural context isto give them the opportunity to examine both the specifics ofits local
place in history and the broader issues ofthe educational methods ofthe times throUgh
their application at this site.^^

The reason for the particular value ofthe program at this

site derives partly

from the rarity ofsuch programs and sites in the area it would sierve. No comparable

school program in early education and local history to the one being proposed here is

The romanticizing of early education is not merely limited to the students; witness
such articles as: Dr. H.Parker Blount,"The One-room Schoolhouse: Remembering and

Re-inventing'' Reading Improvement 29:2(Fall 1992)p.l7&-82; Lynne V.Cheney,
"American Memory",History News 43:1 Oan./Feb. 1988)p.6-8; Arthur Jeffries,"Temple
of Learning:The One Room,Schoolhouse" Toumal ofTeacher Training 9:4(Fall 1972)
p.324-38; or Sam Redding,"Common Experience" The School Community loumal. 2:2
(Fall/Win. 1992). Current educators and society in general are fascinated by the notion of
the one-room schoolhouse and "traditional education" as nostalgic symbols to contrast
with modem frustrations, often with little clear knowledge oftheir practical reality.
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extant locally.^^ In the tivo local counties,^® only one nineteenth-century school site has
been pr^erved forthe purpose of historical interpretation.^^

This is the school at Calico,a distinctly out-of-the-way location for the mass of
population ofthe two counties'urbarr areas,being more than 75 miles away,and

realisfically acG^sihle only to the high desert communities near Barstow and Victorville.'^®

Further,the interpretation ofthe site is historically haphazard, having been originally
restored more as an amusement and recreation area, rather than a historical, interpretive,
or museum site. Finally, Calico currently does not actively serve the needs ofschool

The situation does not materially improve looking beyond the Riverside and San
Bernardino County boundaries to the greater Southern California area. The nearest sites
currently interpreting historical schools,with student programs ofany significance are
Heritage Park, Irvine(~55 mi.); Old Town,San Diego(~100 mi.); and Pioneer Park,
Bakersfield.( 180 mi. distant frorn Riverside). These programs are little known outside
their very local areas, and cannot serve more than an infinitesimal fraction ofthe Southern

California population, everi within thar respective areas.

The school site nearly straddles the border between San Bernardino and Riverside
counties. Originally built in the former,it became a part ofthe latter when the two
counties separated in 1892. It lies roughly equidistantfrom the population centers ofboth

counties and a program founded at this site could reasonably expect visitation from both.
A few other sites, of 20th century origins, are in the beginningstages of
preservation by community groups. However their intentions at this point are far from
clear, and most likely involve mixed use more importantly featuring community activities,
public meeting space,and other non-historical functions with any attempts at historical
interpretation. ,

For purposes ofdiscussion,I do not expect thatschools wilt look favorably on
programs at historicalsites greater than a 45 minute bus trip. While exceptions may exist
to this assumption,1 believe the bulk ofschools would confirm this statement.
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programs being primarily aimed at satisfying the needs ofthe visitor from the general

By comparison,the San Timoteo site is less than 25 miles from either downtown
Riverside or San Bernardino, Germinly, a reasonable predicted audience area would
include at least a dozen communities with a total population in excess ofa half million
people.Yet despite its central location,the site remains comparatively isolated from major
urban intrusion and retains a very rural character, much the same as when it was actively
used as a school. Its current development plan emphasizes the historic nature ofthe site,

and the current intent of preservation and development focuses on the historical relevance
of the building, its use, and its significance to the local area.

The site's history is especially rich in relation to the early history ofthe Inland

Empire. Unlike other restored schoolhouses currently being interpreted,its ties to the
local community speak to broader themes in area and regional history. Its location places

it on a major historic travel route,now all hutforgotten. The school's construction during
.the boom years ofthe 188G's and thelocal effects ofthat boom provide interesting asides
to Southern California history. Finally,ties tb the early area settlement make it a
particularly potent site for student programs tied to local history programs and the state
curriculum framework.
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BUILDING A LIVING HISTORY PROGRAM

"We are thus ofthat ancient and honorable company of wise men ofthe

tribe, ofbards and story-tellers and minstrels, ofsoothsayers and priests, to

whom in successive ages has been entrusted the keeping of useful myths."
Carl Becker
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Inteirdisciplinary Synthesis

"Only an inventor knows hov/ to borrow,
and every man is, or should be an inventor"

/

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Having considered some ofthe reasons for undertaking this project, we come to the

question:"How does one build a living history educational program?" This is certainly not
obvious, as there is little practical or methodological literature in thefield ofliving history
to consult.''^

Perhaps part ofthe problem is the essentially schizophrenic nature ofinterpretive
living history/ Rather than fitting neatly within one field ofacademic endeavor,such work
lies at the crux between at least three different areas ofendeavor: history and the related
social sciences, education,and theater.

Why these three fields? Perhaps the best way to explain is through the following

analogy. The process ofcreating interpretive living history may be compared to that of
erecting a building.. Both are activities that draw on a variety oflevels of planning, as well
as a multitude oftypes ofskills on the part ofthose doing the work.

In erecting a building,the first step must be to determine the Oi6/ecf/Ve5which
motivate its construction. Is this building to be a house,office, or a factory; is it intended
for the builder's use,a specific customer,or general resale? The builder must know the

No text has been directly published as any sort of"how-to" manual ofliving
histoiy. A large number ofcritical articles, a few general surveys,some theoretical musings,
a Smattering of professional papers on mihutia ofthe craft, and an unofficial oral tradition
seem to make up the working literature ofliving history. It is the hope ofthis author that
atsome point in the future he will he able to undertake such a study.
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intended use ofthe structure to be built, or a great amount oftime and effort wiU be

wasted to no useful purpose. This area of planning is mostly confined to the subject
architecture and cost analysis, yet it is an essential part ofthe building.
However, mere objectives will not build a structure. The builder must have the

meansanr/menAocfeto accomplish bis task, This,ofcourse,includes a set ofworking
plans,a practical knowledge of methods ofconstruction,and the necessary skilled

craftsmen able to convert raw materials and a site into a structure. This activity can be
looked at as an application of engineering and craftsmanship.

Einally,the builder must bave thd

needed to constfufit the chosen

structure. These must be based upon his plans and methods,and in sufficient quantity

and quality toaccomplish the task at hand. This is an area where each ofthe preceding
fields have an interest.

This divided view ofthe process holds just as true for "building" an interpretive

living history program as it does for a physical structure. The differetice lids in thd areas of
the skills needed to assign the objectives, accomplish the methods and means,and obtain
the materials.

The living historian's 0/6yec<ive5lie in the realm ofeducation. We have previously
noted that the goal ofinterpretive living history is the transmission of historical
knowledge. It is an exercise in applied pedagogy. The task ofestablishing objectives for
such a project must examine what is to he taught,to whom,and by what methods.

However,the meansand methodsofliving history interpretation are accomplished
through the physicalized presentation or performance,which is almost a classic definition

oftheater. Certainly all current studies ofliving history acknowledge that it draws heavily
upon theatrical techniques ofcreation of character,scene,action,and plot. Some in the

field may quibble and suggest that this is not"theater," per se,but rather that it merely

resembles some aspects ofthe discipline.'^^ However,ifit is notindeed a subset oftheater,
then at least the practical methods ofliving history largely overlap that ofthe actor and the
dramatist.

Finally the raw materialsfrom which the living historian must create his work is

history,which is to say the accumulated recordsofthe past. These records encompass a

wide variety ofhistoricalsources. They may include original documents,photographs,oral
histories, artifacts, or secondary source histories; or might he as obscure as folklore,
anthropological,or materialculture studies relevant to the subject ofthe interpretation.
These sources are assembled,weighed,sifted, and interpreted to form the basis for the
living historian's presentationi This is the traditionaljob ofthe historian,save that the

work which might have been traditionally presented in a scholarly monograph,will instead
he shown through a more physically tangible presentation.

Analysis ofliving history through this multi-stage view is especially important,
because living history is not a long established field with great historical precedents and
wide societal understanding. Rather,it is a relatively recent creation whose existence is not

generally thought about. Having not had time to create its own unique and widely

Schechner and Snow both explicitly suggest that first-person living history is a form
oftheatrical performance;while Roth counters,"they have overstepped the mark" and that
the hulk ofsuch work is not theater. It may he significant to note that the majority of
soprces cited in favor ofthe notion ofliving history as theater have extensively studied or
been trained in the field, while those opposed to the notion seem largely comefrom an
exclusively social science background,lacking grounding in theater. (Richard Schechner,
Between Theater and Anthropology(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985)
p.79-92;Snow,"Theater ofthe Pilgrims", passim;Stacy P. Roth,"Perspectives on
Interpreter-Visitor Communications in First-Person Interpretation as Practices at Living
History Museums"(M.A.Thesis: University ofPennsylvania, 1992)p.54-59
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understood philosophies and methodologies,living history must draw upon other fields to
define itself.

The problem is that while each ofthese fields is vital to the living history

presentation, each uses a strikingly different language to structure its knowledge and
practice. Worse,in the experience ofthis author,there is little crossover or common

understanding aniong all three disciplines and their practitioners.

For example^ educators too often look at history assimply "objective lessons" to be
presented through forms of"participatory active learnihg." The dramatist sees the
historical contentsimply as a"background"for "semi-scripted irtiprovisational theater" and

educational objectives as "performance sub-text." The historians, by contrast,often simply

lump the roles ofthe other two disciplines as mere "historiographic concerns" to be
considered as an afterthought to the serious questions of historical mterpretation.
Yetfor the living historian to focus solely on any single specialization's viewpoint is
to condemn the interpretation to failure. Just as builders with nQ objectives can not
construct buildings useful to specific purposes,living historians without clear and
achievable educational objectives will fail to communicate history to their chosen audience,

producing self-aggrandizing pedantry. Next,it should be clear that no one can build either

a useful structure or interpretation without both skilled workers and knowledge of
appropriate techniques in the field, be it construction or living history. Failure ofa living
historian to uriderstand the methods oftheatrical presentation is to handicap the

transmission ofthe historical message, perhaps fatally. And just as a dwelling built of

shoddy or incorrect materials will notserve the intended purpose,so too a living history

presentation built withoutsufficient, correct^ or relevant historical facts will fail its purpose

as history. Such work may be entertaining or stimulating,but will exist only as fantasy,
rather than history.
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It behooves anyone who would consider creating a living history education program

to look at the Way each ofthese fields contribute to the total process ofliving history.

Further,some thought must be ^veri both asto how they integrate,and how each will
affect the others.

Defining the Educational Goals

"I have always considered the actions of men
the best inteipreters oftheir thoughts."
John Locke
In building an educational project ofany sort, the first question that must be asked
is,"What is to be taught?" Clearly,if we assume that the primary methodology used to

teach will be living history, then it is obvious that, in the broad sense that it concerns
history and the questions will relate to the past.

We must remember, however,that not all media are appropriate for all historical
messages. Reproductions ofold photographs may convey a sense ofa historical landscape
better than text, but be a poor choice compared to text for explaining the intricacies of

legal history. Many tools serve differing functions in history instruction, and are
appropriate and inappropriate in different contexts. Ifliving history is to be used well,the
educator must ask,"Whatsorts ofinformation about the past can living history be used to
communicate?"

7

In his survey ofthe field, Anderson suggests there is general consensus that there are
at leastfour specific areas which forms ofliving history can be useful in teaching about a
historic site. He observes that these are:
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...a historie site's context, processes,folklife,and cultural differences from[and
similarities to]the world oftoday.''^^

However,this quote calls for some explanation ofterms. Anderson defines context
as the almost"ecological" relationship between artifacts and people at the historic site that
builds to represent the totality ofthe historic landscape. He uses the term processes to
mean "the logic underlying work,the seasonal significance ofcustom,and the temporal

dimension ofeveryday life." Folklifej he defines as the everyday life ofordinary people,or
more poetically as "grassroots history on a human scale.

Finally,the comparison of cultural differences and similarities is fairly obvious as a
facet of historical interpretation, although it may encompass almost any part ofboth
modern culture and the historic site's past culture. However,explicit and directed use of
such contrasts are solely the province ofthird-person living history. First and second-

person methodologies Can only indirectly suggestsuch comparisons for the audience to
(hopefully)grasp, where the third-person interpreter may explicitly suggest,stimulate,and
explore such ideas with the audience.

As well, it is important to consider those things which living history should not

and/or can not teach. Living history is a poor tool to use in interpreting change. This is
especially true ofchanges that took place over wide areas, over long periods oftime,or
involving large political,social or economic movements,given the narrow focus ofthe
"single site,single time" nature of most living history interpretation. It is, as well, not
useful where there is a lack ofa clearly understood and accepted historical information on
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Anderson.Time Machines, p.75
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lbid,p,75-77

.
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the subject to be interpreted. While some forms of museums may adequately interpret
histofiographic questions and conflict, living history is a poor tool to accomplish this
complex task.4^

These limitations can to some extent be modified by the combination ofliving
history with other riiethods ofinstruction. For example,rather than relying on "pure"
first-person living interpretation to explain a site, a student might be "prepared" to

critically understand the living history experience through reading or lecture prior to their

visit. Alternatively,they could be "clued" to the significance oftheir experiences through

the same techniques after their visit to the site. Another technique would be the use of
limited amounts of third person explanation as a portion ofthe on-site program that might
not be able to be conveyed through any other method. However,sUch material should

supplement and reinforce the goals ofthe first-person interpretation(as the obvious
highlight ofthe program),rather than being used to supplant its focus and reduce the
interpretive experience to a mere entertaining aside.

Certainly an in-depth second-person program with ambitious objectives(such as this
program proposal). Would need some prior preparation before the students arrive at the

site if they are to receive maximal benefitform the experience. Pre-visit preparation is

certainly in-line with current museum theory and practice, and allows a natural method to
transmit information and ideas beyond the limits ofthe living history format. Follow-up
materials could convey some ofthis information as well, and structure the experience into

Ibid.; Thomas A.Woods,"Getting Beyond the Criticism of History Museums:A
Model for Interpretation". The Public Historian. 12:3(Summer 1990)p.77-90
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an integrated part ofa school curriculum,rather than keeping it merely as an isolated aside
to the studferit's ordinary iessotis.

Translating History into Theater

"Should the historian be an artist^/ Gertainly a conscious
art should be a part of his equipment....I think of
.

m

Barbara Tuchrnan

The gulf between theater and history looms large in the minds of many modern
Students of history and drama. A large portion ofthis may stem from the academic

distance inherent in thecategorization ofhistory withthe socialsciences'^^and theater with
the arts. Yet,since the days ofthe Greeks,theater has been used to interpret history
through ritual, pageants,and plays. Ifwe are to use theatrical techniques to interpret
history, we should first consider what theatrical methodologies are currently being used
within living history, especially by those who are knowledgeable in drama.

The first and perhaps most obvious type oftheatrical living history would be the

well-known stage performances ofsignificant historical figures. One notable example
would be Hal Holbrook and his characterization ofSamuel Glemens,but this is merely the
most widely known ofthis particular genera oftraditionally staged dramatic presentations
While some historians might argue for history being numbered as a member ofthe

humanities,certainly the trend ofthe last hundred years of history has been towards
alliance more with the sciences than the arts. This is especially true among those
historians allied with museological activities, who usually find themselves working side-by
side with anthropologists, archaeologists, and others in the gray areas between science and

offamous individuals or events. However,while this form ofwork may have some
marginal technical interest, it has little immediate bearing on historical site educational

interpretation. The traditional formally-staged and fully-scripted theater works only within

the rigidly controlled and isolated environment ofthe theater,and demands highly trained
and rehearsed practitioners. By contrast,education is almost always an interactive, rather
than isolated process. No substantive conversation between teacher and student can occur

ifthe instructor acts in isolation, as the actor does beyond the proscenium arch.
Perhaps more important to any living history education project, it appears,is the
work already being done in the field by such organizations. Most living historians

acknowledge the connection to theatrical technique,but are poorly versed in its technical
language. Snow is perhaps the only-performance-oriented commentator on the subject,
and he suggests that it takes the form of"improvisational, naturalistic acting."'^^ While
Roth lacks his credentials in theater and disputes the notion of"living history as drama,"
suggesting that it incorporates different audience interaction,she specifically notes this
criticism does not apply to "improvisational theater."''^® These two living histoiy

commentators provide us an approach to the subject that we should explore in greater
depth.

Those unversed in theatrical idiom,especially historians, may wonder about the idea
ofimprovisation in historical interpretation. The question may be asked,"How can one

Snow,"Theater ofthe Pilgrims", p.294

Roth,"First-Person Interpretation", p.56
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improvise history? Doesn't the need to create a rigorous interpretation preclude off-the
cuffimprovisation?"
The answer to this line of questioning is that it reveals a fundamental lack of
understanding ofimprovisational theater. To put it simply,improvisation does not mean

a hastiness or lack of preparation on the part ofthe performer,except as a mark ofgeneral

incompetence. To quote Jacques Copeau,one ofthe fathers of modem improvisation:

Improvisation is an art that has to be learned...The art ofimprovising is notjust a
gift. It is acquired and perfected by study.''^^

But the preparation for improvisation is more than merely the acts ofacquiring basic
performance skills. Such preliminary work usually includes defining the specific
character(s)to be played,the points to be covered,the scene to be set and a host ofother

details which make up a complete theatrical presentation. Frost and Yarrow, modem

improvisational theorists, note the existence ofsuch structure within improyisatiohi and
state:

'Improvisation'does not exclude the devising of pattem- or movement or words. It
may be.... a group working on an idea, or individuals contributing different(loftenj
thoroughly researched)parts to a communal effort. As such,it can form the part ofa
working method for groups in education...5°
By contrast, director and theorist Clive Barker goes further than the previous authors
to suggest that improvisation is notspontaneous at all, but rather an exhibition of

conscious "programming" by the actor,worked upon themself. This programming allows

Jacques Copeau,"Notes sur I'^ucation de I'acteur"(1916)quoted in Anthony Frost
and Ralph Yarrow,Improvisation in Drama(New York:St. Martin's Press, 1989)p.25
Frost and Yarrow,Improvisation in Drama,p.42
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them to instinctually respond both physically and mentally within the dramatic context.
He maintains:

If(the improvisation] has not been programmed with a mass of material about the
play, the situations,the characters and their interrelationships,[then] it will only

produce the material which it has, which will naturally relate to the here and now,the
situation which the actor is actually present,along with a mass ofcliche responses he
has learned from other situations. This is not improvisation. It is'mugging'[or]

'fooling around,'[andl a totally self-indulgent activity.5^
Further examining improvisation, most who have practiced it have held that it
should maintain an internal consistency. In one ofimprovisation's most classic forms,

commedisi:deVartCy dating from fifteenth-century Italy, rigidly defined archetypal
characters interacted in outlined scenes, predefined plots, and stock lines and actions.

When analyung this form ofimprovisation,Andrea Perrucci wrote in 1699:

The actors must,above all, be careful not to make a mistake with regard to the country
where the actiori is to take place; they should realize whence they come,and for what
purpose; the proper names must be kept well in mind....Moreover,the actor must
pay attention to[the theatrical environment he inhabits}..

This should suggest an internal rig:or and consistency quite at odds with the
common idea ofimprovisation as slap-dash theater;in fact, the critic James Fenton notes.

Clive Barker. Theater Games:A New Approach to Drama Training(London:

Methuen, 1977)p.89-90; It should be noted,Mr.Barkers viewpoint is somewhat
controversial; other teachers ofimprovisation suggest that there is some role for the

spontaneous within this form ofdrama.
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Andrea Perrucci. Dell'arte Rapresentiva. Premedita e Pall'improwiso.S. I.
Castiglione, trans.(Naples: 1699),quoted in A.N.Nagler,A Source Book in Theatrical
Historv.(New York: Dover Books. 1952)p.258
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"the tendency with improvised plays appears to he towards a much higher degree of
accuracy in characterization than with the average preconceived authorial script."'^
Rather than considering improvisation as something less prepared than scripted
work,which it is not,we should by preference regard the real differences between the two

forms. Perhaps the two most important ofthese differences are the question ofwho
communicates through the drama and the methods of preparation used by the actor. The
first ofthese differences between the scripted and improvisationalforms oftheater is the
act ofconversation, or two-way communication between audience and performer. In
scripted theater,the actor remains simply a vehicle, a one way channel to communicate the

message ofthe playwright and director to the audience. Improvisation, by contrast,allows
the actor to communicate directly with the audience and/or other performers,and receive
feedback that can shape the performance. It is the actor's freedom to communicate
without a completely predefined message that allows this interactive communication to

happen. As has been previously noted,the importance of participatory,substantive,and
interactive cd^municatioir m education can hardly be overstressedi It would seem that
improvisation more naturally fulfills these goals than does fully scripted drama.
As to the differences of preparation,they are profound. The preparation ofa
scripted performer is simply to memorize,physicalize, and iiiternalize(to the best oftheir

abilities)someone else's words, movements,and messages conveyed through script or
direction through a process akin to rote learning. By contrast,the improvisational actor
prepares a message by choosing the material of character,scene,and plot to be portrayed.

James Fenton,review of Phil Young's play,"Crystal Clear,"(London)The Sunday
Times. 12 December 1982.quoted in Frost and Yarrow. Improvisation in Drama,p.42
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Ifi this sense,the early preparation for improvisation parallels more closely the creative

process ofscriptwriting than rote learning. As well,the nature ofimprovisation forces the
actor to confront the essential character oftheater more directly,rather than blandly

accept another's conceptions. Rather than merely rationalizing a character's actions,the
pdrforiper must come to gfips With why and how the character portrayed will act, to allow
for the range ofinherent possibilities made:possible by the freedoms ofthe form.

The key for living historians who use iihprovisation is that as performers they must

be firmly grounded in the history that provides the outlines ofscene,character, plot, and
action,^well as fixed upon the educational goals ofthe interpretation. This is most

commonly accomplished through the creation and use ofan interpretive framework,which

can be used to provide a structure to the actor's performance. While those who have
chosen to comment on living history have used a variety ofterms to describe such
frameworks,5fit is the preference ofthis author to draw analogies based upon the more
widespread usage ofthe theater and education to avoid semantic confusion.

Having already introduced one ofone ofthe classic forms ofimprovisation,

com/necfe cfe/'a/te, it might profit us to compare this well defined form to the process of

historical interpretation. Within this historic comedy theater format,the actors perform

archetypal roles within pre-set plots. Each scene which comprises the play is blocked out
as to the characters involved^ the actions to be performed,and the resolution ofthe scene.

For example. Roth bandies about such categories as:"free-form interpretation,""re

enactment,""role acting," "scenarios," and "ghost performance." She notes their
idiosyncratic usage at various historic sites butfails to reduce them to essential definitions
Or methods. While her approaches are interesting,they seem largely limited to
documenting the semantic confusion ofsocial scientists ignorant ofand "reinventing" the
language ol theater.
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while certain key phrases,stock lines and movements,and other details may be directly

incorporated in the script,the inajority ofthe play is not pre-scripted. The exact words
and movements to be performed are largely left to the actor. Rather,their choice must be

drawn from the actor's own training and evaluation ofthe play,and the responses ofboth
other performers and the aiudience. The actor must create his performance within these
guidelines to advance the play to its eventual known and planned conclusion.

Another point ofinterest to the living historian should be commedia's use oflazzi,
short unscripted filler material between the main scenes. Usually performed by minor

characters, lat?iv can be mere physical humor,jokes,games songs,or asides; none ofwhich
advance the plot, but rather help to establish the mood,place, or time. Most commedia

actors acquire through practice a repertory ofsuch material,which is used as a part of

performance to bridge scenes,relieve audience tension,and provide additional interest to
The performance.'

■

Compare this to teaching a history lesson in the classroom. When the conventional

history educator prepares,the starting point typically is an educational objective and a set
of historicalfacts. This is ordered for presentation to a class in the form ofa lesson plan,a
detailed outline ofthe points to be covered, with occasional quotes and citations. This

plan should follow a logical order and arrive at a sensible conclusion. This plan, however,
is not a complete description ofthe class that will be taught. Rather, it will leave the exact

words up to the teacher presenting the lesson,save for potentially key points which are
central to this lesson and are noted in the plan. When such prepared plans are used, they
form merely the basis for a lesson,which is often augmented by asides appropriately drawn

from the educator's knowledge ofthe subject(lazzi) and in response to the questions and
actions of the students.
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I would suggest that both methodologies are similar to ea;ch other and to the job of
the living history educator. The living historian starts with an educational objective and a

set ofknown facts ofcharacter, place,time,and action,which commonly may be referred

to either as history or a scene;there is still the task ofassembling this data into a

presentable form. This is accomplished by linking them into a coherent series ofthoughts
reaching a conclusion. This,I suggest,is simply another way oflooking at the theatrical
notion ofplot, or educational use ofa well structured lesson plan. Interest may be added

by the use of additional matefial tailored to the audience,and the program varied based
the perception ofthe interpreter as to what will convey the historical detail ofcharacter,

place,time and action in the best and mpst useful way.
Living history's difference from more mainstream genre oftheater lies in the
explicitly educational basis ofthe objectives and the source ofthe material presented.
These force the interpreter to adopt certain methodologies such as improvisation that,

while outside the norm of theater,still lie well within the bounds ofaccepted theory and
practice. ■ '

Establishing the Historical Framework

"What is History? ...it is a continuous process of
interaction between the historian and his facts, an

unending dialogue between the present and the past."
Edward Hallett Carr

It is important that we now consider the historical sources needed by the first-person

living historian building an eduGatiohal program. Such an interpreter must build their
work On the hasis carefully done historical research in two specific areas. The first is
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material which documents the central focus ofthe educational program ofinterpretation.

The second line ofresearch to create this framework is composed ofthose items needed to
understand, portray, and communicate to an audience the physical representation of

historical character within the contej^ ofthe place,time,and method ofinterpretation.
The first ofthese will not be difficult to understarid within the traditional realm of

historical scholarship. Putsimply,the lessons ofsocial history taught within the program,
(Anderson's coritext, processes,folklife, or culture) must be found upon solid research.
This means well documented primary and secondary source research material assembled to
form the basis of understanding for the interpreter. The conclusion ofresearch should be

exceptionally clear on those subjects which are central to the interpretive "plot." It should,

however,extend beyond the mere basics ofthe iriterpretation,so as to provide the richness
of detail that will allow an understanding ofcontext,rather than the mere detail offacts.

While this is a major undertaking,it is in some sense the easier part ofthe task of
assembling the historical framework, as its product can be viewed within the conventions

ofa social historical trionograph on some focus topic. This work will both form the basis
for deciding the appropriate educational objectives for the program to undertake to teach
as well as provide a starting point for the interpreter's research.

The second area ofresearch,that needed to physically present history, needs a rather
different approach to the methods of historical research. Where the previous work must
be focused to provide the core ofthe interpretation,the needs ofthe latter are much more
widely spread so as to fill in the details ofa tangible historical reality.

Central,ofcourse,to this reality are the characters used to interpret and inhabit it,

and this provides a most important element to consider. Harking back to the discussions

oftheatrical methods,we will recall that the creation ofan improvisational character
requires an almost instinctual understanding ofthe character,time,and place to be
■ -

A5:

;■

portrayed on the part ofthe performer(Barker's "programming"). While it is obvious a
modern person can not truly know everything which the historic person they represented

knew,55s6me lesser butsignificant amount ofknowledge is required to con%dncingly
portray this person to the modem audience.

What defines this knowledge? I suggest that there are two elements to it. First are
those items needed to portray the immediate situation of action. Second are those items

of knowledge that delimit the character's inner and outer reality.

The first ofthese are the direct items which must be known to accomplish the action
which the interpreter will undertake. First-perSon interptetatiqn is founded upon the use
of human action to represent historic action. Ifinterpreters are tO plow a field,sew a shirt,
fire a cannon,or perform sorrie other historically sigiificant action as a part ofthe
interpretation, then they must have an understanding of how the portrayed individuals of

the historical period performed accomplished this task. It is not enough to merely
understand the proemsfrom their own modern prospective,the interpreters must

understand how it was done by the people ofthe period,and be able tO personally
replicate this action.

But pierely accomplishing historical tasks does not recreate a historical character.
People are not mer%functional automatons,but rather complex individuals endowed
with personalities. Ordinary people do not merely act,they perceive their acts within a
wider framework oftheir existence.

Why? Because it took the historic person a lifetime, within a culture that no longer
exists to learn, and internalize this knowledge. The best that history can do is offer our
best understanding ofa limited but representative portion ofthat knowledge;
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Perhajis the best way for the interpreter to define this perceptual framework is the
term,"worldview." A commonly accepted short-hand among living historians, it
represents the way that historical characters view their enmonment(in the broadest sense)

and chpOse their aets within it. Perhaps a more encompassing definition comes from Ken
Yellis, notedliving historian at PlirtiQth plantation:
Worldview is the intellectual,emotional, moral,spiritual, perceptual context in which
the story is told,the sense the actors[historical persons] made ofthemselves and their
universe in which they acted. Worldview is the almost-totally-taken-for-granted way of
seeing, understanding,speaking,thinking, processing information, adapting to
change,and interacting with the physical world,that uniquely characterizes each
: / eulture.^7

The question remains,of course, how to research and incorporate the worldview of

the Society interpreted. This problem hasbeen address in variety ofways by living
historians Using first-person methodologies.

Sorne take an approach based upon acting methodologies,by the traditional
"technique acting" methods oflearning the idiom oflanguage, movement,and costume

appropriate to the characterization through the study oficonography,literature, and

contemporary reportage. More,recentlyschooled performers may use the "method acting"
techniques ofimmersion in personal activities parallel to that ofthe character,to gain a
sense-memory and einotional connection thatmay be drawn on to construct the character.

Probably derived from the German school ofanthropology's,"Weltanschauung,"

literally translated as "worldview," but with the implication thatthis observation is based
strictly upon the relative viewpoint ofthe observer.

Ken Yellis,"Real Time:The theory and Practice of Living History at Plimoth
Plantation"(version of 24 August 1991)p.18 cited in Roth,"First-Person Interpretation",
p.47

■ ■ Vs
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Historically oriented researchers may Immerse themselves in material ofthe person
to be portrayed from primary sources such as journals,letters, and photographs,to more
secondary cultural ephemerafrom newspapers and periodicals. Others ofa more social
science bent may look to social, material, or intellectual culture to understand a character's

worldview,and draw from the wider(but more generalized)secondary sources that analyze
the culture to be portrayed. All ofthese approaches have some merit and should be

considered by the living historian. On the other hand,rather than simply choosing the
one mostfamiliar,the conscientious interpreter should be prepared to explore most if not
all ofthese approaches for promising material to build a historical characterization.

Whatsort ofinformation is needed to define a character's worldview? Roth suggests
that this information can be classified into three cognitive spheres,which she lists as
follows:

"Personal Sphere." These are things a character would probably know about himself:
Place ofbirth, birthdate,immediate family,and household relationships,genealogy,
residences,their own education,income,personal habits, personal belongings,sexual
habits, personal health,travel and personal events (e.g. marriage,crossing the
Atlantic,first job, etc.)

"LocalSphere." This is knowledge that a character would share with others of his or

her region: Local geography,local events past and present,knowledge ofdomestic and
utilitarian skills, child-rearing, occupation,social class(perception of place in the
social order), ethnicity,religion and religious customs,neighbors and friends, local

people ofimportance,basic knowledge ofdaily and seasonal tasks, local economy
(how trade and business occur),communications(how one gets one's news), health
and illness(perceptions of,superstitions about,treatment and maintenance of, etc.),
speechways,customs ofdress,local customs,weights and measures,foodways,
deathwaysi local agriculture,flora and fauna,local weather,local material culture.

"Wider Sphere." These are things that a particular character may or may not know,
depending on education and station, but this information is available to an unlimited

community ofpeople: world events,well-known figures,world geography, arts.
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literature, history,science, other religion$, other ethnic groups,world economy,trade
and occupations, material culture, etc.'*'

While her listings are not exhaustive,they certainly give some idea ofthe breath of

infofmation which has bearing upon a historical character's worldview,as well as some
form of organizing it.

Having thus noted some ofthe areas of historical research necessary to building the
interpretive persona,the question remains,"how does one use this research?" Two
methods suggest themselves to this author.
The first ofthese is in the construction ofthe basic characterization.'^ Persorial and

local sphere Information will be combines to provide a basis for the speech, movements,
dress, and actions ofthe historical character. The interpreter must need collect stock

phrases, modes ofspeech,and patterns of behavior common to the person portrayed and
the historical context represented. Further,the interpreter must be dressed appropriately
and move naturally within the historical environment,lest the physical actions give lie to
their historical character.^ In addition,some understanding ofthe psychological life of

Roth,"First-Person Interpretation", p.48-49

While it is beyond the scope ofthis paper to discuss the methodologies ofacting
used to integrate this information into characterization,the following information is
necessary to construct an adequate portrayal regardless ofwhether the actor follows the
method,technique,or some other school of acting.
^
For example; military troops on ceremonial duty do notslouch and lean against
walls, pig farmers are not squeamish about getting into wallows to check the pigs, and
ladies used to hoop skirts do not allow them to bounce and sway wildly when they walk.
Each ofthese acts on the part ofinterpreters, witnessed by the author,destroyed the
illusion ofa historical reality, and suggested that the historical movement oftheir character
was not understood.
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the character will allow the interpreter to choose those acts and utterances appropriate for
the situation.

The second use ofthis ofthis information is to provide the interpreter answers to
questions outside the directfocus ofthe program,and material for the interpretiveTict. It
seerns inevitable that within living history progratns(and teachif^ that the audience's

interest and questions will inevitably wander from the point the interpreter and program
chooses to focus upon. Yet vyithin the firstperson format;ah interpreter is unable to

answer,"I don'tImqw,"to items the character reasonably should without destroying the
illusion ofthe historical persona. Therefore a broad knowledge base on the part ofthe
interpreter is essential.

To soine extent this problem can be compounded by audience.skepticism ofthe
interpreter as representation ofa historical character. The audience sometimes refuses to

allow the suspension of disbelief, often because they view the interpreter as little more

than a costumed lecturer on a single subject. This can be,to a great measure,remedied by
widening the focus ofthe interpretation to allow the perception of a more diverse choice
of historical information. Rather than presenting the historical character as a onedimensional person,the interpreter should allow the audience to see a wider cross section
ofthe historical persona.

This is a major function ofthe historical lazzi- just as the asides,comedy,and pranks
ofco7nmedia's lazzi allow the audience to break up the actions into reasonable divisions,a
method of providing character depth through additional information,and a chance to

digest the plot they have seen previously,so too living history's lazzi allows the same
opportunities to the audience. In addition,the historian is provided a method to provide

information not directly relevant to the program focus but interesting to the audience in
the guise of expanding the focus ofthe characterization.
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These historical lazzi can take various forms: from mere reference asides to people,
places,things or events to stories,discussions,or scenes between multiple interpreters on
topics offthe dipeCt program focus. Some lazzi will be based upon little more than a
historical teference,while others will require extensive research and pre-planning on the
part ofthe interpreter,and include multiple points ofinformation and a desired plot
progression and conclusion.

On a ]nore practicalnote,it;is the corisensus ofthose in the field thatthe research

dotoe to provide the basis for living history interpretation oughtto be compiled in an
organized fashion into an interpreter's notebook. This reference WOrk should provide
detailed summaries of all documentation and references upon which the character

interpretation is based. It ought to include a character stpdy,actihg/costume/speech
notes,lazzi(both documentation and usage),apd any other research the interpreter would
find useful for building his historical portrayal. This matter should be documented with

bibliographic references,to act as aspringboard to further interpreter research, which then
should be written up and included in the notebook, This text shpuld never be viewed as a

finished document,but rather as an ongoing research project which will act as a source of
material and documentation ofthe status ofthe work in progress.
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"Amor est nutgis cognitivus quam cdgnito."
[Ix)ve is a better teacher than reason.]

St. Thomas Aquinas
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what is this Proposal?

"'The time has come,'the walrus said,

'To speak of many things:
Ofshoes— and ships— and sealing wax.
Ofcabbages— and kings—
Lewis Caroll

Having laid out what living history is and explored some ofits theoretical

foundations, it is time to turn to the more practical portion ofthis work. The intent of

this paper is not to be merely a study ofthe philosophic underpinnings ofliving history
educational projects, but rather to demonstrate an approach to the problem ofcreating
such a project and to exemplify the methods involved on a practical level.
As discussed in the introduction,the site chosen for the purpose ofthis
demonstration is the San Timoteo Schoolhouse,located in Riverside County. The latter

portion ofthis paper will detail many ofthe important elements needed for creating a
second-person living history program for this site. It should be noted, however,that this is

by no means everything needed to create a fully developed living history educational
program.

This plan,just like all plans within the presentational artswhether called a script,
score, outline, or lesson plan,can only be the barest approximation ofthe finished

product. It represents the research, background;and decisions made prior to the

undertaking ofthe task, not the actual task itself. It must ignore the influence ofthe
performer,the audience,and their relationship upon the result, because the nature of

these are mere conjecture during the planning stage. Rather than a finished product,this
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project should be viewed as the starting pointfor a skilled interpreter to create an
individualized performance ofliving history.
What can be examined within this work are those boundaries within which the

presentation will operate. These ofcourse, are the educational goals ofthe interpretation,
the historical background ofthe site and its environs,and pre-established realities of
performance that will dictate how the history can be presented to achieve the educational
goals.

This author will therefore, approach each ofthese elements separately, hoping to
give the reader some appreciation for the nature ofthe work to be undertaken. The
educational goals will consist ofa discussion ofthose items which are both reasonable and

appropriate for this program to teach. The historical background will include several
sections devoted to specifics ofSan Timoteo and educational history, and an introduction
to historical lazzx for the San Timoteo program,including both samples and suggested
sources. Finally the section on presentational concerns will deal with the practical details
of program presentation. Finally,the appendix materials provided with this paper will
offer select historical documents significant to the program,a prospective schoolday lesson-

plan,and sample pre- and post-presentation materials.
The specifics ofthis demonstration project will consist ofa historical interpretation
ofthe San Timoteo Schoolhouse site, made through the use ofa second-person living

history educational program designed for school children. It will detail the outline ofa
field trip program designed to teach state, local, and educational history to school children.
The practical methodology involved in building this specific program will be explored,and
its foundations in both history and education will be noted.

The central core ofthe program for San Timoteo is envisioned as a full school-day
visit to the site, with lessons and activities guided by a costumed interpreter/educator. The
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interpreter will portray a historically accurate and specific school teacher and teaching
rnethods from the period cohternporaty to the opening ofthe school.^^ The students will
be guided through a process of active discovery involving the history to be presented.
The range ofthe students served by this project is foreseen as being between grades
four and twelve,with le.ssons varied by grade level and appropriateness for this diverse
audience range. Pre- and post-field-trip materials should provide the students with a
context for understanding the schoolhouse experience,a tie-in to their curriculum,and

lesson continuity to expand upon the visit. This material will be designed for presentation
by ordinary classroom teachers.

Also important, much ofthe material developed for this program should be an

appropriate starting pointfor other special programs tailored to the interest ofcommunity
and post-secondary groups,as well as educators with an interest in local history and
nineteenth-century education;

This would be the school year 1883-84. This year has been chosen,as noted in the

introduction, both because ofthe comparative accessibility of useful historical materials; its
historical significance relative to the school,area, and state; the significantly large historical
class size(more useful to a visitation program)and the availability ofkey historical school
reproductions needed to implement such a program.
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"Try not to have a good time...
... This is supposed to be educational."
Gary B.Trudeau

Whatshould be the educational goals ofa living history program atSan Timoteo

Schoolhouse? First, as with all living history educational programs,it should help the
students to directly identify with and relate to the past through a tangible and multisensory presentation. Further, as a part ofthe broader aims described in the California

History — Social Science Framework,it should help the student to develop "a keen sense

of historical empathy,""recognize history as common memory," and begin to"understand
the complex nature ofa given culture:" specifically that ofthe local area in the ISSO's.^^

Having made these general observations of intent,it is perhaps more important to

the undertaking that these be further refined as specific goals to be addressed by the
program staff. The program should help the student to understand;

• Life in rural California in the late nineteenth century
• The differences and similarities betWeeh historic and modem education and
childhood

• That history is the collective stories ofreal individuals

• How the historian uses primary sources to understand historic people
These four goals will be accomplished through a program of pre-visit classroom

preparation on the part ofthe students,culminating in a full-day program visiting the

®

California,State Board of Education, History — Social Science Framework

(Sacramento, CA:Office ofState Printing, 1988)p.12-14
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historic schoolhouse. The teaching ofthe first three ofthese elements will be balanced

between the preparation and the visit, with the last element almost wholly being covered
by the pre-program preparatiph;

While all presentations ofthis living history program atSan Timbteo will include
elements covering these four items,the expectations of program focus and student

achievement can be varied,based upon the participating Coup's felative grade-level and
previous overall history ptepamtibn. Given the differing histbrical focuses mandated for

specific grades by the Galifbmia History — SocialScience Framework,it is expected that
students ofcertain grade levels will provide the bulk ofthe students attending the
prbgram. Understanding this,the San Timoteo program should attempt to stress more
heavily the following grade-level-appropriate aspects with the designated class level:
Fourth Grade

California,local,and regional history

Fifth Grade

American history: especially the westward expansion

Eighth Grade

American history:including westward expansion,early
industrialism, and Galifofnia growth; Historical methods

Eleventh Grade

American history: especially early industrialism and the late
nineteenth century as beginning ofthe"modem era";
Historical methods

Program variation should be evidenced in moderate changes in emphasis on the part
ofteachers in pre-visit preparation and post-visit program integration, as well as minor
variations in interpreter dialog with the students thrbugh asides and hzzt

Historical Background

San Timoteo Canyon

"In country, as in people,a plain exterior often conceals hidden riches,

to perceive which requires much living in and with."
Aldo Leopold

The mouth ofSan Timoteo Canyon lies at the south-eastern edge ofthe San

Bernardino Valley, and winds east-southeastward towards San Gorgonio Pass about8 miles
away. It forms a path between modem Loma Linda and Banning,and is the natural low
gradient(if not straightest)path between the two. San Timoteo Creek,a tributary ofthe

Santa Anna river winds its way along the canyon bottom varying between roughly 250
yards and one-half mile in width. Currently,the environs could be referred to as a mixture

of desert scrub and dry riparian bottom land, modified heavily by both local and regional
human settlement and irrigation. Note should be made however,ofthe extreme change in
the ecology ofthe canyon from its historic state, evidenced by this description ofthe
changes:

Appearance ofthe canyon has greatly changed oflate years. The center ofthe valley
along the creek was formerly a dense forest of huge willow and cottonwood trees,
many covered with a growth ofwild grape vines.And there were occasional meadows
along the creek which remained green all summer

wild fowl abounded during the winter months,and quail were so thick in the brushy
canyons and thickets that their number would now seem incredible. Deer were

plentiful in the hills and mountain lions were very destructive to sheep and the young
stock...

The present dry and barren appearance ofthe canyon contrasts greatly with the green
fields and growing crops ofthe former days. Not only has the soil been drained of
much of its moisture...[by] creek caving during the winter floods,but much ofthe
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underground water is being purnped but and piped away to other places outside its
natural watershed.^^

The canyon has been occupied since pre-historic times, hosting seasonal bands ofthe
Gahuilla Indians. It lies upon what was one ofthe significant Indian trade routes between

the coast and the inland desert tribes in scattered locations from the Palm Springs area to

the Colorado River. Several important pre-historic and historic Indian villages, camps,and

grave sites are known to exist in the canyon,including a very significant historic gravesite
near the extant San Timpteo Schoolhouse.^'^

Historic use ofthe canyon begins with the passage ofoverland expeditions of
Spanish missionaries. These passages most importantly included Father Jose Sanchez's in

1821 and Captain Jose Romero's in 1823. These expeditions were examining routes
between coastal Califomia and the inland regions ofNorthern Mexico. This route later

became a part of"The Road to La Faz," a principal overland trade route between
Southern Califomia and Mexico. The canyon also appears to have been part ofthe
Mission San Gabrial's rancho grazing lands, but apparently did not see regular or
permanent settlement until the mid 1840's.^^

Prink,"Early Days"

Henry E. McAdams,"Early History ofthe San Gorgonio Pass"(M.A.Thesis:
University ofSouthern Califomia, 1955)Chp. 1; George Harwood Phillips, Chiefs and
Challengers(Berkelev. Calif.: University of Califomia Pressj 1975)p. 12-14, 17-18; Gerald
Arthur Smith,"Juan Antonio: Gahuilla Indian Chief",(San Bernardino County Museum)
Quarterly 8:1,(Spr. 1960)

lane Davies Gunther. Riverside County. Califomia.Place Names.(Riverside.

Calif.: Rubidoux Printing, 1984)p.487-88, Francis J. Johnson,"Comment on the Cultural
Resources Survey For Oak Valley, Landmark Land Company,San Timoteo Canyon" in
the Arda Haenszel Papers,San Bemardino Public Library, Califomia Room
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During this later period Jose Bermudez and Maria Armenta settled in the lower end

ofthe canyon and put significant acreage under cultivation Both were ex-employees ofthe
Lugos(Landholders ofthe Sain Bernardino Rancho),and brought with them significant
experience in the local area. Over the next decade they were the center ofa growing
community,building a store, mill, and irrigated fields, and ranching cattle in the lower
third ofthe canyon.In the upper canyon,Santiago Johnson was confirmed in 1843 to a

tract ofranch land of more than one square mile. This tract, referred to as the"Land

between San Jacinto and San Gorgonio," he used for grazing large numbers ofsheep. This
property he later sold to Louis Rubidoux in 1845.^^ As well, Paulino Weaver,whose San

Gorgonio holdings adjoined the canyon,claimed significant tracts in the upper canyon,
along with his brother Duffwho built an adobe in the upper canyon.

Finally, during the

late 40's,Zina Ayers joined DuffWeaver building a dwelling and herding sheep in the
upper canyon.^®

With the arrival ofthe Mormons in San Bernardino in 1851,settlement in the

canyon accelerated,within the next three years including the Pine, Humphry,Prink,St.
Glair, and Van Derventer households. While the preceding group offamilies would go on

to play a significant role both in the canyon and San Bernardino history, many other of

For map ofthis land,see:John Goldsworthy,Jr.,"Plat ofthe Tract of Land
between San Jacinto and San Gorgonio"(1871),in the San Bernardino County Archives.

The Weaver tracts in San Timoteo largely overlapped the Rubidoux claims,and
were never confirmed by the U.S.government. This provided the basis ofsignificant
contention and litigation over the next 30 years.

^

Johnson,"Comment on the C.R.S."; Frink,"Early Days";
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these early pioneers would however eventually lose their land claims and improvements
due to problems securing title and irregularities in claims to their properties.^^

Also,the Mormons'purchase ofthe San Bernardino Rancho from the Lugos forced
the relocation oftheir Indian allies and employees. Juan Antonio and his band of

Cahuilla Indians had worked for the Lugos in San Bernardino for many years, ranching
and protecting against raids by Piutes. With the Mormons having no need for their
service,Juan Antonio relocated his people to a village in upper San Timoteo canyon.
There they settled, with a number working as ranch hands and domestics for several local

landowners as they had previously with the Lugos in San Bernardino. They planted small

crops ofcorn,beans,and squash for their own use,and hunted the local hills for game.
However,their lifest>'le amounted to little more than a precarious subsistence living,and
latefencroachrnent by whites would#but eliminate their way oflife.
This village, called Sahatapa,was home to his hand from 1851 to 1863. Its location

appears to have been in the upper reaches ofthe canyon,on the lands claimed by Louis
Rubidoux.^® During the early 1850's,Juan Antonio and his band maintained fairly cordial

relations with most oftheir white neighbors,participating in the local affairs and economy,
acting as a posse to capture bandits,and even assisting in the putting down ofthe Garra

Rebellion(by fellow Indians,in 1851)by the capture of Garra and other ringleaders. This

Johnson,"Commenton the C.R.S."; Dr.R.Bruce Barley,"San Timoteo Chapel
in the Canyon", Vallev Quarterly(San Bernardino Valley Genealogical Society) 29:3-4
(Nov.-Dec. 1992), p.47-48,57-59; Frink,"Early Days"; Phillips. Chiefs and Challengers, p.
59 - ■ -
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Goldsworthy,"Plat";San Bernardino, County Surveyor,"Township No.2South,

Range No.2West,San Bernardino Meridian"(1871)
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cooperation happened despite increasing hostility towards Indians shown by new settlers.
However,ongoing encroachment by whites on lands claimed by the Cahuilla soured

Community-Indian relations as the decade progressed. Allegations ofland squatting,

rustling,raiding and destruction offarms by both sides,and diversion ofwater by whites^h
and long term failure ofthe government to ratify or honor the treaties they signed in 1852
significantly strained the relations between Indians and whites.^^

Finally a series of disasters struck the Cahuillas. The winter of 1862 brought massive

flooding to Southern California and the canyon,and destroyed many ofthe daub-and
wattle and adobe structures in Sahatapa. Next,in 1863,a widespread and devastating
smallpox epidemic swept much of California. Particularly hard hit was the Indian
population,due to lack of natural immunity,poor medical treatment,and malnutrition.
During this epidemic,Juan Antonio and a vast majority ofthe tribe died,and most ofthe

scant remainder fled to villages further east. Many ofthe victims were apparently hastily
buried in the grave site previously mentioned near the school.^^

A great deal ofthe early(post-Mormon emigration)settlement in this relatively out
ofthe way area apparently is attributable to problematic relations between the Mormon

and non-Mormon communities. These included both native Califomips,Indians,and later
Anglo migrants alike. As previously noted,the Indian settlement ofSan Timoteo was

While there were many offenders in this, one ofthe greatest series of problems was
between the Indians and the Weaver brothers. This despite both side's claims to be
friendly with the other.

Smith,"Juan Antonio", passim; Phillips, Chiefs and Challengers. Chp. 2-3,7
73

Ibid.
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largely caused by the elimirtation ofthe need for Indian labor and protection on the lands

ofthe San Bernardino valley bought by the Mormons.
The vastmajority ofthe Anglo settlers in the canyon during the early 1850's

belonged to one oftwo allied groups. The first were socalled "Independents"^'*, non-

Mormons Ayho objected to the Mormon church's heavy handed domination ofsecular life
in San Bernardino and refusalto sell land or allow settlement by non-Mormons on any
but their own terms. The second were apostate Mormons,who Imd left or been expelled
from the church for a variety of reasons rangingfrom misconduct to disagreement with the

church elders. They tended to settle in the middle and upper reaches ofthe canyon,and
formed a distinct community,which however did have significant relations with the other
groups in the canyon.

Finally, Hispanic occupation Cbhtinued in the lower and middle portion ofthe

canyon pioneered by Maria Armenta,with some new settlement brought on by the
expanding opportunities ofthe San Bernardino region. However,as previously discussed
for other groups,they were forced to the fringes ofthe San Bernardino valley by the refusal
of the Mormons to sell land or cooperate.
On-going incidents as well served to alienate much ofthe population ofSan
Timoteo Canyon from the Mormon majority ofthe San Bernardino Valley, and it

A few of these significantly predate the Mormon emigration to Sail Bernardino and
may well be viewed as Californios by some observers. This would include such noted San
Timoteo figures as Louis Roubideux,the Weaver brothers,and Zina Ayers.
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probably was with some relief to the residents ofthe canyon that the Mormons were called
home to Utah from San Bernardino in 1857d®

The l650's saw the canyon begin to develop as a significant community of its own.
A rural store sprang up near the canyon's junction with Live Oak canyon and the Yucaipa

road in 1854. Originally owned by Manuel Diaz and run by his wife Bemuedas,it was
later transferred to arid operated by Juan Torres.^^ It location was mOved a few hundred
feet to allow for the construction ofthe railroad in 1875,but store continued to serve the

canyon,WeU into the 1890's.^^

The use ofthe canyon as a wagon route to the Colorado River continued through

the period,via both Warner's Pass and the historic "Route to La Paz" or Bradshaw trail.

The Frink Brothers(residents ofthe canyon)helped blaze portions ofthese routes

These incidents range include coerced baptisms and Suggestions ofincitements to
rebel by the Mormon Bishop Tenney to Juan Antonio's band, manipulation ofthe courts
and political offices, and land,water right, and property disputes between Mormons and
non-Mormon or Apostate, For extensive discussion ofthe problems ofthis period from a

slightly romanticized and pro-Mormon viewpoint,see: George William Beattie and Helen
Pruitt Beattie, Heritage ofthe Vallev(Oakland. OA:Biobooks. 1951), Chp. 12-15 passim,

as well,for discussion ofthe problems involving Indians,see Phillips, Chiefs and
Challengers. Chp.7.

It is not altogether clear when exactly the transfer took place. By 1873 however,
Juan Torres is taxed upon the store's merchandise, and one acre ofland adjacent to the
Diaz place.

Garfield M.Quimby,History ofthe Potrero Ranch(Fresno, CA:California History
Books, 1975)p.88-89;San Bernardino County,County Assessor,"County Assessor's
Book",broken series from 1855-1890,various extant volumes ofseries located in San
Bernardino County Archives,San Bernardino City Library California Room,and San
Bernardino County Historical Society.
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induding an dtemate cut-off

for them. In addition,they operated a wagon

freighting business to^izona for two decades until the completion ofthe railroad to Indio
in the late 1870's. Many canyon reddents put up travelers in their homes,and sold them

provisions and fodder as welL Significant to the canyon's growing prosperity,some ofthe
farm and ranch produce ofthe valley was starting to be shipped out to Yuma and Arizona

hy these routes, Tdris trad^^^^

aCcelerate in the next decade,with the increasing

mining and settlement in Arizona.

Serious consideration was given to routing the Butterfield Stage route through the

canyon in the late 1850's and early 60:S,spurred on by boosterism in the San Bernardino
valley. However,a more southerly route through Temecula eventually won out in 1862 due

to the difficulty ofobtaining water in the further eastern regions ofthe Bradshaxv trail.^®
During the 1860's,the Arizona gold rush brought increased prominence to the
canyon,as the beginning stretches ofthe Bradshaw Trail, which became the major western

trail to the Arizona mines. The freighting business grew in scope and becairie quite

lucrative, with mile long wagon trains winding their way up canyon on an increasingly
regular basis. As well,this period saw significant development offarms,with increasing

numbers of orchards,irrigation ditches and fencing being put in, as well as other
significaht iniprbyements.^^

Regular stagecoach and rriail service through the canyon began on a haphazard basis
in 1863, being handled by the Brice and Knight line of Los Angeles. However,due to the

7®

McAdams,"San Gorgonio Pass", Chp.5

Ibid., chp.5
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failure ofthis and a number ofsubsequent lines, reliable service was not instituted until

Newton Noble arid Byron Waters'endeavors m 1868. A stage stop and post office was
instituted at the Noble ranch,and subsequently moved to the Frink ranch with a reawarding ofthe mail contract in 1870 to the Grant stageline. This line's service continued

until railroad construction through the canyon in 1875 made such transport obsolete.®®

The railroad's arrival in 1875 had heen preceded hy years ofsurvey and speculation.
Consideration ofa San Gorgonio pass route had begun as early as 1855. However,the
intervening Civil War and subsequent adoption ofthe more Northerly transcontinental
route had delayed building upon this route. While the intervening years saw interestfrom

the Atlantic and Pacific[Santa Fe],Eastern Division Union Pacific[Kansas Pacific], and
Texas Pacific railroads; it was the Southern Pacific that eventually gained control ofthe

route and built the line through San Timoteo during the summer of 1875. While daily

freight service started in late 1875,.scheduled passenger service did not begin until May 29,
1876 between Golton and Seven Palms®^. Within a few years, a flag station was
established at El Casco. Located across from the Frink ranch,it would grow to include the

local telegraph and post office. The terminus ofthe line would reach Indio in May of
1877,and the Colorado river at Yuma in 1878. Finally, in 1883,the Southern Pacific

railroad would complete its links along this route to the Texas Pacific railroad, becoming
the second complete transcontinental route.®'

®®

Ibid., chp.6

®^

A temporary station roughly two miles south ofthe present town of Garnet.

®^

Ibid., chp. 7
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The arrival ofthe railroad was to bring tCi new ethnic groups into San Timoteo
Ganyon. Chinese labors were the primary workforce for the Southern Pacific, and were
mostly responsible for the physical construction ofthe line. They would remain in the

canyon for many years thereafter as maintenance crewmen,living in little shanties adjacent
to the right-of-way at El Gasco. Further,a certain number ofemployees ofthe railroad
were ethnic Irish, hired primarily for more skilled railroad positions,such as foremen and
station agents.®-^

The easier,access brought on by the railroad helped swell the valley's opportunities
and population. Many farmers and ranchers took on adclitional hand,and increased
stock. This had several effects on the community.

First,the rise in the numbers ofschool age children brought a call for a second
school district. As will be discussed later. Railroad School District was formed out of

portions ofSan Timoteo and Mission districts, and came to serve the lowest portion ofthe

canyon,with the older San Timpteo district serving the central and upper canyon.®'^
The increase infarm and ranch population, primarily Chicano,prompted the local
Catholic population in cooperation with Father Stockman ofSan Bernardino to construct
a chapel in 1875. The land for the Catholic church was donated by Manuel Diaz, and was

located near the store at the junction ofSan Timoteo and Live Oak canyons. Previously,

Ouimbv.Potrero Ranch,p.90: United States, Department ofthe Census,
Manuscript Returns ofthe I88Q Census.San Bernardino County,San Timoteo Precinct

San Bernardino County,Superintendent ofSchools,"Book B:School
Superintendent:San Bernardino County: 1872-[1893]",July 6th and October 11th, 1875;
San Bernardino County,"Maps prepared for the County Assessor ofSan Bernardino",
W.P. Cave, Draughtsman [1880-1896]", in collection ofSan Bernardino County Archives
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the local Catholics had met in various private homes to hold mass and celebrate occasions

such as holidays, christenings,and nuptials. Local Protestant denominations shared the
use or the schoolhouse for Sunday services by a variety ofcircuit preachers,and a non
denominational Sunday school was taught there on a regular basis.®'

By the 1880's,the change oftravel methods from road to railroad had oddly made
San Timoteo canyon spinewhat more isolated. Where wagon trains and travelers had

passed in a regular parade to Arizona and points east,now only the few daily trains and
the local trafficmoyed through the canyon. No longer did the ranches ofthe canyon serve

as rest stops for travelers;infact,the passing trains only stopped in the canyon ifthey were
sigrialed; While much ofSouthern California boomed with new towns and settlers from

all over to fill them,the clpse confines ofthe already settled canyon did not boast any
room for such development.
This is not to suggest that the canyon suffered economic hardship for its isolation.

The railroad provided amazingly expanded markets for the dairy, cattle and produce raised
ip the canyon,converting more and more ofthe residents solely to market based
agriculture,rather than a rnixed market and subsistence farming. This led to increased

prosperity for many ofthe residents, who found that single crops might bring bigger
returns for less work.

However,for all that San Timoteo did well, her neighbors fared better. The
Southern Pacific and Southern California Railroad's junction at Colton turned that small

village into a boomtown. Land promoters and speculators, offering little more than
dreams in the late 1870's and early 80's, were selling the new "communities" of Moore

®'

Harley,"San Timoteo Chapel", p.47-48
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City[Banning](1877), Mound City[Ix>ma Linda](1878), Redlands(1882),and Etiwanda

(1883). San Bernardino was growing unchecked.With a feeling ofcivic pride which by
1883 could indulge itselfin all themodem amenities ofa real "city": two newspapers(The

Times and the Index),a street railway, a steam fire-engine,gas street lights, and even a
nascent telephone service.®^

The San Timoteo School District

"In the first place Godmade idiots; this was for practice;
; then he made school boards."
Samuel Clemens

San Timoteo School District was created November 5th, 1855 by the request oflocal

citizens, prominently headed by DUffWeaver. The district when formed composed
everything south and east of"a line drawn from the mouth of Mill Creek Canyon to that
of Maria Armenta[sic] Canyon."®^ For practical purposes this description encompassed

San Timoteo canyon,Yucaipa, and San Gorgonio Pass areas, but by its mandate however.

Wallace W.Elliot, History ofSan Bernardino and San Diego Counties(San
Francisco: Elliot &.Co., 1883),reprint edition (Riverside, CA:Riverside Museum Press,
1965)p.122-29; McAdams,"San Gorgonio Pass", Chp.8

Roughly from one mile south of modem downtown Redlands to the mouth ofSan
Timoteo Canyon(referred to in this document by the name of Maria Armenta,its most
prominent resident at that time)roughly one halfofa mile south ofthe Assistensia ofSan
Bernardino.See:San Bernardino County,Board ofSupervisors,"Minutes ofthe San
Bernardino County Board ofSupersdsors", 1855,November 5th,#3
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it qualifies as the only school serving the area between San Bernardino and Yuma,Arizona
for at least the next 20 years.®®

Its founding is apparently related to the political agitation ofthe time between
Mormon and non-Mormon populations previously mentioned in the discussion oflocal

history. The first teacher and elected school board members were all prominent
Independents. All ofthese individuals were well involved in the wider political disputes
disturbing the residents ofthe San Bernardino Valley.®^
Details ofthe early years are sketchy. Dr.A.S.St. Clair was the first teacher,and it
is suggested thatschool was first taught in the then vacant Ayer's Adobe behind the
Doctor's house,on the South side ofthe upper canyon(roughly where Fisherman's Retreat
stands today). Shortly thereafter, it apparently moved slightly up canyon(about one half

mile east)to an old adobe shack,apparently either the Weaver place or one ofits out
buildings. Anecdotal accounts note thatthe early accommodations in this adobe structure
were terrible, with a dirt floor,rickety benches apt to spill the pupiltothe ground,and a

Ibid.; Prink,"Early Days"

®^
The first teacher was Dr.A.S.St. Clair,the board was composed of D.[Duff]
Weaver,J.[John]Brown,and J.W.Smith as reported in(California)The loumal ofthe
Assembly and Senate.Seventh Session. 1856.Appendix. Document4,p.6;for its
founding,see:"Minutes ofthe San Bernardino CountyBoard ofSupervisors", 1855,
November 5th,#3;or. Hazel Miller Croy,"A History of Public Education in San
Bernardino During the Mormon Period",(Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California at
Los Angeles, 1955)p. 79. Of particular note is that in 1856,his first year ofteaching,Dr.
St. Clair was involved in a shooting incident in San Bernardino,(see Benjamin Hayes,
"Pioneer Notes",vol. 3,in the collection ofthe Bancroft Library, Berkeley, CA)
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lack ofnearly all amenities. Early teachers may have included Dick Curtis, but no
definitive or official records apparently still exist.°°

It is only with the beginning ofthe state requirement of a county statistical

"Common Schools Report" in 1862-63,thatsome official documentation ofthe workings
of the San Timoteo school district begins to exist. From the early part ofthis series of
reports we see that the San Timoteo district was rather small in the 1860's,averaging a
total enrollment of under 20students. The school term was irregularly maintained during
this period,varying both in start and end date. As well,term was rather short, ranging
between only 3 to 6 months per year.-^

While not all of the teachers ofthis period are identifiable from the records, two
who do appear are Mr.James Jackson in 1863-66,and William Clark in 1866-67. Mr.

Clark would, after his term in San Timoteo,leave to become County Superintendent of
Schools in 1867-68, a post to which he had previously been appointed to fill for the
remainder of the term in 1864-65 due to the death ofthe incumbent.Apparently a strong
willed and highly outspoken man, his pointed opinions on matters ofschool law,the

county teachers' institutes, and textbooks("McGuffey's I") make interesting marginal
reading for the Common Schools Reports of his tenure.^^

Prink,"Early Days"

fi

California,Superintendent of Public Schools,"Common Schools Report"(San

Bernardino County) microfilm MF2:10(11-16)in the California State Archives; or titled
"Count\'Superintendent's Reports" vol. 1866-84 and 1885-93,in the collection ofthe San
Bernardino County Superintendent ofSchools, Instructional Resources Division

"-California,"Common Schools Reports"(1862-70); Gerald Arthur Smith,A History of
the County School Administration ofSan Bernardino Countv. California(San

Bernardino, CA:San Bernardino County Historical Society, 1954)p.104-9

In the 1870's,the districts school age population began to significantly increase.
Also, after suffering a slump in the late 60's,the percentage ofchildren attending public
school began to rise,and by mid-decade the total yearly enrollment exceeded halfofthe

school age children determined by district census counts. While the corresponding daily
school attendance lagged behind the enrollment(given the rural farm needs for occasiorial
child labor), it too showed a similar rise,suggesting a greater interest in education on the

part of parents in the district. While the school term was still irregular, its length had
grown from the preceding decade,ranging from five to nine months.

By the 1870's,the school in the Weaver adobe had become even more decrepit. The

mild mannered and understated County School Superintendent,John Brown Jr., writing
of a visit in his diary March 29th, 1872 noted:

Visited San Timoteo Dist.School,taughtby Miss L. Dodd. Schoolhouse
uncomfortable;no conveniences for teaching..

By the next year. Brown adds to the report of his visit on the last day ofthe quarter
the following expanded description ofthe facilities:

The Schoolhouse is entirely open on the North side, butthen Mr. H[ughes] has a very
convenientshade,— a covering ofbrush which makes his school room at the base of
the hill look quite romantic.®'^

Hill, County School Administration, p.123-36;Superintendent ofSchools,"Bopk
B",29 March, 1872,also quoted in Merton E. Hill, A Century of Public Education in San
Bernardino Countv: 1850-1958(N.P., 1958)p.306-8
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Ibid., November 27th, 1873
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The following year's vdsit by the newly elected superintendent, Henry Goodcell Jr.,
took a rather more jaundiced view ofthis rather novelform ofschoolroom ventilation,
saying:- ,

Visited the school in San Tittioteo District taught by Miss Lydia Dodd. Found a
broken shell ofa schoolhouse,but a live teacher,and flourishing school of over twenty
pupils....saw the trustees and urged the necessity ofa new schoolhouse. Gave
Ithem]instruction as to the steps to be taken to have a schdolhouse built.^5

By 1875 the district and the surrounding region had enormously grown in

population. This had in large part been spurred on by the influx of people with the
Southern Pacific railroad construction through the canyon and the easier access that the

railroad provided. Local parents from the lower canyon petitioned to split the district, and
Railroad District wasformed from a small section ofSan Timoteo District, and a greater
portion of its neighbor to the northwest. Mission District.

Since the majority of new settlement in the San Timoteo district had taken place in
the far western end ofthe canyon,the construction site ofa new school was moved to a
more central location down canyon. From the Weaver adobe,the site was shifted nearly 5

miles down canyon,to a site near the Baca and Horton places.(Near the current
intersection of Allesandro and San Timoteo roads.)^^

Little definite is known ofthe physicalstructure of this third schoolhouse,other
than its rough location. Apparently all obvious physical traces ofthis site have long since

Ibid., October 8th, 1874

Galifomia,"Common Schools Reports", 1875-81;San Bernardino County,
Surveyors Office,"Township No.2South,Range No.3 West,San Bemardino Meridian"
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disappeared,and its location is only fixed within a quarter section.^^ Yet the material
conditions 6fthe schohlseemingly improved with the change in location. The common

school reports note that conditions(equipment,size,improvements,ventilation, etc.)were
mostly now Judged "middlirig" as opposed to their former"poor"state.^®
The nextfew years would see the start ofthe land boom ofthe Inland Empire.

School history wpuld reflect this in the establishment ofa number ofschools close to San

Timoteo District. Sah Gorgonio District would be founded in Banning(1877), Crafton in
West(or old)YuCaipa(1879),and Pass in the Eastern Yucaipa area(1882). Each would
tend to hem San Timoteo in a little more,as each would draw pupils from newly-opened

and irrigated territories better suited to an expanding rural populations. These new schools
would soon eclipse San Timoteo,and leave it as a somewhat backwater district.^^
Teachers at the Allesandro road location included Mr.Willia:m Woszencraft(1875

1876),Mr. Howard Bledsoe(1876-1878), Mr.John Stephens, E.D.(1878-1881),and Miss
Nancy(Nannie)Winn.(l881-1883) All were olderseasoned teachers, with the men all
involved in other skilled professions besides pedagogy.

The choice of mostly older male

A square area of one halfofa mile on a side or 160 acres,located formally as the
Northwest quarter.Section 10,Tovmship 2South,Range 2West.(Ibid.) It might however
prove fruitful to conduct a more detailed archeological field study to locate this early
school site, arid identily it for cultural resource site assessment.

^8

Ibid.

California,"Common Schools Reports", 1877-83;San Bernardino, County Board
ofSupervisors,"Minutes ofthe County Supervisors", Book C(1879-83), passim
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Stephens wa^ a Civil Engineer, Bledsoe a law clerk who would turn lawyer after his
teaching career, and Wozencraft a plumber. (See: United States. Census of Population.
1870-80;)
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teachers during this period is worthy of note,as young female teachers were rather

common elsewhere. It is likely this reflects the historic population trend in this district
towards more male stxidenits,-and the popular heliefthat discipline and order could be
better maintained by male teachers, especially with the older boys. Apparently, all lived

moderately close to the schoolhouse in the Old San Bernardino area. This apparently
meant they did not heed to hoard with a local family near to the school,but rather each
maintained their own residence.

The school remained at the third site until 1882. However,the population growth
in the atea of Old San Bernardino and points east prompted the creation of Lugonia

District Out portions of Mission and Railroad Districts. This apparently resulted in a shift

Ibid,; U.S. Dept. of Census, Manuscript Census of Population. 1870(The one
exception to this maintenance of private residence seems to be Nannie Winn,who lived

with her brother and sister-in-law. However,this presumably was still preferable to
"boarding with Strangers," which had particularly negative connotations to the late
nineteenth century schoolteacher,)

west ofthe preceding districts, and in the location ofboth Railroad and San Timoteo
districts further up San Timoteo Ganyond^^
In fact, it appears the center of Railroad's population came to occupy a location on
or near the previous San Timoteo site. Further,San Timoteo district's center returned to

the upper canyon,and with the rnOve, a pew schoolhouse was built at El Casco. This of

course was within one-quarter mile ofwhere the district started, on the adjacent St. Glair
property. This is the building still extant, more than 100 years later.
It Seems lihely that this structure was constructed by the local residents,led by the
current school district secretary, Eugene Van Derventer.^®^ This saved the local residents
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This line ofreasoning is soriiewhat conjecture on iny part, as there exist no specific

documents which show the exact date ofthe move or boundary shiftfor San Timoteo
District. The Gounty Supervisor's minutes while noting the new districts boundaries are
mute on its effects on other districts. The Gommon Schools Report{despite an obvious
transcription error] indicates that the school was at the third site until the term 1879-80

when the report ceases to include locations. On February 21st, 1882,the deed for the El
Gasco school site is recorded.(San Bernardino Gounty,"Register of Deeds",Book 30,
p.578-79) Notably po building is mentioned on the site,implying it is yet to be built. The
shift in boundaries,nOtspelled out in the creation documents,is however implied by the
difference in School District assessmepts against the Southern Pacific Railroad
(Supervisors,"Minutes",June 13th, 1880 Octoher 4th 1883),and the change from the
tfaditional district boundaries to those shown in the undated Assessor's Map Book which

seems to be a working documeptfrom the 1880's to 90's.(San BemardiPo Gounty,"Maps
prepared for the Gounty Assessor ofSan Bernardino").
This is based on the anecdotal evidence contained in the Historic Structures

Report, and the fact that neither the "Register ofSchool Warraiits","GommoP Schools

Report",nor Gounty Supervisor's records note any major expenditure offunds for
building expenses or passage of a bond/tax measure for the district. The only even related
expenses noted are minor repairs(amounting to $4.90)and those related to installing a
well.(For the latter,see:San Bernardino Gounty,Board ofSupervisors,"School Register
of Warrants: 1880-1883", p.179-81,in the San Bernardino Gounty Archives)
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the necesisity of passing a bond issue for school construction as many other schools did,

and the Concomitant increase in local property taxes. Most materials were probably

obtained locally, and plans seen likely to be based on local adaptations ofone ofthe many
books ofcomnion school architecture popular in the late nineteenth century.
It is apparent that with the location shift, San Timoteo had become somewhat ofa

hardship teaching post. It was far from the growing amenities ofthe population centers at
Colton and San Bernardino,or even those at smaller Old San Bernardino or Lugonia. As
well, the lack of teacher accommodations forced the out-of-grea teacher to board with a

local family. While this was a venerable tradition with rural schools,the rural teacher
envied the comparative independence oftheir town dwelling compatriots. As well,town
life offered diversions,contacts,and society that could not be matched in the remote
canyon. This is the probably accounts for the high turnover rate, emphasized by the fact

that had ho teacher spent more than one consecutive term atSan Timoteo for the next
decade.

The first term in the new schpolhouse was taught by Miss Anna(Annie)S.
Anderson,a young and relatively inexperienced schoolmarm from San Bernardino.^®® She

A profitable line ofinvestigation,unexplored by this author, rriay be to compare
the actual ground pltin ofthe school to such architectural rendering books to determine to
origin ofthis plan. I believe it highly likely that a common planbook exists, given the
similar style ofa number ofthe early county schoolhouses ofthis period including
Railroad, Graftbn, and Calico. (For a discussion ofschool vernacular architecture see:

Andrew Gulliford. America's Country Schools(Washington D.G.: National Trustfor
Histdric Preservation, 1991)p.164-71)
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Only 20 years old,she had obtained her credential the previous school year.She

Spent that term teaching at San Gorgonio School,an even more remote site than San
Timoteo. (see: Galifomia,"GomiriLon Schools Reports", 1882^84)
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wasfollowed there by Mrs. Mary Stephens,wife to Mr.John Stephens. Although she had

previously taught in the districtsome four years previous, assisting her husband,this term
she would apparently be sole teacher for its entire duration.!®^ An unrecorded female
teacher maintained school for the 1885-86 term,and then moved on,succeeded in

following years by Belle Moore, Flora Covington,and Lucy Breckenridge. Ofthese, only

Flora Govington^®^ was relatively local to the area, and she like the rest would only teach at

the El Gasco School for one year.

Little is knbwn ofthe political workings ofthe district. Districts were required to

have both appoihted trustees and a clerk. Their duties included selecting school census
marshals,locating the school in accord with the popular will, supervision ofconstruction

&L repair ofthe schoolhouse,and the supervision ofthe clerical work ofthe district.

Hiring and fixing the salary ofteachers,suspending and expelling pupils,and even

It is unclear from the evidence why Mrs.Stephens returned to teaching at this
time. While she had obtained a credential as early as 1880(renewed in 1883),she had
apparently not taqght as sole teacher prior to the 84-85 term. While not unheard offor
married women to teach, it was most unusual,especially for those with children under
twelve,such as Mrs.Stephens. Gonjecture on the part ofthis author suggests a compelling

reason,such as the protracted illness of her much older husbartd(she was in her 40's, he
in his 60's), pr serious financial difficultieS.(See: United States, Gensus of 1880)

Miss Flora Woods had taught at Railroad schoolfor many years. During her
tenure there(in 1885),she married into the down canyon branch ofthe locally numerous
Gbvington Family. As was customary,she changed her name to her husband's following
marriage. She would return to Railroad school following her one year sojourn at El Gasco,
and teach there for several more years.

iQ®

Galifomia,"Gommon Schools Reports", 1880-90
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examinatioii ofthe educationat attainment of both pupils and teachers were also included
among the duties ofthe trustees and clerk.
Only scattered references to the school district officers exist,

save for an annual

listing ofthe pistrict Clerk in the Common Schools Report. Apparently,this was given as
the person responsible for compiling the individual district's yearly contribution to the

larger official reports. Based on this very sketchy information however,it does seem that

control ofthe district remained in the hands of a relatively select group. The political basis
ofthe district for the entire early period seemed centered entirely with the ranchers in the
upper canyon.

They were all well-to-do men,and many had held other minor political

offices.^' ,

Clearly based upon their actions(or lack thereof),these men were frugal in their
expenditures, if not down-right penurious. The poor early schoolhouses and their
equipage certainly stand as testament to their financial policies. However,early teacher

pay ranked well above the county average until the 1880's,when it failed to advance with
other pay increases. This may well be accounted for by the transition from male teachers
to female teachers. Certainly, the young and less experienced female teachers available to
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Chiefly in the Superintendent visits documented in "Book B",which only cover

the years 1872-75.

Known trustees include: DuffWeaver,John Brown,J.W.Smith,W.Humphrey,
A.S. St. Clair,John Frink,and Berry Roberts. District Clerks include: A.S.St. Clair, Berry
Roberts, and Eugene Van Derventer(See: California,"Common Schools Reports";
County Schools Superintendent,"Book B")

Iff

California,"Common School Reports":Smith. Countv School Administration.

p.82-3; Swett, History, p. 29-30
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be hired by the district in the 1880's and'90's would have held little sway against their
oldermale counterparts on the school board. This contrasts strongly with the better
educated,older, and mostly male teachers hired in previous decades.^^^

Certainly this follows the trend in the district(and nationally)in the latter part of
the centbry towards teaching,notso much as a profession,but as a genteel paid interlude

for educated miiddle class women before(hopefully) marriage.While it may seem unusual
to modem sensibilities, one must remember that it was not until after the Civil War that

the School tefrri had lengthened tothe point where a single school teaching position might
qualify as a full time job. Drawing a local example,one should note that the San Timoteo
district's term did not exceed six months until l871. Further, it did not settle to its regular

eight to nine month schedule for five more years. On such low wages and abbreviated
schedules,one could nofsupport any but the most meager oflivirig while employed solely
as a teacher.

Thus the job often felTto men with otheri irregular occupations such as those noted
in the 1870's, educated widows arid spiristers, young wGimen needing to support

themselves prior to marriage, and a finally a certain class of neer-do-wells and itinerants of
education. In the words pfppe ofthe early County Superintenderits:
Peripatetic quacks,broken-down politicians, white gloved gents, mountebanl<s,
shoulder strikers, horse-thieves, white-washed black legs,[and]gamblers ....often seize
upon the idea ofteaching a[term], as a makeshift,to replenish their empty purse....

California,"Common School Reports"

Gulliford, Country Schools, p.65-70; Carl P. Kaestle, Pillars ofthe Republic:
Common Schools and American Society. 1780-1860(New York: Hill and Wang, 1983)
p.122-28
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This is not a fancy sketch. Some ofthese worst epithets have applied to persons who
have palmed themselves upon people and trustees in this county as teachers.

While we have no evidence to suggest that any ofthe early teachers(ofeither sex)in
the San Timoteo District fit into this latter category,one must acknowledge the possibility
exists. Surely not all teachers were paragons,and the lack ofany real hiring criteria on the

part ofthe trustees left the process open to question and abuse.

Teaching in the Schoolhouse

"In the country school,the teacher combines the functions of
assistant, principal, examiner,and superintendent. He is an
autocrat, limited only by custom, precedent,and text-books."

John Swett
No detailed accounts or first-person records ofthe teaching in the El Casco
Schoolhouse during the nineteenth century are available to the modem historian.

However,a fair amount of what must have happened may be understood from both the
common teaching practices ofthe period and a few scattered specific references drawn

from the reminiscences ofWilliam Frink,a student during the 1870's and 80's.
It is Gurrently accepted wisdom thatthe historic school environment relied more
heavily on text bound learning than current practice. Lessons were based on individual

study and oral recitation directfrom the textbook. With a teacher supervisingfrom four to

eight grades and 15 to 30 pupils,there simply wasn't enough time to prepare

Beattie, Heritage ofthe Vallev. p.391 quoting Ellison Robins,"Report" as County
Superintendent,San Bemardino County, 1859,Appendix to the loumal ofthe Senate.
1860
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individualized lessons. Most teaching took the form ofrote progressive lessons memorized

straightfrom the texti While progressive educators might rail against this method,it
continued more by necessity than choice,

Further,the state, thrbugh directives from the State Superintendent of Common

Schools,county teachers' institutes, and state sponsored teachers'journals such as The
California Teacher and Home loumal or The Pacific School loumal advanced a significant

arnourits ofadvice and suggestions as to how school was to be conducted. School day
length and organization, methods ofexamination,class conduct and governance all came
under discussion and review by these sources,who then propounded advice or rules for
mostpfthese items,^^^

Therefore,while we may riot know the teacher's exact words,ifwe know the texts

used,we will gaiti a fairly clear riotion ofthe shape ofthe curriculum. In this the living
historian:is very lucky, hecaiuse the state of California had lorig mandated a statewide

standard for textbooks. While currently that is taken to mean that a school district is
offered a list of acceptable texts by subjects, in the nineteenth>century that was not the

case. A single text series for each ofthe maridated subjects was approved,and state

funding could be denied for the failure to follow the state guidelines. While the District
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PaulThebballd,"Couritry School Curriculum and Governance".American loumal

of Education 101(Feb. 1993) p.li6-39(especially p.l2I-24)
■

John Swett, Histbrv ofthe Public School System of California(San Francisco: A.L.
Bancroft&Co.,1879)Chp. 1-3 p^sim
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was not expected to provide the texts, the lessons were mandated to come from these
sourcesd^^

The Sah Timoteo District, based on the Common Schools Reports,seems to have

closely followed this standard. It is with some certainty we can say that during the early
1880's^l® when the El Casco Schoolhouse opened the following were the texts used:
McGuffey's Series of Readers
Robinson's Series of Arithmetics

Monteith's Series of Geographies
; Brown's Series ofGrammars

Guttet's Physiologies

Payson and Dunton's Penmariship
Swinton's History ofthe United States

Swinton's Word Analysis
This conforms fairly well with the state school law,which mandated instruction in

the following areas: arithmetic, geography,reading,spelling, writing, grammar,physiology.

Ibid; William G.Bagley and George C.Kyte,The California Curriculum Study
(Berkeley, CA:University of Califdmia, 1926)p.61

The later portion ofthat decade(School Law of 1885)saw the key introduction of
a state government textbook publishing scheme that would extend well into the 1930's. It
is therefore desirable to set the interpretation ofthis site prior to the introduction ofthese
texts(1886),as such books are unavailable in reproduction and difficult to obtain,even to
observe sample copies ofthe originals.
Swett. History, p.203-04;State of California,Superintendent ofSchools,The State
School Law of 1870
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U.S. history,bookkeeping,"industrial drawing",and v<.:)cal musk.Ofcourse, optional texts
were allowed at the discretion ofthe teacher and school district. This proviso probably

covered the final two requirements,which would not have been dealt with by any ofthe
required texts.

These mandated books,while required by law,w^re not purchased by the district but
rather by the individual student's parents. All school materials,such as books,slates, pens
and paper,were to be provided by the pupil."Free^ public textbooks,while a perennial
topic in education journals. Would not be provided to all Califomia students until after

the turn ofthe century. The district would by law be required to provide books and
supplies to those deemed "indigent." But evidence suggests that a parent in a rural area

like San Timoteo unable to afford school supplies would hold their children at home to
work,rather than sending them for "unproductive" schooling.^^i
■

Although not at that time legally mandated,some form ofscience'-^ and "morals

and manners" were probably part ofthe school curriculum. Instruction in these subjects
would tend to depend largely on the skills and interests ofthe local teacher. While

State of California,Superintendent ofSchools. The State School Law of 1880:
Baglev and Kvte. Califomia Curriculum Study, p.38-40
121

Swett, History, p.208-9;Superintendent ofSchools,"Book B", passim

Referred to variously as natural philosophy, natural history, natural science,or
nature study. One ofthe most common nineteenth century texts was Comstock's Natural

Philosophy. Sold nationwide for decades,it is known to have used in both Los Angeles
and San Diego previously and during this time. Q-L. Comstock. M.D.Natural Philosophy
(New York: Pratt, Woodford, Farmer,and Brace,Various Editions))
84

■

■

probably a part ofthe curriculum, it is uncertain what exactly both ofthese entailed at El
Cascod^^

One note can be made about moral instruction however. It most likely DID NOT

include any instruction from the Bible, or anything which even vaguely involved sectarian
religion. It is a commonly held conception ofthe early schoolhouse experience that it
included daily readings from the Bible. In California however,law and custom had

worked to eliminate this practice very early. The State School Law of 1854 had specifically
forbidden teaching material ofa sectarian nature from the classroom. Over time,local

custom further extended this to include any explicitly "religious" material. By the mid
1870's, Bible instruction had disappeared from the curriculum of all but the most isolated
districts.

This is not to suggest, however,that instruction was not strongly flavored by
Christian and Protestant themes. Most assuredly an examination ofthe texts will prove
numerous examples ofthese tendencies. McGuffey's readers,while having dispensed with
most ofthe direct interpretation ofbiblical quotes oftheir earliest editions,still included a
few choice selections.

Perhaps more important,these texts includes many examples of

the Calvinist ethics of diligence, thrift and hard work as a religious and moral duty. In the

Swett. History, p.39-41

Ibid., Chp. 1-2 passim

For an example ofthis remainder,see McGuffev's Alternate Sixth Reader((New
York: Van Antwerp,Bragg &.Co., 1889)p.254-55 &.424-25
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words of Mosier,"McGuffey readers...so thoroughly integrated Christian and middleclass ideals that they can hardly be distinguished."^^^
Even a text as ostensibly "scientific" as Montieth's Geography would exhibit these

tendencies towards religio-cultural linkage. Various passages attempt to reconcile biblical
creationism with"modem" progressive science, while others include pointed comments
aboutforeign religions as "idolatry." Perhaps this is understandable when one considers

the general cultural and religious narrowness ofAmerican society during this period,often
expressed in anti-Catholic or nativist writings.

But most important, underlying all ofthis curriculum is a smug middle-class

sensibility. The unstated assumption is that a common school education will provide its

holder with the tools to integrate as a productive member oftheir own society. Common
schools such as San Timoteo were intended to produce tradesmen, mechanics,and farmers

with enough education to succeed in business and participate in the idealized American

republican government,as well as their prospective wives prepared to pass on these
teachings to future generations.^^®

Richard D.Mosier, Making the American Mind:Social and Moral Ideas in the

McCuffev Readers.(New York:Russel

Russel, 1965)passim(quote p.114);William

Holmes McCuffey, McCuffev's first l-sixthl eclectic reader Rev. ed.(Cincinnati,New
York:Van Antwerp,Bragg &.Co.[cl879])

James Monteith, Monteith's physical and political geography(New York, A.S.
Barnes and Company, 1875)p.6-7,94-95

^^®

For a lengthy discussion ofthis idea,see:John Swett,Methods ofTeaching.(New

York: Harper

Bro., 1885)Chp 7
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These lessons, both practical and moral were enforced by a strict regimen of physical
discipline. Laws restricting or banning corporal punishment were still far in the future,
and the biblical maxim of"spare the rod,and spoil the child" held wide public credence.
While authorities on pedagogy had been historically split on the usefulness of physical
discipline,^^^it is widely understood that during the late nineteenth century such
punishment was widely and regularly used.^^°

In the specific case ofSan Timoteo school,we have the commentary ofWilliam
Frink as regards physical discipline:
I well remember the old Irishman^^^ who was teacher when I first started school. He

kept a large strap draped across his desk and he used it on any pretext that would
furnish him the slightest excuse. He often started the first class in the morning,and if
one ofthem did not answer correctly, the whole class got a strappingfrom the head to
the foot. He was better qualified as a"mule skinner." The innocent had to suffer

129
Writers as far back as Roger Ascham in the sixteenth century had written against
physical punishment in education. In the 1880'si one might contrast the adherence of
Kiddle, Harrison,and Galkin's towards such methods in their How to Teach,with lohn
Swett's endorsement ofspecific forms ofsuch punishment in his Methods ofTeaching.
(Swett, Methods of Teaching;Henerv Kiddle,Thomas F. Harrison,N.A.Calkins How to
Teach(Cincinnati, OH:Van Antwerp,Brag,&.Co., 1877))

Theobald,"Curriculum and Governance",p.123'24;Swett. Methods ofTeaching.

Chp.5; Kiddle, How to Teach, p.257-62
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Based upon the later comment that he was seven years old, it would appear that
this account describes the actions ofWilliam Hughes,who was the sole male teacher
employed during the period 1872-75. (See:"Common Schools Report"; Census of
Population 1880) In the interests offairness, it should be noted that Mr. Hughes received
a rather more favorable review from County Superintendent ofSchools Brown,who felt
"the harmony of children,teacher, parents,and trustees" upon his visit, and as well
commented upon the fairness ofthe examinations. ("Book B", 27 June 1873)
87

with the guilty. I certainly was notfavorably impressed with school life, although
being butseven years old,I escaped most ofthe punishment.
This account clearly represents a memorably extreme case. However,the fact that
Frink views the unjustnessand severityoithe punishment as the noteworthy item,rather
than the mere existence of corporal punishment,can be taken to suggest that San Timoteo

School followed the general trend ofusing and acceptingsuch discipline as a normal part
ofthe curriculum.

Offurther significance in this account is Frink's suggestion that his age played a role
in the punishment or lack thereof. Certainly a noted problem ofthe era was the classic
struggle to control the classroom on the part ofthe teacher. While this may be thought of
as a modem problem,it was in fact MUCH more significant to the rural-teacher ofthe
nineteenth century. Having no appeal to other teachers, administrators,or outside
authorities, classroom teachers had to resolve all disciplinary problems by themselves.
Classroom disobedience and outright violence by older students was considered

fairly common in the face ofweak or hesitant teachers. Personal accounts of nineteenthcentury teachers are rife with anecdotes ofstudent misbehavior and their methods of

132

Frink,"Early Days"

133
The troublemakers were usually male,but accounts offemale transgressions do
exist within the literature reviewed. One must remember,that there were age limits
neither for teachers or pupils. Examples ofstudents aged 19-22 are not uncommon.
These students were socially more advanced than is common in today's students, having a
wide variety ofreal world experience to draw upon. Contrasted with the extreme youth of
many ofthe teachers ofthe period one sets the stage for struggles for classroom
dominance. (San Bernardino County had one teacher as young as !; by way of
contrast, Annie Anderson at San Timoteo seems positively ancient at the advanced age of
20)
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dealing with this problem^ Often,experienced teachers would resort to extreme measures
on the first day ofschool(such as attributed to Hughes by Prink)as a method to forestall

such problems,while others turned to moral suasion or fled the teaching post, never to
return

One result ofsuch acts was that school officials often chose male over female

candidates for teaching positions. This was largely because oftheir presumed ability to

deal with these problems. This may hold some relevance to the hiring in San Timoteo,
which had a much greater percentage of male teachers than females for the period 1860-80
than the schools in the more urban San Bernardino.

Discipline was usually administered swiftly, with implements ranging from the open
hand to thimbles,.switches, rulers,straps, and ferrules.

While some schools with long

term teachers relied on elaborate schedules of punishment oftheir own devising, most

discipline was based upon the teacher's conflicting levels offrustration and compassion.
Another major aspect ofclassroom discipline to be considered is the regimentation
ofstudent behavior. In comparison with modem schools,expectations ofstudent of

For some anecdotal examples,see: Millard P. Kennedy,Schoolmaster ofYesterday
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1940)passim, Russell Preedman. Children ofthe Wild West
(New York:Scholastic, 1983)p.67-69; Theobald,"Curriculum and Governance", p.123-24;
Culliford. America's Country Schools, p.64-65

Ibid.;"Common Schools Report"

3^6
These may sound harsh, but are by no means extreme. There are(luckily) no
examples in San Timoteo district ofthe problems shown in certain districts in California,
Nevada,or Nebraska. In these other districts, order was maintained through the display or
discharge of a pistol. See: Cuilliford. America's Country Schools, p.64: Preedman,
Children, p.69
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student behavior were significantly different. Respectful speech was expected ofall
students' utterances,including speaking only when spoken to, using complete sentences,

and ending all comments to the teacher With "sir" or "ma'am." While traditions of
classroom silence may have been more ofa fond hopethan an actuality, certainly the
classroom was more orderly than most current public school e^tnples.

In addition, physical expression in the classroom was strictly regulated. Recitations
were given ordinarily from a fixed location,standing either at the front ofthe classroom or

beside the teachet's or studeiit's desk. Leaving one's desk was only done with the
permission pfthe teacher, and was usually accoinpanied by the formal commands to "turn,
rise, and pass." These were shorthand for the student to turn to face the aisle,stand up,

and pass the teacher's desk before departing the classroom. As well, males and females did
not intermingle iti school. They lined up,entered the classrobm,and sat separately on
opposite sides ofthe classtopni,keeping ih sexual isolation nearly as strict as a Hindu's
purdah.137

While the above are stereotypical ofnineteenth-centuiy school behavior,there is

significant evidence tosuggest that San Timoteo fit this pattern. Social remnants ofthese
behaviors evidently carried over weU into the twentieth-century,based upon the

descriptions of H. H."Tuby"[sic] Branhpn,who attended San Timoteo school in the
1920's. He reealled:

The teacher would blow a whistle and everyone would line up,the boys on one side,
the girls oh the other. When we were told to proceed,we would bring our[outerl
clothes into the little ante room.

Gulliford. America's Country Schools, p.48-77 passim; Kennedy,Schoolmaster of
Yesterday, passim
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At the end ofthe day/you didn'tjust walk out. The teacher would say,"Put away
your books. Rise. Pass."
This,when taken with the Frink statements,seems to imply a basis for the belief that

discipline and behavior in the San Timoteo school followed typical patterns for late
nineteenth-century rural schools.

When we come to the issue ofthe organization ofthe school day, however,we are

less in a position to speak with certainty. While state law mandated the length ofthe
school day and its periods,it had little to say about the specific amount oftime the teacher
was to spend upon specific materials or subjects. The law stated that the school day should
extend from 9 A.M.to 4 P.M.,with a one hour period from noon to 1 P.M.being devoted

to lunch.^^^ As well, breaks oftwenty minutes were required in the "fore-noon" and

afternoon sessions starting respectively at 10:40 and 2:40; All students,"save those
detained for punishment," were required to "pass out ofthe classroom at recess, unless it
Would occasion an exposure of health.
As to the time actually spent on the curriculum, we me left with little information as
to the arrangement ofthe day. We have no extant quotes from either teachers or students

at San Timoteo on the subject,and manuals of pedagogy from the time suggest a variety of
methods. Course work could be generally be divided into three specific forms,individual

Chuck Palmer,"19th Century Schoolhouse Weathered the Test of Time",San
Bernardino Sun. 28 April 1985

"...Unless other provisions are made by the local school board oftrustees." We
have no evidence ofsuch for San Timoteo District, as no primary record ofthe actions of
the trustees remains extant.

Swett, History. p,207
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study oftexts, desk work involving written exercises on slates or paper,and oral recitation
either to the teacher or the whole class. Occasional lessons read to the whole class by the

teacher with following question and answer sessions rounded out the usual forms of
instructiond''^^

Typical was the division ofthe school day into a number ofoverlapping or
simultaneous classes based upon division ofthe class into different levels ofstudent

progress; Most teachers tended to keep all the groups working on the same broad subject,
rotating the groups between activities requiring teacher attention and those they might
perform themselves. Older well-behaved students would often be detailed to assist younger
ones by checking or correcting their work,or giving remedial instruction while the teacher
worked with others.

Important, however,was the common perception that lessons ought to be
comparatively short,with no more than 30to 45 minutes spent on any one subject.
Pedagogical texts ofthis era also noted the need to vary the type oflessons, mixing desk
work,recitation, and reading such that no student spent extended periods oftime doing
the same sorts of tasks. This mixing oflessons was hailed as a way to increase learning and

avoid restiveness on the part ofthe students.

Teachers were instructed by state law to look after their students' physical

development as well. No method was explicitly set forth,so teachers had to depend on
their own ideas on the subject. Directed exercise activity did have its adherents during this
time(although mostly in the more progressive urban schools),but most teachers apparently

Swett, Methods ofTeaching. Chp.7; History, passim; Kennedy.Schoolmaster of
Yesterday, passim
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relied on the natural exuberance of youth during recess artd lunch periods to provide for

the physical needs ofthe students. This is not to suggest that teachers did not play a hand
in such activities. It appears to be a common practice that teachers often actively
participated in the students'sports and games.^''^^

Along with their schoolbooks,boys often brought baseball equipment, marbles,tops,

or Imives(for murnhledy-peg)from home,fOr group or individual entertainment. Girls

might bring jacks,jump-ropeS or even dolls. But not all student play required elaborate
equipment;such games as tag, hide and seek, ducks and drakes,or red rover might involve
little more than choosing up sides. San Timoteo students were involved in a few activities

that were more specific to their rural western location; impromptu horse races were
organized between students who traveled to school mounted,and might be conducted on

the road in front ofthe Schoolhouse; rabbit,squirrel,or quail hunts might occupy a lunch
hour.

Asides for the San Timoteo Interpreter

"I have never let my schooling interfere with my getting an education."
°

Mark Twain

The previous three sections will provide the central historical focus ofthe living
history interpretation ofSan Timoteo Schoolhouse. However,the question ofrounding
out the interpreter's worldview and creating the basis for interpretive lazzi should be
examined.

Swett, History, p.211-13; Kennedy,Schoolmaster ofYesterdav. passim
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while it is certainly impossible to list all the potential sources ofinformation

relevant to crafting an interpretive worldview,a few specific sources are perceived by this

author as having special merit,and should be mentioned. Also,suggestions will be made
as to the uses ofthese materials to round out the interpretive "story." These suggestions
should iiot b6 viewed as exhaustive,hut rather merely as a starting pointfor the

interpreter's own investigations and innovations. In many ways,the only method to create

and refine the interpreter's understanding ofthe worldview of his character is by
immersion in the sources. While this can be made easier by gathering the most useful of

them together to point out useful avenues ofresearch,it is still the act ofinterpretation
that creates the living history out ofthe welter of historical facts.

First among the sources that the interpreter should consider are those primary
documents still extantfrom people who lived in the canyon during the late nineteenth

century. While relatively few still exist, they should be considered among the most

important ofsources for detail, based upon theirspecific applicability to the local and the
site. It goes withoutsaying that Frink's "Early Days ofSan Timoteo Valley" should be a

starting pointfor every interpreter's reading in preparation for crafting a presentation.
However,even those items by San Timoteo residents not

written about San

Timoteo may shed light upon facets ofthe canyon's history. Witness the following passage
from a historicalreminiscence by Frink,ostensibly devoted to a family owned property in
Arizona,which wanders into a discussion ofthe famous Earp-Clanton feud which made
Tombstone(in)famoUs. Having finished discussing his understanding and suppositions on

the causes ofthe dispute, he digresses to note:
My brother, George M.Frink, was driving one ofthe stages carrying passengers from
Tombstone to Benson on the Railroad at the time. He knew the Clantons well, as
they once lived in San Timoteo Canyon as tenant farmers and he had gone to school
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with Ike,their leader; and he would,no doubt, have recognized some ofthem if they
were among the robbers who were holding up the stages on the roadsd'^^

This rather innocuous aside provides a fascinating historical tie between San
Timoteo and the widely known O.K. Corral shodt-out, While not significant to the

central theme ofthe site's interpretation, it is interesting in its own right as an anecdote.

Knowing this item,theinterpreter may choose to introduce it as an hzzi when a student
misbehaves or disrupts the class. Prompted by such an event,the interpreter can launch in
to a discussion ofthe Glanton's connection to San Timoteo,CEisting it as an arch-Victorian
moral lesson of"what comes ofill-mannered boys who mishehave in school."
Alternatively,it could serve as the comic answer to a classic student question,"Has anyone
famous attended school in San Timoteo?'' As the teacher tries to frame the answer in the

historically proper moraldisapproval;yet gush with the equally historical boosterish pride
for the "local anti-hero," the students are apt to leam a fascinating aside to the school's

history. Such short stories can often provide a key"humanizing" element to the

interpretation, rhaking it all the more memorable to the audience than mere dull facts.
Beyond the scarce local first-person accounts,the interpreter will find other primary
historical resources a key tool in coming to understand the worldview ofthe San Timoteo

teacher. In understanding the attitudes ofteaching, both pedagogical journals and
teaching manuals ofthe period provide a window into the attitudes and concerns ofthose

who taught during the time. John Swett's Methods ofTeaching rariks as a particularly
valuable resource. As an early California teacher, his writings and concerns will provide a

William H. Frink,"The Old Martinez Ranch"(Unpublished typescript(?), 1937)
p.3,in the collection ofthe California Room,San Bernardino Public Library
"...they wind up dead in a street in that lawless, God-forsaken Arizona territory!"
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number ofinsights into the similarities and differences ofthe historical teacher to the
modem. Close attention should be paid to chapter seven ofthis work,"The Management
of Ungraded Country Schools," as his comments are pointed almost directly at one-room
schoolhouses like the San Timoteo site. Not only does Swett provide insight as to the

teaching itself, he also discusses facets ofthe relation ofschoolteachers to their pupils and
to the local community that can help to build an understanding ofthe historic teacher's
worldview.

However, primary resources can provide much more information than merely the
detail ofteaching. Properly chosen,they can describe much ofsociety beyond the

schoolroom door. One ofthe most important tools for acquiring this understanding can
be the newspapers ofthe time.

For the nineteenth-century residentofSouthem California, newspapers provided a
vital window on the world. Prior to the creation of modem mass media,the local

newspaper provided nearly the only universal source ofnews and information to rural

people. While the news and feature articles can tell what were the important and current
issues on everyone's lips(including the local teacher),the advertisements are even more

important to the interpreter. This is because they describe not the intellectual, political, or
social events which were mostly distant to the dwellers in San Timoteo canyon,but rather
represent the commercial advertiser's attempts to bridge the gap between themselves and
their often distant customers. As mostofSouthem Califomia in the 1880's was in the

same situation as San Timoteo — distant, rural, and agrarian — these appeals can help to

place in context the needs and desires oflocal inhabitants. This is simply because the
advertisers hoped to exploit these needs and desires for thdr profit.
The interpreter should carefully review a number ofthe remaining copies ofsuch
local papers as the San Bemardino Vallev Index,the Colton Semi-Tropic,the Riverside
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Press and Horticulturist Even tlfie more distant Los Angeles papers,the Daily Herald.
Daily Times,and Evening Express contain useful and relevant information which can

prGfitably add to the interpretation.^''^^
Even the most mundane of newspaper information can become the basis ofan
interpretive aside, A typical example can be drawn from the Los Angeles Daily Herald. In

the issue of9 February 1883,within the classified page between a dull discussioti ofthe
foreign exchanges and the trumpeting boosterism ofadvertisements for land in Pomona
and Ontario is a simple column titled "The Markets." (See Apipendix 1 for a transcription
ofthis column) This daily feature lists the current market price ofa variety of retail goods.

Apparently a daily column in the Herald,the choice goods recorded,both retail and
wholesale,seems to have relied largely upon the whim ofthe editor. This observation is
based upon the fact that the goods listed do not remain constantfrom issue to issue, nor

follow any discernible pattern across a significant rim ofissues. Howeven the interpreter
scanning a collection ofseveral ofthese colutnns can gain a broad sense ofthe price of

Such an understariding ofthe historic prices will allow the interpreter to add the
texture ofspecific detail to the living history presentation, creating a richer historical

impression. A few sample Uses ofthis information would include the ability to state
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Ofcourse,the difficulty with consulting historical newspapers ofthis period is their

relative scarcity. Only a limited number of papers have survived to the present, and even
those can only be consulted in a litnited number of microform Copies. While the

California Newspaper Project at University of California at Riverside is currently in the
process ofindexing and cataloging these historic resoutces,the best method presently of

seeking a wide variety of Galifomia newspaper sources is through University ofCalifornia's
on-line library catalog, MELVYL.(Telnet: 192.35.222.222)
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mathematics problems interms ofreal prices ofgoods instead ofgeneralities, discussions

of"household economy"including specific examples,and comments aboutstudent
families focused around news of a specific change in price ofgoods they use or produced''^^
While there are,ofcourse, many other way to incorporate this material,these examples

should serve to prompt the interpreter to discover their own methods to expand the
pr^ehtation to include a more rounded worldyiew.

One should remember that the above method of plucking out details applies to
almost everything in the newspaper. A useful exercise for the interpreter might he to copy

out a complete issue proximate to the interpretive date chosen,and simply go through the
entire issue on a line by line basis. If the interpreter simply asks the question,"What

would this mean to the residents ofSan Timoteo?",insights as to the interpretive uses of

the material will leap outfrom many ofthe items read.
Another important priniary source ofinterpretive details are local directories and
"mug hook" histories. While somewhat questionable in their historic interpretations due

to excessive hoosterism,they provide a useful way of examining people ofthe local area.
Because the sales ofsuch volumes were largely to locals ofthe area portrayed,the details
recorded, if not wholly accurate,tended towards how they cfes/rer/to think ofthemselves.
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For example,the Glough,Singleton and Haskell families raise dairy cattle and

produce butter, cheese and milk; while Van Derventef family raises grain almost
exclusively. For more information,see U.S., Census ofAgriculture: 1880.
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Even if not historical truthj this certainly provides a reflection ofthe common worldview,
and thus an important tool for the living historiand'*^

Specifically useful to interpreting this site are several ofthese volumes. First among
theim is Ellibt's History ofSan Bernardino and San Diego Counties,a key work published

in 1884(the same year portrayed in the proposed schoolhouse program),its descriptions of
the local history, environs,and personalities are both wide-ranging and specific. The
interpreter should familiarize themselfwith the regional maps and descriptions ofthe local

community as essential background. As well,the very boosterism that makes the historical
assertions questionable, is itself worth study and incorporation into the living history

presentation. Califorriia ofthe 1880's was noted for the rabid boosterism of its residents;
passing mention ofthe "newest" growing communities ofSouthern California can add an

important tie to the student's conception of geography,especially if that community is the
modem residence of the students,

A slightly later and larger volume ofthis type, Guinn's A History of California

contains another useful view ofthe same history and local environs ofSouthern
California. Perhaps as important,it also includes short biographicalsummaries on many of
the students'families as well as some individuals involved in the schoolhouse. When

"Mugbooks," a slang term for local and regional histories published in the late
ninetieth and early twentieth century were so-called because oftheir heavy reliance on
subscribed biographical sketches(which usually included pictures)for funding. Growing
out ofthe American tradition of boosterism described by Boorstien,form an interesting

and useful resource for the historian they For more information on the history ofthese
texts,see: Oscar Lewis, Mug books[San Francisco, Grabhom Press, 1934]

W8

Elliot. History ofSan Bernardino, p.1-145 passim.,especially 122-35
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GotTibined with the more limited bipgraphicai information from Elliot, and Ingersoll's

Century Annals ofSan Bernardino(another prominentlocal mug-book)one can gain

useful insighte as to the local and regional area,and its inhabitants.
Offurther interest to the interpreter is the material on the various historical
student's families contained in the pre-program material. By becoming familiar with this

material,the interpreter can create numerous lazzi around the impression of"knowing"

the historic schoblchild(portrayed by the modern student), and use this familiarity to "ask"
them about subjects which liave interest to the whole group,and which show facets ofthe
San Timotep society. For example,the Buie article from the Sun,discussing the 1888 Cox-

Poppett marriage,could be used to ask the student portraying Maty Cox about"her young
man," demonstrating the closeness ofSan Timoteo society. Just as reasonable would be

"questions" aboutstudent's relatives built around knowledge the students will have been
exposed to through program preparation. Solicitous inquiries about the health offamily
members or employees,requests for a purchase or mailing a letter "if yqur father is going
into town to

." or teacher inquiries on other personal matters help create the very

historical impression of a level ofintimacy'between the teacher and student.
Finally, the interpreter should not overlook the vast number ofsecondary historical
sources for material to help build a worldview. A variety ofsocial history sources,ranging

Guinn,J. M.A History of California(Chicago: Historic Record Co., 1907)vol. I-II
passim., especially vol. I p.196-205 for local history; L.A. Ingersoll, Ingersoll's Century
Annals ofSan Bernardino: 1769 — 1904(Los Angeles: L. A.Ingersoll, 1904)passim.(See
list in Appendix 11 for more references to families and individuals involved with the school

Buie, Earl. E."They Tell Me",San Bernardino Sun. 11 November 1958
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from general to specific, are available to help familiarize the interpreter with details. For
example,the two volumes ofthe "Everyday life in America Series" dealing with the late
nineteenth century. The Expansion of Evervdav Life and Victorian America:
Transformations in Evervdav Life, each contain significant material of use to the

interpreter. The first ofthese volume's chapters on "Life at Home","Working the Land",
and "Rites of Passage" all contain much general but serviceable information on lifestyle

matters,familiarizing the modem interpreter with a home,farm and social life that it is

probably much differentfrom their own. Tidbits discussed as"common"or"ordinary"
can,with suitable reflection (arid comparison with extant local primary sources), provide

the basis for a myriad ofcomments and asides. The second ofthese volumes provides

similar descriptions ofcommon life, but in addition,should be read to provide many
indications of what differences existed from modem life. Since the dates ofintroduction

of many"modem" innovatioirs are listed, the interpreters can use these to assure

themselves that no unconscious anachronisms creep into presentations. For example,it
would not do to discuss the Sears and Roebuck catalog(notfounded until 1886)instead of

the similar Montgomery Ward catalog(1872). As Rural Free Delivery(RFD)was not
introduced until 1896^ an interpreter would be better served in discussing letters arriving
"do\m at the post office at Frink's," than at one's home.^^^

Clearly there are a vast number of historical sources that interpreters can consult to

assist them in the task ofcreating and articulating the worldview. The more one knows

^51
Daniel E.Sutherland.The Expansion of Evervdav Life: 1860-1876(New York:
Harper and Row,1989)Passim,especially Chp.3,5-6; Thomas J; Schlereth. Victorian
America:Trahsformations in Evervdav Life: 1876-1915(New York: Harper Collins
Publishing, 1991)pa.ssim, especially p.154-56, 178
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and understands the myriad details of both the local,regional and national history,
whether from primary or secondary sources,the better prepared the living historian will be
to interpret the world through anecdote,aside or hxzzt

Presentational Concerns

Setting The Stage

"Thou has't most traitorously corrupted the youth of
the realm in erecting there a grammar-school."
II HenrvVI.4:7

In examining the presentation ofthis educational project,the first subject logically to
discuss is the environmental and material setting ofthe presentation. This may be looked
at as the stage in,and tools with which,the drama ofour living history presentation will be

played out^^^ While much ofthe concerns ofthe schoolhouse and its grounds are well
beyond the scope ofthis paper, being more correctly considered by an architectural

historian or preservationist, a few considerations as to the functional uses ofthe site and
its furnishings are in order.
A few over-all comments are in order regarding the material aspects ofthe

presentation. Much ofthe site and its furnishings will be subjected to prolonged active use

^52
While there are numerous methods of discussing these presentational concerns,
this author will often choose to view the problem through the terminology oftheater. As
previously noted in the theoretical portions ofthis paper,this is largely due to the
widespread understanding ofthe terms,and not because ofany particular choice to
exclude the concerns of history, education,or the social sciences.
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by any living history program. Therefore,reasonable concern as to the ethical questions of
wear-andr-tear and consumptive-usp of historical artifacts and structures should be given by

those in charge ofthe managementofthe site. While all items used should be historically
appropriate within the presentation, due regard should be ^ven to finding reproductions
of artifacts, rather than using originals. While certainly this is not feasible for large objects

such as standing structures, it should be equally obvidus thatsuch delicate objects as
historic texts and clothing should not be subjected to the consumptive wear that living
history program use would entail. Gare must be taken to come to some appropriate and
reasonable policy on artifact use,and steps taken to document and conserve those artifacts

(such as building)the use ofwhich is unavoickible within the context ofthe program.^^^

While the above noted use ofreproductions is in order for historical artifacts that
might be damaged by program wear,this does not mean that items should be casually

substituted in a historically haphazard manner. As much as possible,the items used within

the pro^am should be in all ways identicalto those historically used. That means that

care must be taken on part ofthe program staffto research these items priorto their
introduction to the public's view.
Further,the effect of modifications to the site and its contents from the historic

period chosen to be portrayed(1884)which are required by either law of prudent

rrianagement practice should be minimized in impact as much as possible. For example,

health and sanitation considerations may require that a pit-dug outhouse notfunction as a

For some discussion ofthe use ofartifacts and reproductions in living history,see:
Debra Reid and Keri Yellis, ed ALHFAM Proceedings ofthe 1990 Annual Meeting(Santa

Fe,NM:Association for Living Historical Farms and Agricultural Museums, 1993)p.226
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restroom facility for the site as would be historically probable given the location. However,
the closest reasonable alternative to the preceding should be substituted, rather than
restoring or reconstructing the obviously anachronistic concrete flush toilet structure later

added behind the schoolhoused^''' Wa,ter supplied to the site, if notfrom a historically

appropriate Well,should either visually appear to be so supplied or be sufficiently
camouflaged so als to not be visibly intrusive to the public.

The same concept of

appropriate appearance ot camouflage should apply to other "necessary" anachronisms
such as electric outlets,fire prevention equipment,or burglar alarms. Legal requirements
for handicapped access should be dealt with in the manner which is /easfintrusive to the

historic character of the structure and grounds.

Perhaps the only obvioUs site anachronism which this author can justify ignoring are
the enormous pepper trees wbich surround the schoolhouse. While known to be planted
latter than the period portrayed by the program,their removal would constitute an
overwhelming expense,remove a significant although later cariyon landmark,and make
the schoolhouse distinctly more uncomfortable for program use due to loss ofshade.^'^

Possibly a reproduction ofthe wooden upper structure could be mounted over a

pumpable tank,or a composting;toilet be used. While potentiailly "distasteful" to the
modern audience,it provides ah important aspect ofverisimilitude to the program.
Glues to the subject of a well may be discemed from the listing ofexpenses paid in:
San Bernardino County Supervisors,"Register ofWarrants" p. 181
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Riverside County,Parks Department,"Historic Structure Report", passim, but

especial note should be taken to tbe appended photographs.
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Looking beyond the physical site to its contents,there are several different sorts of

items which \yill furnish the schoblhouse. These may be divided between items which will
serve as large structural elements to define the space ofthe schoolhpuse(furniture props or

properties),those items which will see active use by individuals involved in the program
(hand props), and those itenas which mostly are used to establish the local, mood,or
environment(set dressing).

The first ofthese categories ofitems,furniture props,will include those ordinary
items offurnishings common to most early one-room schoolhouses:student desks and
benches,a teacher's desk and chair,chalkboards,a stove,and a few separate benches or
chairs. While little documentaty evidence exists as to the specifics ofthese items,some

information may be garnered from the "Register ofWarrants" entries(and their lack)in

regards to several ofthese items. For example,a stove clearly existed based upon the
paymentfor stovepipe noted in 23 December 1881. One can as well conclude from the
register entries that the wood and iron student desks inherited by Riverside County Parks
with the El CascO site date from a later period than the early 1880's. The records clearly

note repeated payments for school desks to local farmer and handyman. Berry Roberts.
This suggests that the early desks at this site were ofsimple vernacular construction using
local materials, urilike the manufactured examples stillextant. It is likely, given the

parsimony ofthe local school board and community that other furnishings in the
schdolhouse Were ofsimilar simple local construction, or cast-offs from local families.

It is however the opinion ofthe author that additional on-site research should be
conducted to discern architecturalfeatures which might suggest historically appropriate
styles offurnishings. Are there floor markings which might indicate the historical patterns
offurnishing? Can the type ofstoye and ducting be determined from structural
modifications and remnants? Are there still extant features which might indicate the
T05 ■ ■ ■

installation ofreal slate boards or clieaper painted alternatives as original school
furnishings? These as wellas similar questions need to be asked and answered by a careful
examination and probing ofthe schoolbuilding before an appropriate furnishing plan can
be arrived at for the San Timoteo site.

Next,we come to the hand props,those items which willsee active program use and

handling. The majority ofthese break down into those objects that are to be used by the
students,and those solely for the teacher's use.

All students involved in the program on site will require a slate,slate pencil,eraser
rag, a;nd set ofbooks^^^ appropriate to their grade level preset at the individual desk. Also
required will be a copy page, quill pen,inkbottle,^^® and piece of blotter paper which will

be distributed during the program. The teacher will require chalk and an eraser rag for the
boards, a ferule, hand,bell, complete set ofstudent texts,supplementary texts from which
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At a minimum,this will include an appropriate level copy ofMcGuffey's Reader, as
well as copies ofWillson's Speller,and Robinson's Complete Arithmetic. The former will
not be greatly difficult, as McGuffey's are still in print. However,the latter two books will

require creating reprint editions for this program. Thoughtshould be given to contacting
other school programs who mightfind these reprints useful to assist in defraying the
printing expense.

15®
Ink bottles should have a wide base and taper towards the top to prevent spills.
The author has found that the hest ink to provide students is NOT India ink which will
permanently stain clothing, hands,and anything else it is spilled upon. Rather,the
students should be provided an ink composed ofwatercolor black, brown,or blue mixed
into a base ofliquid dish soap,providing a smooth flowing ink that will notstain. Finally,
if using desks thatcan accommodate two pupils,there only needs to be one inkbottle per
desk. This does have the advantage of providing halfthe chances for spills.
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post-nooning readings can be drawn,a personal timepiece,^^^ items to discuss discipline

(strap,switch,thimble, etc.), arid class roll sheets(reproduced in a historical format).
A few furnishings are of more general use by both teacher and students. Fire tools

and a woodbox should be provided near to the stove. A galvanized bucket, dipper,and
several tin cups can provide historic drinking facilities for the classroom. In each

cloakroom,there should be a bench,pegs forthe hanging ofjackets and coats, and a
washstand,basin, and towel for cleaning up after recess and nooning. Materials for
nooning recreation(bats, balls, gloves,jump-ropes,dolls, etc.) may also be stored in the
cloakrooms.

Beyond the mere functional property needs ofthe program however,there are a

great assortment ofitems which may be added to the schoors furnishing to "dress the set,"
and add to the atmosphere ofthe historic environment. Few schools, even in the most

austeye ofcircumstances,fail to have personal touches beyond mere functional necessities.
For example,framed lithographs ofWashington and Lincoln were almost universal icons

in schools across the nation during the late nineteenth-century. A feed-store calendar
hung on the wall or a farmer's almanac on the teachers desk(surely not unusual in this

rural community)can help to set the date and place. A few historic local newspapers
(reproduction), pamiphlets,journals, or books on the teacher's desk may show the

"teacher's Outside reading and interests" to those attending the program. Afew

For male teachers,this should be some form of pocket watch,worn on a chain and
fob in the instructor's vest. For females,the options include smaller pocket watches,
Victorian style brooches or rings With watches,or a clock kept in the feacher's desk These

choices specifically DO NOT include wrist watches,which did not become common uiitil
after 1900.
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reproduction hats, coats, and wraps hung in the cloakroom can demonstrate what children
were wearing to school during the 1880's.

One major caution should however be made aboutthis "set dressing" fumishing.

Only those hems which can be reasonable demonstrated to be common and logically
placed at San Timoteo should be included. For example,a wall clock was probably not

part ofthe early furnishings ofthe El Casco Schoolhouse. Such items were relatively
expensive^ and would be very much out ofcharacter for this poorly funded school. A flag,
on the other hand,while a vaguely possible furnishing, certainly would not have the same

symbolic significance currently attached to its display in the classroom. This is largely
because the Pledge of Allegiance directed to a flag, which is now a classroom standard, is
an 1892 innovation unheard ofin the 1880's.^®° Thus the flag's display was an occasional

note of patriotism (less common than the lithographs mentioned above)in the late
nineteenth-century school, rather tlian a universal icon as it is today.'^'

Finally, in arriving at what are the right furnishings for the schoolhouse,the living
historian should pay particular attention to historic sources for items current and available

for purchase. Montgomery Ward and Sears catalogs ofthe 1880's, newspapers,teacher's
journals,and even the flyleaf advertisements ofschool texts will provide useful insight into
those items current and available for use in the classroom.

160
Written by James Belemy as part ofthe Uniform Columbus Day Celebration in
1892,the 400th anniversary of Columbus's first voyage to America. For further
information,see: Mary T. Willaims,"Preparing for the Centennial ofthe Pledge of
Allegiance" Social Studies and the Young Learner 5:1 (Sept./Qct. 1992)p.3-13
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Gulliford. America's Countrv Schools, passim illustrations
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Portraying the Teacher

"It is when the Gods hate a man with uncommon abhorrence

that they drive him into the profession ofa schoolmaster."
Seneca ' ,

Having considered the staging context within which our historical program is set,the
reader should now examine the principal actor within this presentation. This is, ofcourse,
the living historian who is to portray the schoolteacher. There are a variety ofitems which

must be considered in coming to the understand what will be required to portray the
historic school teacher. Key to these are the answers to four specific questions:

What historical character is to be portrayed?
What will define this historical character to an audience?

What are the characteristics, background,and experience a suitable living history
interpreter undertaking the role must possess as prerequisites?
What materials, knowledge,and training will the chosen interpreter need to combine
to build a convincing portrayalofthe historic schoolteacher?

These questions,when taken together, provide the basis for the arriving a
fundamental dramatic concept,that ofthe role to be portrayed. In traditional staged

theater, these questions would be answered to varying degrees by the producer's, director's,
designer's, and actor's reading and interpretation ofthe authorial script. In the case ofour
"historical theater," these questions must be answered by those who choose to set up the

program, usually in somewhat less explicitly defined roles. There is no single script for
these individuals to consult, hut rather they must look to the historical documentation
gathered for the site. While no definitive statements about the portrayal can be made in

the absence of an intimate knowledge ofthe interpreter(s)and program staff,some general
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observations can be made that will assist the reader and those individuals who might build
such a program in understanding the process.

The first ofthese questions,"What historical character is to be portrayed?", while
apparently obvious from a cursory penasal ofthe historical documents,is less so upon

reflection; As we have previously defined that the interpretation will portray the school
year 1883-^84,just after the building ofthe schoolhouse,a briefconsultation ofthe school

records will reveal that Miss Annie Anderson was the schoolteacher atSan Timoteo during
that school year.

While we do know several important facts about her,

(suggesting that the

ihterpreter will not need to solely portray a historical generality representing this

schoolteacher),one ofthese immediately raise certain issues of practicality. Specifically,the

fact that Miss Anderson was only 20 years old when she taught school at San Timoteo may

well present difficulties to interpretation. As it is unlikely that a qualified interpreter ofso
young an age could be found and employed for the task, it would therefore require a

interpreter who could convincingly portray someone younger than herself.
If this is not feasible within the context ofstaff availability, then it is the

recommendation ofthis authorthat a sight interpretive adjustment be made to portray

either the teacher employed during the pervious school year(1882—83),or the year after
that chosen(1884—85). These open up two additionalroles for consideration. Miss
Nannie(Nancy)Winn,and Mrs. Mary Stephens. As each ofthese roles are older. Miss

Galifomia,"Common Schools Report", 1884(or see Appendix 1)

; See page 75,footnotes.

Winn being 35 and Mrs.Stephens being 46,the age range ofthe three possibilities is such
that it is likely that a broad cross-section of qualified female interpreters will find one or
more ofthese women that they can convincingly portray. Further,given their differences

in background and histories,

they provide in interesting choice for the developers of

interpretive programming at San Timoteo.

It should be noted however,that there does not appear to be any reasonable way for
a male interpreter to portray a teacher at San Timoteo within the program confines.
Obvious from the school records,the teachers used during the period proximate to that

interpreted were aU female. The closest male teacher to this period,John Stevens,taught
three years earlier at the lower canyon schoolhouse location. Further, he would provide a
difficult role to portray,being 70 years old and in poor health, an unlikely combination of
physical traits for a variety ofinterpretive reasons; It is not untilwe reach back 6 or more

years that we find any more likely male teachers for interpretation, a span oftime
incorporating significant changes which this author finds to be too great to reasonably
"fudge" over.

Having arrived at the character(or possible characters)to be interpreted, it then

becomes imperative to define what represents the essentials of portraying this person. This
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These would be: Miss Anderson,a young relatively inexperienced schoolteacher

teaching in lieu of marriage; Miss Winn,an aging spinster schoolteacher living with her
sister and brother4n-law; and Mrs.Stephens,the widow [?] of a previous San Timoteo
teacher and Civil Engineer Qohn Stephens)with a son still in school in San Bernardino.
See: California,"Common Schools Reports", passim; Mary L. Lewis,"Family Group
Sheets",Aplin,Stephens,in her private collection ofgenealogical materials,San Jacinto,
California.

1^5

California,"Common Schools Reports", passim

III

I believe can be broken down into a gross physical appearance,and a set ofbehaviors and
mannerisms.

The first ofthese,the physical appearance,itself breaks down into two elements best
described by the theatrical concepts ofcasting and costuming. The first ofthese,while we
have already touched upon a little, will primarily be dealt with later, in a discussion of
what are the essential prerequisites for the interpreter. The issue ofcostuming, however,
we should directsome attention to presently.

In portraying the historic schoolteacher,care must be taken to accurately represent

the proper dress(costume)thatsuch an individual would have worn. Clothing represents
the first and most immediate difference that students will notice about the interpreter,
setting the stage for the remainder ofthe program. Long before the interpreter even
speaks a word,the audience will have made a number ofassumptions based solely upon
dress and movement.Therefore it is most important that proper choices be made in this
area.

The first guide to this subject should be an examination of primary source surviving
costume items and photographic representations ofteachers and students. Particular notice
should be given to the particular garment's silhouette, line, and style as describing more
general features than the variable specific details ofcolor, construction,or ornamentation.

This pictorial information should then be compared to more general works on historic
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costume,to gain an understanding ofwhat it represents and how this may be applied to
the specific circumstancesd^^

As no garments or pictures from San Timoteo schoolfrom this period exist to the
best ofthe author's knowledge,we must therefore expand our search to include local
schools ofa similar time period. Perhaps most illuminating ofthe possibilities is the class
picture ofthe students and teacher ofSan Bemardino's Fourth StreetSchool in the

1880's. (see: Appendix 1) The teacher(illustrated atfar right), is apparently dressed in an
proper middle-class "day dress" ofthe times.

While it is beyond the scope ofthe this paper to fully analyze everything that makes
up a proper costume(including garments,accessories, hairstyle, and makeup)it should be

apparent,even to the casual observer,that this "look" represents a very specific fashion to

he examined and interpreted: It is the author's observation that many sites mounting
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In examining historic costume for the San Timoteo site, the author would

recommend the following texts as being appropriate and useful in specific areas ofstudy;
for a general understanding of period: Janet Winter,Victorian Costuming(Oakland,CA:
Other Times Productions, 1980); Anne Buck,Victorian Costume and Costume

Accessories. Rev. 2nd ed.(Bedford: R.Bean, 1984) To understand regional variations in
style: Ernest Lisle Reedstrom,. Historic Dress ofthe old West(New York: Blandford Press,
1986); Betty J. Mills, Calico Chronicle: Texas Women and their Fashions. 1830-1910
(Lubbock,Tx:Texas Tech Press, 1985)

While possible that this represents better than average dress on the part ofthe
teacher, it should not disqualify our consideration and emulation. Cverdressing and
slightly more formal costume is easier to justify on the grounds that it represents an
intellectually chosen dramatic impression both on the part ofthe historical persona and
the interpreter. As a fundamental element ofthe interpretation is noting the difference

between modem informality and historic formality,this costuming choice,if not backed by
absolute historical proof,will still serve to reinforce the significant program elements.
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school programs fail to properly costume their interpreters, dressing their staffin slipshod
emulation of moyie and television costuming,rather than researched reproductions^^®

One very specific costums riote is however in order,to caution the reader against
one ofthe most common and heinous costume mistakes that can be made by female

interpreters portraying late-nineteenth-century characters. All ordinary garments ofthis era

for female interpreters require wearing the historically proper foundation garments under

them for them to fit and move properly. Most importarrt ofthese is the corset. This
means that the female interpreter MUST wear a corset to properly portray a schoolteacher

ofthe period. Aside from the fundamental societal conventions involved, the corset

functioned physically as the accepted and essential female support garment. A proper
female teacher ofthe era would no more be seen in public without a corset than a modem
teacher would appear in class, sans brassiere.^^^

^^®
An interpreter portraying an 1880's schoolteacher should neither wear a 1910 style
shirtwaist nor an 1810 mobcap because they are "old-fashioned garments like
schoolteachers \yore."(Yes,the author has really heard thatfrom well-meaning, but mis
guided,history professionals!)Rather too many historic sites(for the author's tastes)feel
that after painstakingly restoring a building to its historical configurations based on
lengthy research, it is acceptable to people this environment with walking costume cliches,
more appropriate for a masquerade than an educational environment.

...largely for the same reasons! However,the garments are NOT interchangeable.
The 1880's female teacher's costume must be based upon a corset to be at all correct,
anything else will not provide the proper look. This does not however mean that the
costume must be uncomfortable. Based upon the comments of a number female
interpreters who regularly Wear the garment,the author has concluded that anyone
wearing it should be able to perform any normal actiori, with the exception of bending
over at the waist if the corset is FITTED AND WORN PROPERLY!
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It should be clear from the preceding that tHe historical costume is significantly

different than modern dress. However,beyond nxerely looking differerlt, its shape and
restrictions willcreate a significaritly different movementon the part pfthe interpreter.
Sufficient time must be allocated for the iriterpreter to leam to move naturally in it, and
allow it to become,both consciously and suhcorisciously,"clothes" rather than mere "dress

up." Almost any physical action that a modem teacher performs had it analog in the
hisitoric teacher,and carl be performed in the clothing...with practice! The teacher
should know how to move among desks, walk on the stairs without tripping, and even play
garhes with the childreri in the costume as worn. Only when the interpreter can do all this
will she he able to portray the schoolteachet at Sari Timoteo.
Beyond representing the mere ittiage ofthe teacher,we must examine the actions

which must be performed to portray the historic schoolteacher in the context ofthe

program.We have already touched upon physical movement,but even more important to
the program will be the spoken representation ofthe schoolteacher. The vast majority of

the historical information communicated by the program will be spoken by the teacher. It
therefore behooves us to exarriine this aspect.

\

The teacher will obviously need to be able to fluently Speak in the style and manner
of a nineteenth-century schoolteacher. Thus will require the interpreter to
improvisationally speak using the words and phrases common to teachers ofthis historical

period. While we do not have directly recorded audio examples ofthis speech,we do have
some significant tools which the interpreter may study to gain an understanding ofthis
style of discourse.

The teacher should consider the training in elocution which was an integral part of
every student's training at this time. Most"reading" material was composed with the

intent and understanding that it would he read aloud. Significantly more formal speech

patterns were used,taught,and accepted by society, and a teacher would tend to epitomize
this trend. Historic textbooks were written primarily by teachers,and include numerous

examples ofwhat clearly are the very formal,and to the modem ear stilted, phrases of
historic educators. Such texts should provide a basis for understand the verbal style ofthe

teacher. In addition, education journals, pedagogy texts,and the transcripts ofcounty
teacher's institutes can all provide additional examples ofeducator language usage and
phrases for the interpreter.^^®
The speech ofthe interpreter will also need to be guided not merely in word and
phrase choice, but as well by the historic manners, morals,and behaviors oftraditional
schoolteachers. The preceding texts can aid in discovery ofthese items, but also the

interpreter should look to the autobiographies of historic teachers, historic texts on
manners,and the resources discussed in the previous chapters on historical research for
the San Timoteo site.

Having briefly considered what the interpreter must accomplish to portray the
historic teacher at San Timoteo,we must ask ourselves,"Who should be chosen to

perform this role?" Clearly it should be a woman,and ideally someone ofvery youthful
appearance,although adjustments can be made for older looking individuals. She should
have some experience in both theater and education,although extensive training in either
is not absolutely necessary. The chosen interpreter should have no problem with creating
and presenting elaborate staged presentations, and feel comfortable in front ofaudiences

oftwenty to thirty people. Especially important is the ability to work with children,and

some experience doing so. She should have an aptitude for historical research,and a

17®

See previous discussion in "Asides", pg. 124-35
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willingness to undertake extensive ongoing research relevant to the program. Ifshe does
not already have experience in wearing correct nineteenth-century costume,she must have
a willingness to leam to and do so.

Where will such an interpreter be found? This depends largely upon the funding of
the program. Ifsufficient budgetary resources are available, hiring a professional historic
interpreter through advertisement in HLstorv News DLspatch.Aviso. ALHFAM

publications or other professional venues should be considered the ideal course. Lacking
such funding,consideration should be given to hiringfrom one ofthree carefully screened
groups: professional history educators with some theater background,re-enactors with

educational or teaching experience,or those with extensive historical theater backgrounds
who are comfortable teaching. Training and oversight will be necessary to provide
guidance in the setting up ofthe program,and regular review should be provided by the
program sponsor.

The previous have assumed a paid professional staff person acting as interpreter. If
this is not possible,and volunteers must be used, extensivetraining and oversight must be
provided by the program sponsor. Such oversight must in addition continue while the

program is active to maintain program quality and protect against"program creep" and
boredom on the part ofthe obviously less reliably motivated volunteers.

The Schoolday as Drama

"History is a pageant and not a philosophy."
Augustine Birrell

The final presentational aspect to examine is the performance ofthe program itself.
While we have seen,thatsuch a program must,by necessity,be significantly an
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imprpvisational creation ofthe interpreter, a certain amount ofthis work can be pre
scripted in the form ofa outline,commedia script, or lesson plan. A sample program
created by this author is provided(see: Appendix 3),which includes suggestions as to the

order,drganization and mariner of presentation ofthe major lesson elements. Further,
notes are provided as to inclusion of lazzi and other material to round out the living
history presentation.

While the lesson plan provided is by no means either perfect or an absolute, it does

incorporate elements and ideas which the reader should consider. First, it covers, as best
we understand,the central material which would be incorporated in a historic student's

curriculum. As well, it mixes listening to oral presentations on the part ofthe interpreter
with a variety ofactive or participatory exercises on the student's part to avoid both student
loss of attention and interpreter fatigue. Finally, it uses methods ofinstruction which the

author has previously used successfully in front ofliving history audiences,providingsome
level ofconfidence in the results.

There are, however,a few presentational concerns that do notfit neatly into such a
pre-scfipted lesson plan. First among these has to do with student behavior. It would be

nice to think that all students will be well-behaved angels who will follow instructions,
cooperate with all, actively participate in the program,and never misbehave.
Unfortunately this is, within the experience ofthe author presenting living history,

exceedingly rare. One must be prepared for a variety ofstudent misbehavior ranging from
mere high spirits to outright rebellious disobedience.
This can be handled within the program in a variety ofways. The first, and perhaps

most important methods is the willingness to overlook an limited amount of minor
misbehavior. Often, merely going on in a slightly louder tone will quiet down a restive

class, while failing to notice and re-enforce attention-begging behavior will often stop it.
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Minor problems can also be handled directly within the historical character a teised
eyebrow, and a statement like ..young gentlemen do not

,in MY classroom!",

can often quash trouble as it starts.
For slightly more serious occurrences,the interpreter may choose to lise
misdirection. A 3-5 minute prepared lazzi on contrasting historicalpunishments for

student misbehavior provides a perfect method to refocus attention. This is particularly

effective ifthe teacher, having been using a ferrule or switch as a pointer,suddenly smacks
it against a desk(with a loud "crack")to gain student attention,then begins discussing how
it would "pain and disappoint" the teacher to have to punish students....in graphic detail
as to the methods of punishment.

By the time the interpreter has finished,the students

are apt to have completely lost interest in misbehavior, as long as the interpreter keeps the

tone light, and does not act to challenge studerits. The:interpreter may in addition
consider this la?:?:i as a preventative rheasure and historically interesting aside, choosing to
insert it some time before the nooning,varying it only to the extent that it should be

presented only as an observation,with no implication of action.
In serious cases of misbehavior however,it perhaps best to simply physically isolate

the student(s)creating the problem. They should be seated in the cloakroom with the
group's adult chaperone until they demonstrate a willingness to rejoin the class and not
cause problems. Out ofsight ofthe remainder ofthe group all pretense of historical

1
While historically accurate,corporal punishmentSHOULD NOT be used in this
program. The interpreter may allude to, discuss, intimate,or threaten it....but to actually
practice it is to place oneselfin grave danger of prosecution for child abuse. In practical
fact, it is probably best if the interpreter never physically touches the students.
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character should be dropped,and the student should be informed ofthe problem,what is

^outto happen,arid whyd^^ ;
Butstudent misbehavior is not the only pitfall that may affect the program. The

interpreter should as well be prepared to deal with overwhelming cooperation as well.
While this does not necessarily seem a problem to the causal reader,it is perhaps a more

difficult issue to deal with. Often coming from the most well-prepared students and
teachers,the interpreter will be challenged by a variety of questions that will plumb the
depths ofthe interpreter's knowledge ofthe history ofthe area, period,customs,and
manners.^^^ The interpreter will need a full knowledge of related history', and a good grasp
of how to present this information within character to serve such an audience.
Occasionally the interpreter will be faced with a(question where,"I don't know.",seems

the only answer. Careiul thought should be given to how the interpreter should respond

to such questions. The author is personally fond of misdirection,obfuscation, and
changing the subject to one that Aewants to talk about; but others may decide upon
different methods to handle this dilemma.

Misbehavior provides an excellent example ofthe need for adult chaperones for
students in the program. Merely the presence ofsuch chaperones provides an important
moderating influence on student behavior. This is why the author strongly recommends
that all student group be requiredto provide one or more adult chaperones a pre-requisite
for attending the program.

\
The interpreter should be particularly aware of GATE(Gifted And Talented
Education)classes. Filled with students who's level ofachievement is usually 1-3 grade
levels higher, and IQ's can measure in the 140+ range,these classes can provide a rude
shock to an ill-prepared interpreter.
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In general,the interpreters wilt need to be well prepared in the program as they have

chosen to present it, the la??! with which they choose to round it out,and the underlying
history with which they will improvise. But this preparation can only provide the

foundation for their own individual presentations. They must be ready to deal with the

vagaries ofthe individual students and groups to which they present this program to with
both improvisation and good humor if they are not to face frustration and bum-out.
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Appendix It Historical Documentation

The following are selected documents important to the San Timoteo Schoolhouse
program. These items,referred to in the text, have been compiled and edited from more

obscurely archived sources. The author has attempted to keep those documents that might
be used as student program materials visually similar to their historical sources.

1;

County Superintendent ofSchools Reports on San Timoteo School

2

School Register ofWarrants: 1881 - 1883

3.

San Timoteo Families Attending School at El Casco: 1884

4.

Class Picture, Fourth Street School

5.

Class Picture, Warm Springs School

6.

San Bernardino County Property Tax Assessments, 1874

7.

Los Angeles Herald, Friday Morning, Feb.9, 1883
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County Superintendant of Schools Reports on:

San Timeteo School *

Children
Report Year

Session Teacher

Total School

Total Yearly

Age in District

Enrollment

Average
Boys Girls Enrollment

1862 -63

68

18

?

?

?

1863 -64

68

19

8

8

1372

1864-65

74

20

17

3

9

56

23

15

8

1866-67

53

19

12

1867 -68

50

18

16

1868 -69

67

14

1869-70

75

20

10
12

1870-71

70

20

14

1865-66

,

Average

Months

Daily Attd.

Taught

1472

Class of
Name

4

: 11

■

■

3

Mr. James Jackson

8

572

Mr. James Jackson

19

17

5

Mr. James Jackson

7

13

12

6

Mr. William Clark

2

14

12

3

4

12

11

3

8

19

18

4

?

6

18

17

4

?

?

1871 -72

80

26

18

8

19

18

9

1872 -73

86

38

24

14

27

24

7

male?& Miss Lydia Dodd t
Mr. Willam G. Hughes t

1873 -74

91

36

25

11

20

' 17

5

Mr. Willam G. Hughes t
W. Wozencraft & L. Dodd t
Mr. William Wozencraftt
Mr. Howard Bledsoe J

1874-75

99

54

32

29

5

76

39

31
21

23

1875-76

18

28

26

6

1876 -77

74

47

24

23

23

19

874

1877 -78

50

33

21

12

15

12

8

Mr. Howard Bledsoe j

1878-79

29

29

13

15

13

8

Mr. John Stephens, EdD
Mr. John Stephens, EdD
Mr. John Stephens, EdD

1879 -80

25

24

16
12

12

14

12

8

1880-81

27

23

13

10

14

8

1881 -82

31

25

15

10

13

12
12

1882 -83

35

26

15

11

21

19

1883-84

33

24

14

10

17

13

8

1884 ^85

42

34

19

15

25

23

872

Mrs. Mary S. Stephens

1885-86

41

34

18

16

27

23

10

female ?

1886 -87

26

14

12

15

13

7

1887 -88

40
32

20

10

10

13

12

8

Mrs. Florin Covington

1888-89

22

20

10

10

16

15

8

1889 -90

27

27

17

10

18

16

8

Lucy Breckenridge
Mrs. Mary S. Stephens

1890 -91

21

18

10

8

14

12

9

1891 -92

19

18

IT

7

10

9

8

-

.

Information derived from: State Common Schools Reports

(San Bernardino Superintendent of Schools and California State Archives)
With Additional Information derived from:

t
t

Merton E. Hill, A Centurv of Public Education in San Bernardino Countv
San Bernardino Guardian
16 September, 1876

872

Miss Nannie M. Winn

8

Miss Nannie M. Winn
Mi^ Annie Anderson

Belie Moore

Josie Jefferies
Mary S. Gower

;

Pay
. $65
$30+B
/ $45
. $35+B
$38
$35
$48
$60
$50
$75/60
■$60
$60
$70
$80
$80
$80
$60
$60
$55
. $50
$55
$55
$60
$60
$60
$60
$60
$60
$60
$60

Credential
?

7
7
3rd
2nd
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

1st .
/1st
Tst

Tst
1st
1st

2nd
2nd

2nd
2nd
1st

2nd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st

:

School Register of Warrents: 1861 -1883
San TImpteo County School Fund

San Timoteo State School Fund
IWarrent# ■ , Date^

Payee

Item

Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching

$45:55
$27.00
$85:00
$82.45
: $100.00
$50.00
$50.00

Teaching

$50.00
$29.93
$6.07

33
3
144
246
587
722
755

31-Jul
11-Sep
28-Oct
13-Dec
14-May
27-Jun
2-Jul

1880
1880
1880
1881
1881
1881
1881

John Stevens .
John Stevens
John Stevens
John Stevens
John Stevens
Mrs. Mary Stevens
Mrs: Mary Stevens

112

5-Nov

1881

Miss Nannie M. Winii

231 :27-Dec, 1881 Miss Nannie M. Winn

374

,2-Mar 1882 Miss Nannie M. yvinn
Miss Nannie M. Winn

425

8-Mar 1882

516
594

8-Apr 1882 Miss Nannie M. Winn
8-May 1882 Miss Nannie M. Winn

748

. 1-Jul 1882 Miss Nannie M. Winn

70 30-Sep 1882 Miss Nannie M. Winn
93

Ln

14-Oct 1882 Miss Nannie M. Winn

155

18-Nov

1882

Miss Nannie M. Winn

573

7-Apr

1883

Miss.Nannie M. Winn

522
740

17-Mar 1883 Miss Nannie M. Winn
1-Jun

1883 Miss Nannie M. Winn

;

Teaching
Teaching;
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching
Teaching

Amount-

I Warrant W
1

140

Date

Payee

3-Jul 1880 Berry Roberts

Teaching
Statipnary
Stationary
Taking Census
Stationary

336

17-Jah 1881, Fort & Candee

14-May 1881 J.A. Ranssean

689

18-Jun 1881 A S. St. Glair

716

25-Jun 1881 Allen & Peapock
12-Jul 1881

Berry Roberts

23-Dec 188T Valihtine & Co: : ;Stove;Pipe

221

23^Dec 1881 Berry Roberts

427

n-Mar 1882 N. Goodcell Jr.

618

20-May 1882 Allen & Peacock

:$77.34

V749

1-Jul 1882 N^M. Winn

Teaching

763

5-Jul 1882 Berry Roberts

School Desks

84

747

.29-Jun 1882 Allen & Peacock

$5;oo
$2.75
$42.00

:

Stationary
; Writing Deed

$99.00
$50.00
$50.00

17-Jun 1882 N. M: Winn ;

$4.45

School Desks

220

722

$42.20
$6.84
$1.00

School Desks

28-Oct 1880 John Stephens

586

776

Amount 1

Item

v ; $1.00
$2v40
$2.50

r

;

Stationary
Taking Census
Stationary

$6.15
$7.00
. $1.00
$22.66
$55.60

$41.20

lO-Ocf 1882 Berry Roberts

(?)Bp_ding Well Bin[e]s(?)

85
367

lO-Oct 1882 S. M. Wall
13-Feb 1883 N. M. Winn

Recording Deed
Teaching

Teaching

$27;50
$4.61
$55.00
$61.64

493

12-Maf 1883 Wm. M. Robberts

Teaching

$188.44

781

15-Jun 1883 J. A. Casteel

Boring Well
Repairing School House
Stationary
Teaching

758

6-Jun 1883 Allen & Peacock

741

1-Jun 1883 N. M. Wjnn

San Bernardino County, Board of Supervisprs,"School Register of Warrants", p. 179-81 in the San Bernardino County Archives

$9.00
$1.50
$30.00

V

$60.00
$4.90
$7.40
$31.56
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Glass Picture, Warm Springs School, San Bernardino, California - 1880
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Lbs ANGELESDAILY HERALD,FRTOAY MORNING,FEB.9,1883
THE MARKETS
A Daily Resume of the Los Angeles Markets
RETAIL
GROCERIES &.PROVISIONS

[Corrected Daily by the American Cash Stor«e, 30,
32,and 34 Main Street,Los Angeles]
SUGAR

Powdered,8 lbs. for
Cube,8Vi lbs. for

$

1.00
1.00

Dry Granulated,8V4 for

1.00

Extra C.,9Vi for
Golden C., 10lbs.
D.,lOVilbs.for
Extra Granulated,8Vi lbs. for

1.00

BACON

::

Medium,by the side,uncut,per lb.
Extra light breakfast, per lb.

17
18

HAM

California,sugar-cured,per lb.
'The Brunswick" brand,canvassed.

1.00
1.00

choicest, per lb.

1.00

COFEEE — green

17
19

LARD

Choice Costa Rica,7 lbs. for

1.00

Cbtomoff Costa Rica.8 lbs.for

1.00

"

5 lbs.

90

Choice Rip,7 lbs.for

1.00

'V

lb lbs.

17

Medium Rio,6Vi lbs. for

1.00

Low Grade Rio, 7 Ibis, for
CaracolUloj choice,5 lbs. for

Pail, Eastern,3lbs.

POTATOES
Per cwt

1.00
■

1.00

Pink,per lb.

4 1/2

1.00

Small white

5

TEA — Ja¥>an

5

Lima

T.W.C.&Co.in 1 lb. and Vi lb- papers

35

Diamond L.

CANDLES

10 oz., 10 for
12 oz., 12for
14 oz., extra,8 for
16 oz., extra,6 for
Parafine,6 for

35

Teapot
do.,in bulk, per lb.
Uncolored,Basket-fired Japan,choice
Gunpowder,strictly choice

1.50

BEANS

1.00

Java,choice,4 lbs. for
Java,good,43^ lbs.for

. ■ 45
25 @

75
50
90

English Breakfast,good common

50

English Breakfast,good choice
Formoosa Oolong,best

70

25
25
25
25
25
COAL OIL

[in five gallon cans]

75

"Elite" brand,California oil
High test, water white, Eastern
Electric Light

Mixed Te^
Common

25

Good,medium

50

Gold Medal

The Nectar choice

75

Pratt's Astral

1.25
1.25
1.25

Pioneer

3.35

Graham

3.00

Rye Flour

4.40

Tomatoes, 23is, best Califomia,per can
Com,2Vi,best Califomia,per can
Winslow's,per can
Shaker,per can
Peas,per can
String beans, per can

Com meal,per 100 lbs.
Oat meal, 10 lb. sack

2.40 ;

Best Califomia table fmits

70

FLOUR

Best Los Angeles, by cwt.

95

CANNED GOODS

RICE

Best Island,per lb.

55

3.06

12 V2
20
20
16

15
15

Peaches,Pears,Blackberries,
Apricots,etc..

California

50

Eastern

60

Pie fruits

17

55

Pie fmits, 1 gal. cans
Pressed com beef, Libby's,2lb. can
Oysters — Bluepoint 2s
Bluepoint Is
Light weight Is
Light weight 2s

50

80

Jams and Jellies, per can

25

70

Condensed nulk.Eagle,Aldemay,
Pearl, and Crown brands,p)er can

Hominy
Farina

70

Cracked wheat

40

Buckwheat flour

50
1.10

White flour
BUTTER

Gilt-edge,Point Reyes,per roll
Los Angeles,best,per roll
EGGS

Fresh,per doz.

30

I. N.L.,per box of20 bars
Jones, per box of20 bars

2.00

CHEESE

Best California,per lb.
Eastern cream,per lb.

Swiss, per lb. ,
Roqueford,per lb.
Limburg,per lb.
Pineapple, per piece

Edam,large, per pieCe

35
25
15
15
10

20

SOAP

ONIONS ;
Per cwt

25

55
65

17

0.K.,per box of20bars

75

20

Borax,"Favorite"

90

40

Cold water bleaching
Thomas'cold water bleaching
Colgate's, 20 bars

75
30

1.35
1.25
20

Sap Sago, per piece
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1.25
1.50

85

Appendix 2: Pre-Visit Program and Materials
Prior to the visit to Sad Timoteo Schoolhouse,classes should be significantly

prepared for the visit. This preparation will assist the students and teachers to combine
tbe visit into tbeir regular history curriculum,Understand and appreciate tbe material
presented in tbe program^ and integrate into tbe program as participants in second-person
living history.

Teacher Preparation

Three to Five weeks prior to any class attending the program,the instructor ofthe

class who will be presenting tbe pre-program material to the class and escorting them as
cbaperone on tbe trip should attend a teacher orientation at the scboolbouse,^^'* This
program should consist ofan overview and demonstration ofthe program,so they will

understand in detail what tbHr students will be participating in.
First, the program staff will review the materials tbe teachers will receive to prepare

their classes to attend the scboolbouse program. The teachers will have a chance to see

how the students will use these materials by themselves portraying the students in
researching a historic school child. The program staffshould attempt to act as models for

It is the opinion ofthe author that this orientation is absolutely necessary to insure

student preparation and teacher commitment to the program; While probably requiring
the teachers and program staffto commit to a full weekend day worth oftime,it is an
essential element ofthis program. In the author s experieUce,teachers unwilling or unable

to commit to such an orientation can not be relied upon to stimulate student involvement,
read or present program material, or significantly involve themselves in the program.

While this requirement puts a burden ou both the presenters and teachers attending, and
will discourage some from participating in the program,the advantages in terms ofstudent

learning experiences would seem to outweigh these drawbacks.
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per-program teaching,and assist in the research process. After all have completed this,
they will participate in an abbreviated presentation ofthe schoolhouse program,with the
teachers acting as students to observe what their students will he learning. Upon
completion,program staff will discuss with the teachers methods ofintegrating the
program into the classroom curriculum. The idea that the teacher will participate in the
program with their class as "parent," will be introduced and explained, alon^g with the fine

points ofassigning character roles to the students. Finally^ the pre^program materials will
be distributed for the teachers to take back to their classrooms.

StudentPreparation

Roughly two weeks prior to attendance to the schoolhouse,their teachershould pass
out a blank copy ofthe "Student Question Sheet" as a homework assignment. The
students should be instructed to complete as much as they can upon themselves and their

families as homework,and given a reasonable length oftime to accomplish this. (2-3 days).
When completed,the sheets should be discussed as a way oflooking at students oftoday.
Next,the teacher should introduce the idea ofliving history. Key in this
introduction should be that"living history is a way thatsome people present how they

believe history happened,and others use to leam about how history was." The first idea
can be compared to local or national museums when interpreters dress up to portray

historic people. The second ofthese concepts is easiest to present by offering the example
of Thor Heyerdahl and his voyages on Kon-Tiki or Ra to demonstrate theories of historic
migration. The teacher should dwell upon the idea that in both cases,the living historian
tries to use the known historical evidence historical evidence to understand history, by

physically doing things as they believe historic people did them. The idea ofliving history
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a? "scientific: investigation" by aritKropologists, histcirians,sociologists and others should be
played up to the students.
The teacher should then talk a little about the school program. The idea of using

living history to discover what historical people did should be personalized to the class.
The students should be introduced to the idea that people ofthe late nineteenth century

went to school,just as they do. The should be prompted to consider what their daily
school experience is like, and how that might differ from how school was. It should be
suggested to them that they can to some understanding ofthe times by physically
portraying people ofthose times and "seeing" what it was like.
The teacher should then assign carefully pre-selected historic student characters to
the students involved in the program. Each student.should receive a "Student Question
Sheet" labeled with the selected historic student's name. The teacher's choice of characters

for the students should be prompted by a variety offactors. Among these factors should

be the ability ofthe students to work alone or in groups,need for guidance/supervision,
and ability to deal with difficult personal is.sues in their portraying the historic students.t^^
The teacher should as well select the role of"parent"from one of these families,

announcing to the class that they as well will participate in the living history program.

For example,those students working better on their own should portray W.Prink
or E. Black, while those working better in large groups should portray a Haskell,Singleton
or Cox. "Problem students"should be a.ssigned to the same group as the parental role
being portrayed by a teacher or chaperone,so as to gain the direct assistance and adult
oversight implicit in tiris participation. Finally, the assignments ofthe roles ofcertain roles
should be carefully considered by the teacher as to the effect on the students portraying
them. Andrew Cox is noted as "slow,"(may be mentally handicapped), all Haskels have

deceased father(living with grandparents), Estelle Black is child in broken home(parents
divorce, 1-1885),and Mary Ellen Cox is apt to he teased about a boyfriend.
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The possible student roles to be portrayed are:

Girls

Age

Boys

Sarah Elizabeth Cox

16

WiUiam Cox

19

Annie Noble

16

William Henry Frink

17

Gertrude Clough

15

Joseph Noble

17

Emma Roberts

15

James Van Derventer

16

Mary C.Covington

14

William J» Covington

15

Caroline Noble

14

Andrew Cox

13

Annettia Roberts

13

James Haskell

11

Francis Van Derventer

13

Lee Roberts

10

Mary Cox

11

William J» Singleton

10

Annie J» Singleton

11

Robert Haskell

9

Estelle Black

10

Herbert Clough

7

Ida May Covington

8

Sterling Roberts

7

The students should then be divided up into their "family groups," and each group

be given a file folder offamily material to use to use in filling out their sheets. The
students should be instructed to fill out these sheets for the assigned historic student in

1884, asifit were themselveSy just as they had done on the previous sheet. The teacher

should give some verbal examples of how this is tobe done. In addition,the significance
and use ofeach ofthe items common to the folders in answering the questions should be

explained,and other significant sorts ofitems which are included in some folders should

be touched upon. Adequate class time should be allocated for filling out the sheets,and
the work should not be rushed. The teacher should allow the students to work singly or in
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groups to fill out the sheets, personally assisting the:students in deciphering the historic
documents as appropriated^^

When the students have derived as much information as they can from the material

provided,and just prior to the field trip, the teacher should set aside class time to allow
them to tell the class a little about the historic student that they "ared Give them a few
minutes to "tell the essential things ever^^hing someone going to sehool would know about

you." This discussion should be in the first persofi(I am...),and pfobably is best done by

family groujps. Bigger family groups should be expected to provide more information on
"their" family. The teacher shpuld encourage students to learn more by asking questions

about each other's characters. The teacher should "break the ice" in this session by telling
the class who they willportray on the trip.

Finally,the students should be told that the studentsheets will not be collected or
graded until after they have attended the San Timoteo program,and any information they

glean from the program can be included in the material they turn in. The teacher may as
well choose to merition a paper,test, or exercise that will be based upon the student

experiences at San Timoteo,to further focus the student's attention on viewing the field
trip in a critical light and as a learning tool.
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While average seventh grade and above students can be expected to fill out most of
the questions on these sheets from the historical material provided with some minor help,
younger students may need more assistance. In the case ofyounger students,the author

suggests the coding ofthe answer sheet and documents with colored highlighter to show
which documents will assist in answering which questions The teacher may merely stripe
the answer blank and the top edge ofthe document,or go so far as to highlight the specific
passage orithe document,deperidirig upon the teacher's perception ofthe level of
assistance needed.
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The preceding constiitute the minimum that must be needed to prepare a class for

attending the San Timoteo program. However, much more can be done,at the teacher's
option. Selected reading drawhi froni suGh novels as Little House on the Prairie or Farmer
Bov by Wilder,biographies such as Schoolmaster ofYesterdav by Kennedy,or even

children's histories such as Children ofthe Wild West about historic education could add

significantly to sfuderit understahding prior to attending the schoolhouse.^^^ The teacher
might also choose to suggest to the cl^s that they try to dress like historic schoolchildren
for their visit, basing their clothing choices upon the pictorial examples provided in the
student folders. The teacher might tie the material they are usingin the "family folders"
into their more general local, regional,state or national historical studies, or use it as a

springboard to discuss historical methodologies. All could add significantly to the
preparation ofthe students to understand and appreciate their schoolhouse experience.

Student Materials

Student Question Sheett

The following is a sample student question sheet. While not definitive, it is
intended to provide a framework for the student to consider the similarities and
differences between themselves and the historic student. The questions may be varied by

the program presenter or teacher in response to the chosen class or grade-level emphasis,

or in response to other criteria.

For examples,see: Laura Ingalls Wilder. Little House on the Prairie or Farmer Bov:
Kennedy,Schoolmaster ofYesterdav. Chapters 17, 21j 27 or 28; Freedman,Children of
the Wild West. pa.ssim.
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Date:

Student Question Sheet
What is your name?
How old are you?

Where do you live?

Does your family own or rent where you live?
What is the area you live in like?

How far do you travel to school?
How do you usually get to school?

Who are your parents?
Father

Mother

Name:

Name:

Age:

Age:

Occupation:

Occupation:

Are they still alive?

Do you work nearby?

Are they involved in a family busieriss?
Do you live with them? If not, who do you live with?

Do you live with other family memhers? What are their names,ages, and relationship to you
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Do any non-fanriily membere live where you do?
What are their names,ages, and occupations?

What do you study in school?

What tools and supplies do you use in school?

139

What is your usual school lunch? (If you eat one)
Do you bring It from home orget It at school?

140

141

Family Folderst

Besides being designed so as to provide clues to answer most questions on the Student
Question Sheet,the iriformation in the family file is intended to provide the students with
an interesting amount of material on the historic student and their family. All student
family files will files will contain:

Paper copy ofrelevant microfilm pages ofthe Manuscript Census ofPopulation and
Manuscript Census ofAgriculture for 1880.San Timoteo Precinct.^^^
Copy ofWilliam Frink's "Earlv Davs ofSan Timoteo Vallev".from the Redlands
Facts. 18. 19. 21 &.22 December1936

Copies oftwo historic pictures:"4th Street School, Class Picture"; and"Warm Springs

School, 1880"(Sch Zy^;^ ^ ^ ^ ^

;

/

Copy of map:"San Timoteo Families Atteriding Schoolat El Casco: 1884",from this
paper. Appendix I
Copy of each family's senior member's geriealogical Family Group Sheet(FGS),
showing immediate family and basic ancestry information.!^^

Copy of map:"Map Showing San Bernardino COunty,Its Colonies,and Railroads"
from Elliot's History, p.183

The exception being the Cox Family,who should receive the relevant section ofthe
San Bernardino census information, having moved to the canyon from north San
Bernardino in 1882-83.

While such rnaterial may he available from a variety ofsources including local

genealogical societies,the Mormon church archives,and local libraries, this author has
found that potentially the best source for genealogical history ofthe San Timoteo Canyon
area families are the archives of Mrs. Mary Lewis. A local researcher, also related to several
families from the canyon,she has compiled significant resources iricluding FGS's for each
ofthe canyon's significant families for this period. (Mrs. Mary Lewis,444 West Fifth
Street,San Jacinto, CA 92583-4002)

As well, each family file will include the following additional items, based upon the
currently extant research materialsd®^
Black Family

Copy ofaccords between Samuel N.Black and Julia A.Black("Partition ofJoint and

Separate Property" and "Indenture of Custody of Minor Children")related to their
divorce(1885;San Bernardino County, County Recorder"Agreements" Book E,
p31-32,44-46)
Glough Family

Copy ofthe probate inventory of Frank S. Clough from the San Bernardino County
(1888;San Bernardino County,Superior Court,"Probate Minutes", Book 6, p. 276
11) ■
Covington Family

Copy offamily articles from Guin's History(Vol. 11. p.1477-78. 1926-27)
Copy of"Selected Summaries ofthe 1874 San Bernardino Tax Assessments"from this
paper. Appendix 1
Cox Family

Copy offamily articles and pictures from Elliot's History(p.70, 142), Ingersoll's
Century Annals(p,706-07), and Brown and Boyd's History(Vol.111. p.l398)

Copy of Cox article from "Coyered Wagon Families" series,San Bernardino Sun. 15,
January 1939
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ji^ig listing is not to be considered comprehensive,other items may be included at

the whim ofthe program presenter and the teacher. These items merely provide a basis for
discovering the historic student and their family.
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Copy ofselect portions of"Cox,Silas C."(p. 23-25)from "Pioneer Society Notes"in
the San Bernardirio L,ibraiy's Califorr>ia Room colIectioriL.

Copy of"They Tell Me"by Earl. E. Buie,San Bernardino Sun. 11 November 1958
Copy of picture,"Edward Poppettand Mary Ellen Cox on their wedding day",from

Myitle Jdhnsbn,"As I Remember"
Copy of"Selected Summaries ofthe 1874 San Bernardino Tax Assessments"
Copy of material on El Casco from Bynon's History and Directory(p.114, 174-75)
Frink Family

Copy offamily articles and pictures from Elliot's History(p.36,98), Ingersoll's
Centime Annals(p.703). and Guin's History(Vol. II. p.l515)

Copy ofWilliam Frink's "The Old Martinez Ranch"
Copy of"Selected Summaries ofthe 1874 San Bernardino Tax Assessments"

Copy of material on El Casco and Frink family from Bvnon's History and Directory
(p.114, 133-34, 174-75)
Copy ofSan Timoteo school property deed(1884,San Bernardino County,County
Recorder,"Deeds",Book 30, p.578-79
Haskel/Singleton Familv^^^

Copy offamily articles Guin's History(Vol. II. p.1261)
Copy of"Selected Summaries ofthe 1874 San Bernardino Tax Asse.ssments"
Copy of material on El Casco from Bynon's History and Directory(p.114. 174-75)

Children ofthis family are related through and living with their grand parents
(Singleton)and therefor will work from the same material in coming to understand the
historic schoolchild they are portraying.
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Copy ofNara HaskeU's "Haskell Family",a paper delivered to the Sail Gorgonio Pass
Historical Society

Copy of"Mrs.Ann Haskell Called by Death"[obituary]in the San Bernardino Sun,
10 February, 1919
Noble Familv

Copy offamily articles from Ingersoll's Centurv Annals(p.869
Copy of"Selected Summaries ofthe 1874 San Bernardino Tax Assessments"

Copy oftable oftable ofcounty officers from Elliot's History(p.144)
Copy ofWeight's"Noble Pass and the rockhounds",an article from(Twenty-nine
Palms)The Desert Trail. 9. 16 February 1984
Roberts Familv;

Copy offamily articles and pictures from Brown and Boyd's History(Vol. Ill, p.1507
09). Ingersoll's Centurv Annals(p.436,667-68,876),and Guin's History(Vol. II,
p.2137, 2143-44)
Van Derventer Familv;

Copy offamily article from Guin's History(Vol. 11, p.1478)
Copy of material on El Casco from Bvnon's History and Directory(p.114. 174-75)
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Appendix 3;Schoolhouse Lesson Plan

Before the Pupils Amvet
The first thing the program instructor needs to do upon opening the schoolhouse

during late-fall to early-spring is to light the stove. Ifthe weather is the least bit cool,the
stove should be lit at least one hour before the arrival ofstudents,to heat the room to a

reasonable temperature. Remember,one can always cool the room by opening one or
more windows or damping the stove, but it takes a considerable time lag to heat the room

to a comfortable temperature. Most modern students(especially in Southern Galifomia)
are completely unused to any significant cold and will hot be dressed for the harsher
weather one should expectin our historic(drafty)schoolhouse.

Next,one should check the grade level ofthe students attending today, as well as any
special notations on the type ofstudents or duration ofthe day,and choose lessons

appropriately. Ifthe day is to be shortened due to travel distance on the part ofthe
students or other time limitations,select the appropriate portions ofthe day to be

abbreviated or cut; Next,select reasonable reading and arithmetic lessons for the students.

These choices should be based upon the rule ofthumb that the material covered should be
one to three grade levels below the student's normal level of ability. Lessons for this
program are intended to be easy enough that that the studentcan devotetheir time and

attention to the notably different historical environment,not be focused on their difficulty
with the subject matter.

Halving chbsen the lessons, make sure that a set ofbooks appropriate to the lessons

are placed at each desk,^well as slate, slate pencil,and eraser rag. Get out copy pages,
quills, and ink bottles. Check the quills for good points(sharpen as appropriate)and ink
■ ■"146:.

bottles for sufficient ink. Remember however,the ink should not he filled to excess, hut

rather just sufficient to use. This will minimize the inevitable spills. Check your own
props,including hooks with page markers,chalk,eraser rag,ferrulej thimble,strap, notes,
and watch.

Write the date(Remember, 1883!), your historic teachers name,and a maxim for

the day on the chalk board. Ifthe students for the day are fifth grade orlower,print rather
than write in longhand; At your own discretion^ it might he wise to write the reading and
math lesson(s)on the hoard,especially when facinga mixed-age group.

Finally, try to meet the bus as it arrives on the site. While it should he the
responsihility ofthe teacher and/or chaperones to assemble the class and get them
organized,your calm presence should act as a stabilizing influence. Check with the teacher
to make sure that no last minute changes in group size, composition,or travel plans will

affect the program. Give the teacher a chanceto let their students use the privy ifit has
been a long bus ride; Check that the students are wearing their historic student name tags,

and give spares to any who have lost or forgotten them.

Orientation:

Standing on the steps ofthe schoolhouse(or in the cloakroom in case ofinclement
weather), give the students a briefintroduction to where they are and why they are here.
Let them know what they will he doing: historic lessons,recess, and lunch. As well,brief
them on the site rules: no horseplay in the buildings,stay within the fenced schoolyard,

etc. Quickly allow them the opportunity to ask questions,and answer any they mayhave
in a concise fashion.
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Hawng dealt with the necessaiy preliminaries,now is the time to go fully into
character. Draw yourself up,and introduce yourselftothe class:
"My name is(historic teachers tiame). I expect that all my scholars will pay strict
attention to their duty and to good government. You will raise your hands to be called
upon,speak only when spoken to,and comport yourselves as the ladies and gentlemen
that I know you are."
Have the scholars line up in two lines by sex,from youngest to oldest by age(oftheir
student personas). Instruct the students in "making their manners" upon entering and
leaving the schoolroom (a curtsey for the girls, a bow from the waist for the boys), placing
their lunches and "wraps" in the cloakroom,and seating themselves in the classroom on

the proper side. Call in the girls, and after they have all entered and seated themselves,
call in the boys.
When all are seated,say:"Good morning class." Await response. If none is offered
(or minimal participation), chide the class for being "sleepyheads," and prompt them to
respond,"Good morning,(teacher's proper name)." Acknowledge their teacher(s)or
chaperone(s)as(local parent(s)ofcorrect sex), note how pleased vou are to have them

visiting today,and that you are sure that the "scholars" will be on their best behavior.

Suggest that as this is the first day ofclass "this term," you will review what is
expected ofthem. Note that school starts promptly at nine,and that they must arrive on
time,regardless oftheir ordinary morning chores. This provides an excellent opportunity
to discuss their life as students and add an anecdote or two,under the guise ofreminding
them to be prompt and dutiful.
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Reading Lesson:

Have iHerri get out their slate and slate pencils, and write their name on the top right
comer oftheir slates. Announce thereading lesson(s), and have them write it on their
slate. Have each student read a short text selection, and memorize("Memorization is

excellent training for the intellect.")a short piece of poetry for recitation in the

afternoon.

For younger scholars this may only amount to one or two lines,for older

scholars, a verse Or two. The lesson should group several scholars Working on the same

materialso that one group's recitation should complete a pOem. (During each ofthe

following lessons,ifstudents appear to have finished early,remind them oftheir recitation
piece and surest that they workfurther on memorizing it.) Walk arOund the room during

the reading to make sure that each student has gotten the correct assignment and is
working diligently. Do not allow(and make great mention of it)students to lean on their

books at the desks,fold pages or write in the flyleaves. ("Books are precious things and
cost your parents good money!")

After giving the students some time to read their lessons, have them come to the

front ofthe classroom to read to you. Hame the students by name,and have them place
their slates safely^ide so they are not dropped and broken. Instruct them to,"turn and
face the aisle, rise, and pass to the front ofthe classroom." Line up the students to read in
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The exception to this are the yoUngest students ofthe third and fourth grade,who
will be reading lessons from the First Reader. There are two reasons for this choice. First,
given the difficulty younger childreft'have with memorization,it is unlikely that any hut
the most advanced third or fourth grader will he able to succeed in memorizing this
historic material. Further,the First Reader which thev will he working from has little in
the wayof material suitable for declamation.
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front ofthe teacher's desk,toes on a crack in the floor, heads erect,shoulders back,and

with propet posturef("Remember:an erect posture is the outward sign of an upright
person") This regimentation is necessary to demonstrate the formality of nineteenth-

century schools and should be repemed for each group. Have the students read from their

assigned text. Patiently help them with words they are notfamiliar With,and discuss the
meaning ofthe selection with them. Especially important is a discussion ofthe "moral

lesson" ofthe reading,about which each studentshould be asked something.

Recess:' '■

Have the students put away their hooks and slates, and then instruct them thatyou

are going to dismiss them for a l5 minute recess. Note that any students that need to
should use the "necessary" out hack. Make sure that the students know that they are to
remmn Within the schoolyard and are not to climh the trees or get dirty. Explain that you

will end recess by ringing the hand hell, and that you expect all scholars to come
immediately and line up as they did in the morning. Have the girls "turn,rise, and pass

out ofthe classroom," allowing them a few moments to clear the room. Then repeat the
process for the hoys. (While the students are at recess,the teacher may find it desirable to

copy the written arithmetic lessons to the hoard to save time.) After recess,ring the hell,
and wait for the scholars to form two lines. (Count them to make sure that students are

not out back or in the pdvy.) Have the girls enter, make their manners,put their wraps in
the cloakroom,and seat themselves. Repeat the proce.ss with the hoys.
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Arithmetic Lesson:

Start the lesson by introducing the idea ofintellectual arithmetic to the scholars.

("...arithmetic done whollyin the mind.";"You can't go through your life with a slate
tucked under your arm!") Nextj bring up the extreme difference in gender learning

expectations by nineteenth-century society. This can be accomplished by introducing the
idea that"most believe that girls are notsuited to the difficulties of higher mathematics."
You might observe that"some believe women can't understand arithmetic," and caution
girls against"vapors and faintness.^ Counter this with an observation ofthe uses

nineteenth-century women have for arithmetic: keeping track of household accounts,

taking care ofbusiness in the absence ofa husband,an "doubling or trebling your receipts
[recipes] in the kitchen." Contrast this with men's constant need for mathematics in

running a farm,doing business,buying or selling land,or "figuring up your accounts down

at Torres's store or the shops in San Bernardino." Finish up the gender comparisons by
suggesting you'll start with "easy problems for the girls." If properly done with enthusiasm :
and a broad brush,the students will be challenged into a rivalry ofthe sexes which will
spur their attention.^®^
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Problems with negative reactions to this obvious irrational but historical bias,in the
experience ofthe author,come notfrom the outrageous comments which the interpreter
makes in character,but the beliefon the part ofthe audience that the interpreter holds

these ideas outsidethe context ofthe historical characterization. The remedy to this
problem is usually total commitment to the historical role. Total commitment to playing
the historical character, portraying these anachronistic ideas with complete belieffar
beyond the anything a modem person could reasonably believe, is far superior to halfsincere mouthing. Ifthe interpreter fails to fully articulate such beliefs, the audience can

become confused as to whether the interpreter "really" believes these outdated doctrines,
or is portraying a historical persona to be examined.
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Returning to mathematics,read the first problem in Robinson's and ask for a
"proper" answer. When the student's hands go up(...if necessary, carefully ignore

shouted answers,and note that this is "not proper or seemly behavior" in a stentorian
tone), call upon a student and receive the inevitable "wrong"answer. Thank them for

trying, and then explain what is meant by a"proper" answer. Explain that when called
upon,students would rise beside their desk,facing the teacher with good posture, and
their hands neatly folded. Continue:

A proper answer states the question to be asked,the method ofsolviilg the question,
and the solution to the question,in fulTand complete sentences,ending with a
respectful,'Ma'am.'[or Sir] For example,if the question was:'IfJohn has three books
and Robert has four books, how many books have they both?' A proper answer to the
question would be:'SINCE John has three books and Robert has four books,AND
SINCE three plus four is equalto seven,THEREFORE they both had seven books.
Ma'am. [Dramatic pause] Now you see how easy that is?

Now give the same student another problem,and work through it, guiding the
scholar as needed to both solve the problem and work within the form. Proceed to work

six to eight problems with rarldomly chosen scholars,increasing the difficulty mildly with
each problem. Remember to choose problems that are clearly within,if not beneath,the

student's ability level. The real lesson is not math, per-se, but rather the teaching style and
mental discipline.

End mental arithmetic with "a problem to whet the appetites ofthe more

mathematically minded boys." Choose one ofthe advanced word problems out ofthe
back ofthe book(Business,land,compound or discount problems are only some ofthe

options. The key to the exercise is verbal complexity: three or four step multiple variable
problems are just fine.)and recite it to the class. After a suitable pause,"allow" as you did
not expect that any ofscholars to solve it "right off," but you are disappointed that none

attempted it. Add that you will expect at leastsome ofboys to be able to solve such
-
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problems by the end ofa term or two. Use this to expound upon the need to "cipher in

your own head...after all, you can't go thrbugh life with a sla]te tucked under your arm!"
(Be forewarned,you should be prepared tosolve

problem you offer to the students.

This is necessary not only to answer the curiosity ofstudents and teachers taking the
program [often during the nooning],but also to assist the occasional gifted student who
might undertake to solve your hardest problem.)
Continue on with written arithmetic,worked on the slate. Explain that it is through

such practice at the slate that we develop our "powers of mental arithmetic." Assign each
student two or three problems,to be copied neatly onto the slate, and solved. (These

problems should be fairly easy,but need not be as far below their actual school level as the

oral work.) Explain that normally the more advanced scholars would correct the work of
those less advanced,buttoday, each student will correct their own work. Explain that
when they are finished,they are to raise their hand,and you will come and examine them
in their work. When they finish and are called upon, have them stand and read their work

to you on an individual basis. (The teacher should go to the student's desk.) Any errors
should be erased and redone,then re-examined. Remember,"no lesson is learned until it

is mastered." Make sure in answeringthat they use proper English* and end with a
respectful"ma'am."(or "sir")

TheNooning

When all are finished, have them erase their slates, put away their books and other
items,and sit quietly. Explain to the scholars that it is time for their nooning. Remind

them that they will have to bring their suppers to school most days, except William Frink
and the Coxes who might"sometimes" walk home for a hotsupiper with their family.
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Discuss how they bring their supper(tin bucket,lard pail, or basket with the food wrapped
in a cloth napkin or waxed paper, perhaps milk in a bottle in cool weather)and what it
consists of, and as well note your own supper. (This is an excellent opportunity to venture

into discussion of historic foodways by discussing favorite school lunches,or social customs

by discussing the food ofthe family boarding the teacher.) After these lengthy asides,it is
time to dismiss the igirls and then the boys,telling them to "turn,rise, and pass out ofthe
classroom" to their suppers.

(NOTE:While historically the teacher might have walked home or to their boarding
location to fetch their own lunch,this is NOT represented in this program. Given the

need to protect and oversee both the historical site and the visitors,the teacher should
consider themselves on-duty for the nooning. The instructor should remember to bring a
proper period supper in a historical container. After you finish eating,(The steps to the

schoolhouse provide a reasonable spot to eat and oversee the students at supper)a brief
sojourn into the schoolhouse is in order to prepare for the afternoon session. Erase
extraneous matter from the chalkboard. Get out sufficient ink bottles, quills, and

copypages for the class, and place them on your desk ready to distribute for the

penmanship lesson. Ifyou have not already,choose a post-nooning reading,and mark
your page so you can quickly find the place. The you should go out to supervise the rest of

the nooning. Ifthere is sufficient time,you might lead the students or a group thereofin a

period game. (Blind rnansbluff,red rover,tag, marbles,jacks, or even townball are all
possibilities, limited only by equipment and time available.) Remember,it was considered
quite appropriate historically for the teacher(or adults)to play along with the children...
So have fun!
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At the end ofthe nooning,ring the bell, allow the scholars to line up,and have
them enter as before. To settle them down after the class has been seated, read a short

moral story or poem. Any temperance poem against the use ofalcohol or tobacco is a
good choice(check the library for pre-l880's sources), Chapter 37 from Uncle Tom's
Cabin about liberty is very appropriate,and finally, if all else fails,"Beware the First

Drink"(p.111-13)or"When to say No"(p.144-45)from McGuffev's Third Reader are on

the mark. Reading should be done slowly, with clear enunciation and good diction.

(Practice at home with a tape recorder can help enormously.) After the reading, carefully

question the class as to what they have heard,its meaning,and the "moral lesson ofthe
story."

Penmanship Lesson:

, Announce that now we will work on penmanship. Make sure that everything is off
the students desk and put away. Show them a copypage, explain how it is used and its
value. Similarly discuss the quill pen,ink,and blotter paper, and explain how both the
pen and ink are prepared. Explain how the pen is used and what the blotter is for.

Caution them not to use the blotter for the pen,hut only upon the paper. Caution them

against spilled ink, and have any students with long sleeves roll them up out of the way.
Explain EXACTLY what you what written on the page: their name and the date on the

top ofthe paper,then a copy ofthe saying written on the page on each ofthe lines.
Remind them to completely fill the page, and not to waste paper. (Younger scholars
should have copypages with the lesson in printed rather than cursive letters; while the
youngest scholars should merely copy out their ABC's.)
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Only after you have fully explained the task should you then ask carefully chosen
students to distribute the pens,copypages,and blotter paper. The teacher should

distribute the ink bottles themself,to try to preclude the possibility ofink spills. Once
they are all started, keep an eye that the ink bottles stay where they have been placed,that

the students stay on task,and that no untoward accidents occur. The teacher should keep
a penknife handy to fix any troublesome quills. As well,the teacher may choose to recite
the classic verse on penmanship while thp students work:
If in fair writing you would excel.
Regard not how much you write, but how well.

Bear your pen lightly, keep a steady hand.
That is the way,fair writing we command.

When they have been given sufficient time, have them wipe their pens on the rim of
the ink bottle, cork their ink bottles, and blot their Work. Collect both the ink bottles, and

damp copypages(giving the copypages to the teacher or chaperone....CAREFULLY!),
while the students who distributed them should collect the pens and blotter paper,careful
to avoid getting ink all over.

Spelling Lesson:

out their copies ofWillson s Speller,slates,slate pencils, and

eraser rags. Assign an appropriate lesson or lessons for the cfes. Have the students neatly

copy each word onto their slate three times. Give the class 15-20 minutes to complete this

assignment. The teacher should wander the cl^sroom to make sure that the class stays on
task. When the students have finished, have them erase their slates and put away all

materials. Ifthere is sufficient time remaining,one can conduct a full-fledged spelling bee.
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However,iftime is limited,one may choose to randomly go around the room asking

individual students to spell words from the lesson(s).

Recitation ofPoems:

Remind the students about the poems they have memorized to recite. Allow them a

few minutes to review for the recitations, then ask them to put all books or materials away..

Ask for groups to yolunteeri however,if none do,then choose those you believe have been
most diligent in studying. Have the whole group working on a poem "turn,rise, and pass

to the front ofthe classroom," and recite the poem facing their classmates. (Keep a reader
handy to gently promptstudents if they should stumble,but do not be too quick to correct

them.) Iftime is short,only use one or two"volunteer groups,"and promise to "expect
the rest to recite their lesson tomorrow."

Other Lessons(Optional)

If this is to be a long program,or the students have gotten through the preceding

lessons exceptionally quickly,you can include a lesson in history,geography,or natural

philosophy by reading a chapter aloud from the respective text. The chapter should be

recited line by line by the teacher,and recited back by the class. When you finish the
chosen section, ask questions drawn from the reading to randomly selected students to
review the lesson.
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End of the SchoolDay

At the close ofthe school day,ask the students to put away their slates, hooks,slate

pencils,and eraser rags in their desks. Remind them to make sure nothing oftheirs is left
in or under the desk. Admonish them that they are to go straight home,and not get into
trouble or mischiefon the way. (You might choose to point out specific historic ways of
young people getting into trouble, addressed as advice to specific students.) As well,

instruct them to"make their manners'to you upon leaving,their parents upon arriving
home,and any respectable people ofthe community they should meet,"especially any

members ofthe school committee or other men ofimportance." Finally, remind them
that school will start tomorrow at nine promptly,and they are to be on time.

Dismiss the students hy sex, having them "turn,rise, and pass out ofthe classroom,
making their manners on the way out." When allstudents have exited, make a sweep to
see that they have not left any personal items either in the classroom or the two

cloakrooms. It is then best to act as back-up and assist the teacher in overseeing that all
students stay out oftrouble and get on their bus.

After the Scholars have Departed:

Collect,sort and put away all hooks,slates, and other materials. Ifthere is any fire
left in the stove, pull it apart,and extinguish it by smothering the coals and closing the
vent and damper. One should nextsweep the floor,wipe down the desk tops,and pickup
any trash that might have been left in the schoolhouse. Close and lock all windows and
the classroom doors.
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Suggested Lessons for Schoolhouse Program

Reading:

Drawn from McGuffev's first f'sixth] eclectic reader's:
Grade Level

Text

Lesson($)

Page #

3rd Grade

First Reader

XLI

54-55

n

XLvn

6466

First Reader

LIV

76-77

4tii Grade

H

5th Grade

Second Reader

7th Grade

Second Reader

Second Reader
II- . ■■

8th Grade

■ ■

Second Reader
ii

9th Grade

Lvn

81-82

■

2426

XIV

35-37

xxm

51^3

XXXV &VI

7478

Lvn

12426

IXIV

14044

■; -'IXV^ ■

14448

■a" 3437

Third Reader "
M.

.

11th Grade

Fourth Reader

and above

II ' ■■■

13-14

vn

Third Reader
n

10th Grade

79-80

n

II ' • ■ ^

6th Grade

'LVI-':.

'
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XXIV

62-65

XL,' ■

104107

XLVII

123-26

XXVII

79-82

Lvn

153-56

ixxiV

221-223

Declamations:

Student should be assigned declarciations from the same reader they will read from.

It is best to make sure that there is one student aissigned to each verse ofa poem chosen,so
that a single group ofstudents may be called upon to rMte the whole piece. The

following are suggested as declamations:
Reader

Declamation Title

Page #(8)

Second Reader

'TThe Little Star"

16-17

4

"Kitty and Mousie"

26-27

6

"Evening Hymn"

4344

3

/TTie Kitchen Clock"

79^1

6

"Cheerfulness"

158-59

5

"The Shepherd Boy"

13-15

11

^TTie White Kitten"

29

5

"A Mometit Too Late"

56-57

6

"Speak Gently"

114

6

^'Young Soldiers"

184

10

^T^o-morrov/V

45-46

8

^TLe Tempest"

125

6

^TLe Snow Man"

143

3

'T^he Wreck of the Hesperus

190-92

Third Reader

Fourth Reader

# of Verses

•

22

Intellectual Arithmetic:

Probleins for this lesson should be selected from Robinson's Progressive Intellectual

Arithmetic,based upon the fblloyvirig suggestions as to the abilities ofthe students.
Remember,that the work,with the exception ofthe last problem should clearly be well

within the students ability,rather than intellectually challenging as mathematics. Further,
the problerns should increase in difficulty during the lesson,so these suggestions should be

I6G

taken as the most difficult prohleiris to be selected for a given grade, not the average. It is
expected that the teacher will work through questions at lower grade levels before arriving

at the student's highest ability. In addition to the problems the students are intended to
solve,the teacher needs one problem to complete the lesson which is clearly beyond the
abilities ofthe class to demonstrate the difficult pfadvanced intellectual arithmetic.
Suggestions for such problems are noted under the Advanced column below:
Grade Level

Types of Problems

Page #'s

Third Sl Fourth

Simple Addition and Subtraction

5, 16-17

Fifth &Sixth

Advanced Addition and Subtraction

7-9,20-21

Seventh-Eightli

Multiplication

28-31

Ninth and above

Division

36-37

Advanced

Multi-Variable,Time/Money,Interest, etc.

117,148-49

Written Arithmetic

The same principle ofchoosing problems slightly below the Student's normal level of

ability applies. However,since they will not be required to work out the problem under
the pressure of public display, it can be a bit closer to their normal level ofschoolwork.

However,err on the side ofcaution at the higher levels, only those classes containing
advanced students should ever be assigned the highest two categories of problems.

Three or four carefully selected problems should be copied on the board(during
recess),for the students to copy out and solve on their slates. The following table details
suggested problem's from Robinson's Complete Arithmetic for differing grade levels:

T6T

Grade Level

Types ofProblems

P^e #'s

Third &Fourth

Simple Addition and Subtraction

15,25

Fifth &Sixth

Advanced Addition ^d Subtraction

20-21,29

Seventh-Eighth

Multiplication arid Division

43,59

Ninth and Tenth

Addition and Subtraction of Fractions

111,117

Eleventh and above

Multiplication of Fractions,Percentage,Simple Iriterest,

160,268, 296,

Ratio,Proportion,etc.
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Penmanship Lesson;

A sample copy page to demonstrate the style is included on the next page. While
the maxim used is a classic for school use, dozens ofothers can be obtained from historic

school boohs,Poor Richard's Almanac,or books ofquotations.
Spelling Lesson:

Students should be assigned to copy each word from the assigned lesson three times
Onto their slate. Lessons will be drawn from Willson's primary speller, with the following

being considered appropriate for the various grade levels:
Page #

Grade Level

Lesson(s)

3rd Grade

38-39

4th Grade

40-41

5th Grade

49

6th Grade

50

7th Grade

84

74-78

8th Grade

85

140-44

9th Grade

89

34-37

90

104-107

10th Grade and above

■

30

■ ■ 31'

35-/.

:,:,35^
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,
."School Register ofWarrants: 1880
1883",in the San Bernardino County Archives
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Gounty Assessor,"County Assesor's Books",broken series
from 1855-1890,various extant volumes ofseries located in San Bernardino

County Archives,San Bernardino City Library California Room,and San
Bernardino County Historical Society
,
."Maps prepared for the County Assessor
ofSan Bernardino",W.P. Cave, Draughtsman[188Q-1896]",in collection ofSan
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,County Recorder."Register of Deeds",Book 30,p.578-79,San
Bernardino County Archives.
,
."Agreements",Book E,p.31-32,44-46 in
the San Bernardino County Archives.

Superintendent ofSchools;"Book B:School Superintendent:
San Bernardino County: 1872-[1893]" in the collection ofthe San Bernardino
County Superintendent ofSchools,Public Relations Office.
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,"County Superintendents
Reports" vol. 1866-84 and 1885-93,in the collection ofthe San Bernardino
County Superintendent ofSchools,Instructional Resources Division;
,County Surveyor."Township No.2South,Range No.2West,
San Bernardino Meridian" 1871.,

.,"Township No.2South,Raiigie No.3
West,San Bernardino Meridian" 1880.

ynited States. Department ofthe Census. ManuscriptReturns ofthe 1870 Census of
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,

.Manuscript Returns ofthe 1880 Census

ofAgriculture.
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ofPopulation.

.Manuscript Returns ofthe 1880 Census
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Groy, Hazel Miller."A History ofPublic Education in San Bernardino During the
Monhoh Period", Ph>D. Dissertation, University of Galifomia at Los Angeles,

Prink,William H."The Old Martinez Ranch" Unpublished typescript?,(1937),in the
collection ofthe California Room,San Bernardino Public Library
Fortier, John."Thoughts on the Re-creation and Interpretation of Historical
Environments"Schedule and Papers ofthe Third International Congress of
Maritime Museums 1978.

Gammon,Billie. Conversations,5 September, 1992,and 18 January, 1994.
Hayes, Benjamin,"Piorieer Notes",vol. 3,in the collection ofthe Bancroft Library,
Berkeley, CA,

Irish,WiltriaBoothby.ed."Norlands Livirig History Center Interperter's Guide"
Livermore,Maiiie: Washbum-Norlands, 1991.
Johnson, Francis J;"Gomrnent on the Cultural Resources Survey For Oak Valley,
Landmark Laiid Company,San Timoteo Canyon"in the Arda HaenszelPapers,
San Bernardino Public Librar>', California Room.

Lewis, Mary L,"Family Group Sheets",various,in her private collection ofgeneological
materials,San Jacinto, California.

McAdams,Henry E."Early History ofthe San Gorgonio Pass" M-A.Thesis: University of
Southerh California, 1955.

Roth,Stacy F."Perspectives on Interpreter-Visitor Communications in First-Person
Interpretation as Practices at Living History Museums" M.A.Thesis: University of
Pennsylvania, 1992.

SnoWjSteven Eddy."Theater ofthe Pilgrims: Documentation and Analysis of a'Living
History' Performance in Plymouth,Massachusetts" Ph.D. Dissertation: New York
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Historic Textbooks

Comstock,J, L. Natural Philosophy New York: Pratt. Woodford,Farmer,and Brace,N.D.

Fish, Daniel W.Robinson's Progressive Intellectual Arithmetic New York:Ivison,
Blakeman,Tayior &.Co„ 1877.
■ .; • ■

Robinson's Gomplete Arithmetic New York: Ivison, Blakeman,Taylor

&Co., 1874.

McGuffev,William Holmes. McGuffev's Alternate Sixth Reader New York:Van Antwerp,
Bragg &.Co., 1889.
. '

■

.McGuffev's first f-sixthl eclectic reader Rev. ed.

Cincinnati, New York:Van Antwerp,Bragg

Co.[cl879].

Monteith,James. Monteith's phvsical and political geography New York:A.S. Barnes and

Co., 1875.Series Title: National geographic series[no.4]
Favson. lesse W.The Pavson. Dunton.&r Scribner Manuel ofPenmanship New York:
Potter, Ainsworth,and Co., 1873.
Swinton. William.Swinton's Condensed United States History New York: Ivison.

Blakeman,Taylor &.Co., 1876.
Willson, Marcus.Willson's primary speller New York: Harper&bros., 1863.Series title:
Harper's School and Family series

Specific Items to be Included in Student Files

Brown,John Jr. and Boyd,James. History ofSan Bernardino and Riverside Counties
Chicago: Lewis Publishing, 1922.3 vol.
Buie, Earl. E."They Tell Me",San Bernardino Sun. 11 November 1958

Bynott,A.A. History and DitectOrv of Riverside Countv; 1893.4 Riverside. CA:Riverside
Daily Press, 1893.reprinted Riverside, CA:.Historical Commision Press, 1992.
"Covered Wagbn Families",San Berriardino Sun, 15,January 1939
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Cox,Silas C."Cox,Silas C."from "Pioneer Society Notes"in the San Bernardino Library's
California Room collection,VF Biography C,Cox Family
"Edward Poppett and Mary Ellen Cox on their wedding day" picture from Johnson,
Myrtle."As I Remember" unpublished papers and scrapbook in the San
Bernardino Library's California Room collection,VP Biography C,Cox Family
Elliot. Wallace W.History ofSan Bernardino and San Diego Counties San Francisco:

Elliot &.Co., 1883;,reprint edition Riverside, CA:Riverside Museum Press, 1965.,

"Fourth Street School Class Picture",from the photography collection pfthe San

Bernardino Public Library, California Room,uncataloged file
prink, William."Early Davs ofSan Timoteo Valley". Redlands Facts. 18, 19,21, 22
December 1936

"The Old Martinez Ranch" Unpublished typescript?, 1937,in the
collection ofthe California Room,San Bernardino Public Library
Guinn.1. M.A History of California Chicago; Historic Record Co.. 1907. 2vol.

"Mrs.Ann Haskell Called by Death"[obituary]in the San Bernardino Sun. 10 February,

■

1919/

Haskell, Nara."Haskell Family",a paper delivered to the San Gorgonio Pass Historical
Society, copy in the Arda Haenszel Papers,San Bernardino Public Library,
California Room

Ingersoll, L.A.Ingersoll's Century Annals ofSan Bernardino: 1769 — 1904 Los Angel&s:
L.A.Ingersoll, 1904.
San Bernardino County,County Recorder."Register of Deeds",Book 30, p.578-79,in the
San Bernardino County Archives(San Timoteo School deed).
' ;

• "
■'
"Agreements",Book E,p.31-32,44-46 in the
San Bernardino County Archives(pertaining to Samuel and Julia Black's divorce).

'.

. ' ••
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Public Library, California Room,School Pictures Sch 2.

Weight,Lucile "Noble Pass and the rockhounds". Twenty-nine Palms, OA.The Desert
Trail,9, 16 February 1984
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